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Abstract
Recent years have witnessed the explosion of spatiotemporal big data (e.g. GPS tra-
jectories , vehicle engine measurements, remote sensing imagery, and geotagged tweets)
which has a potential to transform our societies. Terabytes of earth observation data
are collected every day from thousands of places across the world. Modern vehicles are
increasingly equipped with rich sensors that measure hundreds of engine variables (e.g.,
emissions, fuel consumption, speed, etc) annotated with timestamps and location data
for every second of the vehicle’s trip. According to reports by McKinsey and Cisco,
leveraging such data is potentially worth hundreds of billions of dollars annually in fuel
savings. Spatiotemporal big data are also enabling many modern technologies such as
on-demand transportation (e.g. Uber, Lyft). Today, the on-demand economy attracts
millions of consumers annually and over $50 billion in spending. Even more growth
is expected with the emergence of self-driving cars. However, spatiotemporal big data
are of volume, velocity, variety, and veracity that exceed the capability of common
spatiotemporal data analytic techniques.
My thesis investigates spatiotemporal big data analytics that address the volume
and velocity challenges of spatiotemporal big data in the context of novel applications
in transportation and engine science, future mobility, and the on-demand economy. The
thesis proposes scalable algorithms for mining “Non-compliant Window Co-occurrence
Patterns”, which allow the discovery of correlations in spatiotemporal big data with
a large number of variables. Novel upper bounds were introduced for a statistical
interest measure of association to efficiently prune uninteresting candidate patterns.
Case studies with real world engine data demonstrated the ability of the proposed
approaches to discover patterns which are of interest to engine scientists. To address the
high velocity challenge, the thesis explored online optimization heuristics for matching
supply and demand in an on-demand spatial service broker. The proposed algorithms
maximize the matching size while also maintaining a balanced provider utilization to
ensure robustness against variations in the supply-demand ratio and that providers
do not drop out. Proposed algorithms were shown to outperform related work on
multiple performance measures. In addition, the thesis proposed a scalable matching
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and scheduling algorithm for an on-demand pickup and delivery broker for moving
consumers with multiple candidate delivery locations and time intervals. Extensive
evaluation showed that the proposed approach yields significant computational savings
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1.1 Spatiotemporal Big Data Analytics
Recent years have witnessed the explosion of spatiotemporal big data such as GPS tra-
jectories, vehicle engine measurements, temporally detailed roadmaps, remote sensing
imagery, geo-social media, geotagged tweets, and historical on-demand transactions.
Such datasets are of volume, velocity, and variety that exceed the capability of common
spatial computing platforms and techniques. Spatiotemporal big data analytics refer to
the process of analyzing spatiotemporal big data to uncover information such as hidden
patterns and trends and allow informed predictions and decision making. Figure 1.1
illustrates the different components of the spatiotemporal data analytics framework. At
the bottom of the stack, spatiotemporal big data infrastructure provide a reliable sys-
tem for the management of the large data volumes and support spatial/spatiotemporal
data types, operations and indexes that help improve the I/O cost of queries by re-
trieving only the relevant portions of the data files. Representative efforts in that area
include SpatialHadoop [1], Spatiotemporal Hadoop [2], Hadoop-GIS [3], GeoSpark [4],
and Simba [5]. Spatiotemporal data science [6, 7, 8] encompasses algorithms that ex-
tract useful information from spatiotemporal big data. Examples of these techniques
include spatial/spatiotemporal outliers detection, algorithms for mining associations
and teleconnections, change patterns , spatiotemporal hotspots, partitions and summa-
rization, predictive models, and spatiotemporal optimization models. Spatiotemporal
data-driven sciences, as shown on top of the stack, refer to the different research fields
1
2with applications that employ spatiotemporal big data analytics to solve spatiotemporal
big data problems. For instance, climate scientists use predictive models with big re-
mote sensing data to understand and predict climate change. Transportation scientists
use summarization techniques with GPS trajectory data to understand travel behaviors
of individuals for improving transportation network planning.
Spatiotemoral Data-Driven Sciences
(e.g. Climate Science, Transportation Science and Mobility, 
Criminology, Epidemiology, Engine Science)
Spatiotemporal Big Data Science
(Data Mining, Machine Learning, Statistics)
Spatiotemporal Big Data Infrastructure
(e.g. SpatialHadoop, ST-Hadoop, Hadoop-GIS, GIS tools for 
Hadoop, GeoSpark, SpatialSpark, Simba )
Figure 1.1: Spatiotemporal Big Data Analytics Framework
1.2 Illustrative Application Domain: Transportation and
Future Mobility
Transportation accounts for over a third of U.S. green house gas (GHG) emissions and
is one of the fastest growing sources of U.S. GHG since 1990, resulting in adverse ef-
fects on the earth’s atmospheric temperature. In addition, transportation contributes
to hundreds of thousands of premature deaths annually due to air pollution (e.g., oxides
of nitrogen (NOx)). It also accounts for a vast majority of U.S. petroleum consump-
tion. Thus, reducing harmful vehicle emissions and improving vehicles fuel efficiency
are among the most urgent and important challenges facing our society. Conventional
methods in transportation science model and evaluate fuel-consumption and emissions
in the lab under controlled conditions (e.g. using predefined standard drive cycles).
However, as illustrated by the Volkswagen emissions scandal [9] as well as fines to other
3manufacturers [10, 11], these methods are not adequate to model emissions and fuel-
consumption during real-world driving. A key challenge in this domain is to develop an
understanding of the combustion and vehicle behavior under real-world driving condi-
tions towards the design of technologies to reduce emissions and/or fuel-consumption.
Recent years have seen the emergence of modern connected vehicles with rich sensors
that measure hundreds of engine variables (e.g., emissions, fuel consumption, speed, etc)
annotated with frequent timestamps and location data (e.g., GPS coordinates). From
these datasets we can also access the spatiotemporal context (e.g., weather, elevation,
traffic, etc) associated with a vehicle’s trip. According to reports by McKinsey and
Cisco [12, 13], leveraging such big data is potentially worth hundreds of billions of
dollars annually in fuel savings. Hence, these spatial big datasets can be leveraged for
optimizing engine operation based on actual real-world driving conditions rather than
the limited conditions tested in laboratories.
Apart from environmental friendliness and improved safety, connected vehicles can
also be used to improve travelers’ overall mobility experience by helping to reduce
traffic congestion through better signal and traffic control, and allowing on-demand
transportation services (e.g. Uber and Lyft). Today, the on-demand economy attracts
millions of consumers annually and over $50 billion in spending. Even more growth
is expected with the emergence of autonomous vehicle technologies. In the future, it
is anticipated that fewer vehicles will be privately owned. Instead, people will use
fleet vehicles owned by transportation services. Users can then request a vehicle when
needed and the driver-less vehicle would show up. This shift will also lead to the
emergence of novel on-demand services where moving consumers riding autonomous
vehicles can request products and/or services on demand and the vehicle would take
them to the nearest service provider. Opportunities raised by the emerging connected
and autonomous vehicles create a growing need for novel spatiotemporal data analytics
that can overcome the challenges raised by spatiotemporal big data.
1.3 Challenges
Spatiotemporal big data pose several challenges for classical spatiotemporal analytic
techniques:
41.3.1 Volume
One of the main challenges of spatiotemporal big data is the huge data volume. For in-
stance, GPS traces produce 1014 data items per year [14]. Engine measurement datasets
record hundreds of engine variables for every second of the vehicle’s trip. On-demand
ride-hailing services collect hundreds of terabytes of data every day [15]. These vast
amounts of data represent a major challenge for spatiotemporal data analytic techniques
where unsatisfactory computational performance may result particularly for complex
use cases involving identifying correlations with a huge number of candidate patterns,
non-mononotic statistical interest measures, multi-objective optimizations and complex
queries.
1.3.2 Velocity
Spatiotemporal big data are also arriving at a tremendous velocity. For instance, modern
connected cars produce 5 GB/hour of vehicle sensor data [16]. On-demand ridehailing
services receive billions of route planning queries daily [15]. This high velocity poses
challenges for common spatiotemporal big data infrastructure to ingest and manage
the incoming data and avoid frequent data loss. Scalable spatiotemporal data science
techniques are also needed to allow the analysis of the streaming data at high velocity.
1.3.3 Variety
Variety refers to the need for fusing multiple data sources. Today, there exists many
different sources of structured and unstructured spatiotemporal big data including MRI
images, geotagged tweets, multivariate trajectories from moving vehicles, as well as ex-
ogenous spatiotemporal data sources such as traffic information, weather, and elevation
maps which also need to be imposed on spatiotemporal graph models of the road net-
work. The variety of data sources require a huge effort from users to preprocess the
data for the use of spatiotemporal big data analytic techniques.
1.3.4 Veracity
Veracity refers to the quality, trustworthiness, and uncertainty issues that may be
present in the incoming data. For instance, historical trajectories may include inaccurate
5GPS coordinates during areas of lost satellite signals. Similarly, engine measurement
data collected from moving vehicles may include added noise due to privacy concerns.
Parts of individual trajectories may also be suppressed for privacy. Spatiotemporal big
data analytic techniques need to account for such uncertainty to be able to extract
useful patterns with high accuracy.
1.4 Thesis Contributions
This thesis focuses on addressing some of the above challenges by proposing novel pat-
tern mining algorithms (i.e., non-compliant window co-occurrence pattern discovery)
from spatiotemporal big data as well as scalable spatiotemporal optimization approaches
for matching supply (i.e., fixed and moving service providers) and demand (i.e., mov-
ing consumers) in on-demand spatial service brokers (i.e., utilization-aware matching
for robust on-demand spatial service brokers, flexible on-demand pickup and delivery
broker for moving consumers). Below, each chapter is briefly introduced.
• Chapter 2 discusses a novel pattern mining algorithm called “Non-compliant
Window Co-occurrence Pattern Discovery” which addresses the volume challenge
of spatiotemporal big data. Informally, given a set of trajectories annotated with
measurements of physical variables, the problem of Non-compliant Window Co-
occurrence (NWC) pattern discovery aims to determine temporal signatures in the
explanatory variables which are highly associated with windows of undesirable be-
havior in a target variable. NWC discovery is important for societal applications
such as eco-friendly transportation (e.g. identifying engine signatures leading to
high greenhouse gas emissions) and industrial process control (e.g. understanding
failure patterns). Challenges of designing a scalable algorithm for NWC discovery
include the non-monotonicity of popular spatiotemporal statistical interest mea-
sures of association such as the cross-K function which renders the anti-monotone
pruning based algorithms (e.g. Apriori) inapplicable for such interest measures.
In this chapter, we first propose two upper bounds for the cross-K function and
a top-down multi-parent tracking approach that uses these bounds for filtering
out uninteresting candidate patterns and then applies a minimum support (i.e.
frequency) threshold as a post-processing step to filter out chance patterns. We
6also propose a novel bi-directional pruning approach (BDNMiner) that combines
top-down pruning based on the cross-K function threshold with bottom-up prun-
ing based on the minimum support threshold to efficiently mine NWC patterns.
Case studies with real world engine data demonstrates the ability of the proposed
approach to discover patterns which are interesting to engine scientists. Exper-
imental evaluation on real-world data show that the proposed approach yields
substantial computational savings.
• Chapter 3 addresses the data velocity challenge by proposing efficient online
optimization heuristics for robustly matching supply and demand in on-demand
spatial service brokers. More specifically, the chapter investigates an on-demand
spatial service broker for suggesting service provider propositions and the cor-
responding time of service to mobile consumers while meeting the consumer’s
maximum travel time and wait time constraints. The goal of the broker is to
maximize the number of matched requests while also keeping the “eco-system”
functioning and robust against variations in the supply-demand ratio by engaging
as many service providers as possible and maintaining providers’ participation to
ensure that providers do not drop out. This problem is important because of its
many related societal applications in the on-demand and sharing economy (e.g.,
on-demand ride-hailing services, on-demand food delivery, etc). Challenges of
this problem include the need to satisfy many conflicting requirements of the bro-
ker, consumers and service providers and the high computational complexity since
solving the problem for a number of available consumers at any time instant is NP-
hard. Related work in spatial crowdsourcing and ridesharing has mainly focused
on maximizing the number of matched requests and minimizing travel cost, but
did not consider the importance of maintaining provider engagement and balanc-
ing provider utilization, which could become a priority when the available supply
exceeds the demand. In this chapter, we propose a Utilization-Aware Matching
Approach (ULAMA) which employs novel provider-centric heuristics for balancing
the utilization of providers, and a consumer-priority-based greedy matching algo-
rithm that prioritizes consumers for maximizing the number of matched requests.
Experimental results show that our proposed approach outperforms related work
by achieving the lowest variance in provider utilization while matching all available
7providers even when supply greatly exceeds demand. Our approach also achieved
a larger number of matched requests, particularly when supply exceeds demand
and also when both supply and demand are balanced.
• Chapter 4 addresses the challenge of the large data volume of on-demand service
transactions by discussing a scalable approach for matching and scheduling deliv-
ery vehicles and mobile consumers in an on-demand pickup and delivery broker.
In this context, we investigate a flexible on-demand pickup and delivery broker in
which moving consumers provide their itinerary including multiple possible deliv-
ery locations and the corresponding time interval during which they will be avail-
able at each location. The goal of the broker is to deliver the consumer requests at
a place and time where consumers are available, while maximizing the number of
matched requests and minimizing the delivery vehicles travel and waiting times.
The problem is important because of many everyday issues facing delivery ser-
vices including package loss, package theft, user inconvenience, and revenue loss
resulting from rescheduled deliveries when a package arrives at an empty place
where no one is available to receive it. Challenges of this problem include the
multiple conflicting broker objectives and the high computational complexity due
to the exponential number of possible schedules, and the multiple possible pickup
and delivery locations per request. Related work on the dynamic pickup and de-
livery problem with time windows and on-demand ridesharing has only focused
on delivery to a single fixed delivery location or a single destination; it has not
considered moving consumers with multiple possible delivery locations and time
intervals. In this chapter, we propose pkgRendezvous, a matching and schedul-
ing algorithm that relies on an early termination filter and an all-insertions cost
lower-bound pruning filter with a grid-based lookup table for efficiently enumerat-
ing candidate schedules. Experimental results show that our proposed approach
yields significant computational savings without sacrificing solution quality.






Given a set of trajectories annotated with measurements of physical variables, the Non-
compliant Window Co-occurrence (NWC) pattern discovery problem aims to determine
temporal signatures in the explanatory variables which are highly associated with win-
dows of undesirable behavior in a target variable (e.g. non-compliance with some stan-
dard). For instance, consider Figure 2.1, which shows portions of trajectories of a metro
transit bus in Minneapolis-St. Paul, MN, USA. In these trajectories, each point is anno-
tated with physical measurements such as engine power, engine revolutions per minute
(RPM), wheel speed, elevation and engine emissions. The red color marks temporal
windows within the trajectories where a target variable (emissions of oxides of nitro-
gen (NOx) in this example) shows a non-compliant behavior (i.e., the average emissions
within the windows exceed US EPA regulations [17]). As shown in the figure, some jour-
neys show this non-compliant behavior, while others do not. NWC discovery aims to
determine the underlying temporal signatures of the measured physical variables which
are highly associated with those windows of elevated NOx emissions. These signatures
(aka “patterns”) represent sequences defined on one or more physical variables that ei-
ther coincide with or occur within a prespecified time lag from a non-compliant window.
Figure 2.2 shows a non-compliant window <2,6>, of length 5 sec, in which the NOx
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9emissions exceed the US EPA standard of 0.267 gm/kW-h. As shown in the figure, pat-
terns of high acceleration and increase in elevation co-occur with this non-compliance
behavior and thus would be considered as candidate patterns by the NWC discovery
problem.
Figure 2.1: Non-compliant emissions of ox-
ides of nitrogen along a bus route in Min-
neapolis, MN (best viewed in color)
























































Figure 2.2: Example candidate Non-
compliant Window Co-occurrence patterns
(best viewed in color)
Illustrative Application Domain: Discovering NWC patterns is important to sev-
eral scientific and societal applications such as eco-friendly transportation (e.g. discov-
ering engine behaviors leading to high greenhouse gas emissions), detection of engine
signatures associated with engine malfunctions (e.g. patterns of sudden unintended ac-
celeration [18]) which can help save people’s lives, and industrial process control (e.g.
understanding patterns of failure in an industrial process [19]). In this work we use
eco-friendly transportation as our illustrative application domain. Current efforts in
the field of engine research are aimed at reducing harmful vehicle emissions such as
NOx and carbon dioxide (CO2) due to their adverse effects on human health and the
environment [20, 21]. Despite recent advances in emissions reduction technologies and
stricter standards imposed by regulatory agencies, vehicles are emitting at rates higher
than their certified limit under real world driving conditions [22, 23]. However, these
discrepancies are not a result of vehicles failing certification. In some instances vehicles
have been found using emissions cheating devices [24], but the majority of the discrep-
ancies are a result of a certification test not accurately reflecting real-world vehicle use.
Therefore, identifying engine variable signatures co-occurring with elevated NOx and
CO2 emissions in the real-world is key to understanding the cause of the excess emis-
sions. Furthermore, the ability of the NWC discovery method to discover less frequent
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patterns from large datasets would be well suited for identifying vehicles which contain
emissions defeat devices by highlighting instances where the cheating emissions reduc-
tion systems were turned on. Additionally, the time lag in co-occurrence patterns must
be considered when analyzing vehicle systems due to the large timescale of some vehicle
interactions. For instance, as engine load increases, engine temperature (a key factor
in NOx production) may rise at a slower rate due to the heat capacity and inertia of
the engine and coolant and hence the non-compliant NOx emissions might not occur
until a few seconds after the engine load started to increase. Due to the extremely
short timescale of combustion and the high frequency of its occurrence, most engine
variables vary on a very small timescale except for temperature variables which could
take a few seconds to a couple minutes depending on the temperature gradient. There-
fore, when studying small fixed non-compliant windows (i.e. a 5 sec window length),
it is safe to assume that larger scale temperature changes had already occurred, while
other explanatory variables and smaller scale temperature changes exhibit change on a
small time scale with no lag between them. In addition, engine measurement datasets
are usually collected at an aggregate of a higher frequency (i.e. the actual observations
usually happen on the 10-50 Hz timescale while the data is being presented on the 1
Hz timescale). Thus, changes in engine variables will usually happen simultaneously
(except for bulk temperature changes which may have a longer time scale) which means
that interesting changes in explanatory variables usually occur within and along the
non-compliant window and the specified lag value.
To measure the strength of an association between a pattern and non-compliant
windows, a spatio-temporal statistical measure is preferred in order to provide a statis-
tical interpretation of the output patterns. The cross-K function [25, 26] is a popular
spatio-temporal statistical measure which is often used to measure the interaction be-
tween pairs of events in space and time. The cross-K function can express how much
the association between a given pattern and non-compliant windows deviates from the
assumption of their independence. Additionally, the cross-K function is not sensitive
to the prevalence of the output pattern and hence can capture signatures that are less
frequent but are highly associated with non-compliant windows. In addition, a low min-
imum support (i.e. frequency) threshold can still be used to filter out chance or spurious
patterns (e.g., patterns which might have occurred only once in the input data and that
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occurrence happened to be near a non-compliant window, leading to a misleading high
value for its cross-K function). Therefore, using both the cross-K function threshold and
a low minimum support threshold allows capturing non-spurious engine signatures that
are highly associated with non-compliant windows even when they are not prevalent in
the input dataset.
Challenges: Designing an algorithm for NWC discovery that captures statistically
meaningful patterns while maintaining computational scalability is challenging for the
following reasons: First, domain-preferred spatio-temporal statistical association mea-
sures (e.g., cross-K function) lack monotonicity: a pattern representing an engine signa-
ture over multiple variables may be interesting even though its component single-variable
signatures are not. For instance, the increase of both engine RPM and brake torque
might be more strongly associated with increased NOx than the increase of engine RPM
alone. This property renders Apriori-based pruning inapplicable for such interest mea-
sure. Second, there are a huge number of candidate patterns to consider. For each
non-compliant window, the number of associated candidate patterns is exponential in
the number of variables. This includes all combinations of one, two, three, etc., vari-
ables. Third, the data volume is potentially huge due to the large number of variables
over a long time series.
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Limitations of Related Work: Related work for the NWC discovery problem mainly
consists of literature on mining multi-dimensional temporal association rules [33, 34,
35, 36]. In these rules, a consequent occurs within T time points of an antecedent
(a single or multi-dimensional sequence). However, these works, similar to frequent
pattern mining [27, 28] have mainly focused on finding the most frequent patterns using
a minimum support threshold and Apriori-like pruning methods that rely on the anti-
monotone property of the support measure. By contrast, in the NWC discovery problem,
rare associations can still be interesting since they can reveal patterns that are highly
associated with non-compliant windows but have low support. The statistical interest
measure used to capture these patterns does not have this anti-monotone property and
hence Apriori-based pruning cannot be applied for this interest measure.
Some other studies in the literature have also addressed the problem of mining rare
(i.e. low support) co-occurrence/association patterns with a high confidence threshold
[29, 30, 31, 32]. However, these methods only focus on associations between single events
and do not model associations between contiguous sequences (e.g., a temporal signature
of engine variables co-occurring with non-compliant windows). For instance, they would
not be able to capture the association of a continuous acceleration or braking pattern
with a window of elevated emissions as shown in our case study. In addition, none of
these methods except [32] guarantees completeness. Table 2.1 shows a classification of
the related work.












A pruning filter 
throughout mining 
algorithm
Figure 2.3: Our new BDNMiner ap-
proach versus our preliminary MTN-
Miner approach
In our preliminary work [37], we proposed
two upper bounds for the cross-K function which
are cheaper to compute than the computation of
the exact cross-K function. We also proposed
a top-down Multi-parent Tracking approach for
mining NWC patterns (MTNMiner) that uses
the proposed upper bounds for pruning uninter-
esting NWC patterns. MTNMiner was experi-
mentally validated and a case study was provided
for showing its ability to find meaningful patterns. This work extends our previous work
by proposing a novel bi-directional algorithm (BDNMiner) that improves the scalabil-
ity of our preliminary MTNMiner algorithm by combining cross-K function pruning
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with minimum support pruning simultaneously. Figure 2.3 summarizes the differences
between the two algorithms.
Contributions: This work makes the following new contributions: (1) We propose
a bi-directional approach for mining NWC patterns (BDNMiner) using both cross-K
function and minimum support pruning simultaneously. (Section 2.4.1) (2) We also
propose a method for tightening the cross-K function upper bounds in our BDNMiner
for efficiently pruning uninteresting patterns. (Section 2.4.2) (3) We analytically prove
the correctness and completeness of BDNMiner. (4) We present a new case study
to evaluate the effectiveness of BDNMiner in finding statistically meaningful engine
patterns that are associated with non-compliant CO2 emissions in transit buses. (5)
We provide an experimental evaluation using real-world data and show that BDNMiner
yields substantial computational savings compared to our preliminary work [37].
Scope and Outline: The process of mining association rules from time series data
in continuous domains typically consists of first discretizing the time series values and
then discovering the interesting associations [33, 34, 35]. In this work, we focus on
the problem of discovering interesting co-occurrence patterns. We do not address the
problem of choosing the most suitable discretization technique. Instead, we assume
that the discretization intervals for each variable are given as an input to this problem,
possibly using representations suggested in [36, 38, 39, 40]. Additionally, in this work
we only focus on temporal co-occurrence patterns. Spatial aspects of non-compliant
window co-occurrence patterns will be explored more thoroughly in future work. We
also only considered using a fixed lag value for all explanatory variables and assumed
that all patterns have the same length as the non-compliant windows.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents the basic con-
cepts followed by a formal problem definition for the NWC pattern discovery problem.
Section 2.3 reviews our preliminary approach towards addressing this problem [37]. The
proposed bi-directional BDNMiner algorithm is presented in Section 2.4. Section 2.5
presents a theoretical evaluation of the correctness and completeness of BDNMiner.
Section 2.6 presents case studies for using the BDNMiner algorithm on real-world en-
gine datasets collected from transit buses. The experimental evaluation is covered in
Section 2.7. Finally, Section 2.8 concludes the chapter and discusses future work.
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2.2 Basic Concepts and Problem Statement
2.2.1 Basic Concepts
Definition 1. An event: Given a variable v, an event ei(v) is a reading where v falls
within a predefined range [vi,vi+1).
For example, a set of events E(v) = {e1(v), e2(v), .., em(v)} can be defined for
the wheel speed variable v where e1(v) indicates that wheel speed ∈ [0, 5) km/h, e2(v)
indicates that wheel speed ∈ [5, 10) km/h, and so on.
Definition 2. A multi-variate event trajectory (MET): Given a set of explanatory
variables V and a target variable y, a MET is a sequence of multivariate points pt =
(p1t , p
2
t , ..., p
|V |
t , yt), 1 ≤ t ≤ τ , where t is a timestamp of pt, τ is the trajectory length,
pkt is an event defined for variable vk ∈ V, 1 ≤ k ≤ |V |, and yt ∈ R.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of a MET of length τ=8, defined over two explana-
tory variables V={v1:engine power, v2:engine RPM}, where E(v1)={a1, a2, a3} and
E(v2)={b1, b2, b3} are their corresponding sets of events, and a target variable y of
NOx emissions.
Definition 3. An event-sequence S(v): Given a variable v, an event-sequence S(v)
is a sequence of events ei(v) that are temporally contiguous in a MET.
For example, in Figure 2.4, a2a3a2 is an event sequence for engine power.
Next, before we present the definition of a non-compliant window, we first need to
distinguish between two types of functions, namely, local functions and zonal functions.
Local functions are functions that determine the output at each time instant based on
the attribute value at this time instant. For example, computing the engine load at
a given time instant as a function of the engine power at that time instant is a local
function. Zonal functions employ aggregate operators over time instants in a longer
interval. For example, determining the average NOx emissions within a 10 sec window
is a zonal function.
Definition 4. A non-compliant window (WN): Given a MET m, a zonal function
F defined over the target variable y of m and a window length L, and a threshold h,
a non-compliant window WN=<ti,tj>is a time interval in m, of length L, where F (y)
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>h. The length L is defined as the number of time instants within the window, i.e. L
= tj - ti+ 1.
For example, given the MET in Figure 2.4, and a function F defined as the percentage
of increase in NOx between the start and end of a 3 sec window, and a threshold of
100%, the window <1,3>is a non-compliant window since 0.023−0.0110.011 = 109%>100%.
Definition 5. A Non-compliant Window Co-occurrence (NWC) pattern: Given
a MET m defined over a set of explanatory variables V and a target variable y, and a
time lag δ, an NWC pattern C is a set of equal-length event-sequences {Si(ui) | ui ∈ U ,
U ⊆ V and 1 ≤ i ≤|U |}, that started at the same time point, and within a time lag δ
preceding the start of a non-compliant window in m. Length(C) denotes the length of the
event-sequences in C and is equal to the non-compliant window length L. Dim(C) de-
notes the dimensionality of pattern C (i.e. number of variables in C), where Dim(C)=
|U |.
Time 0          1 2 3 4 5          6 7
v1: Engine Power a1 a2 a3 a2 a1 a2 a3 a2
v2: Engine RPM b1 b1 b2 b3 b1 b1 b2 b2
NOx (gm/sec) 0.011   0.011   0.015   0.023   0.023   0.021   0.019   0.019
Figure 2.4: Input data with one non-compliant window (best in color)
For example, in Figure 2.4, given a time lag δ=1 sec, we can identify 6 NWC pat-
terns as listed in Table 2.3. The first three patterns coincide with the non-compliant
window, while the last three patterns precede the window by a lag of 1 sec. Patterns
with IDs =1, 2, 4 and 5 have a dimensionality of 1 since they are defined on only one
variable, while patterns 3 and 6 have a dimensionality of 2.
2.2.2 Interest Measure: Temporal cross-K function
In this work, the temporal cross-K function, a purely temporal form of the space-time
cross-K function [25, 26], is used as a statistical measure to express how much the associ-
ation between a given pattern and non-compliant windows deviates from independence.
A temporal cross-K function measuring the association between an NWC pattern, C,
and the occurrence of non-compliant windows, WN , at a time lag δ is calculated as
follows: KC,WN (δ) = λ
−1
WN
E[number of non-compliant windows starting within time δ
from the start of an instance of C], where λWN is the expected number of non-compliant
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window events per unit time. Under the assumption of independence between the oc-
currences of pattern C and the non-compliant windows, KC,WN (δ) is equal to (δ + 1).
Whenever KC,WN (δ) is greater than δ + 1, this indicates an association between the
pattern and the non-compliant behavior, with higher values indicating a stronger asso-
ciation. According to [41], KC,WN (δ) can be estimated by:
















I(0 ≤ d(Ci,WNj) ≤ δ) (2.1)
where d(Ci,WNj) is the distance between the start of instance Ci of pattern C and
the start of the non-compliant window WNj ; I(.) is an indicator function that assumes




referred to as the time series length in this chapter), and |WN | and |C| are, respectively,
the number of non-compliant windows and the number of instances (i.e., cardinality) of









⊲⊳WN | denotes the cardinality of the temporal join set between the instances
of pattern C and non-compliant windows, WN , such that an instance Ci and WNj are
only joined if Ci preceded WNj by time t where 0 ≤ t ≤ δ. For simplicity, in the rest of
this chapter, we will refer to |C
δ
⊲⊳WN | as the cardinality of the join set of C.
2.2.3 Problem Statement
The problem of discovering Non-compliant Window Co-occurrence (NWC) patterns can
be formally expressed as follows:
Given:
1. A set M of multivariate event trajectories (METs)
2. A set of non-compliant windows WN (i.e. time intervals on M), where each window
is of length L
3. A time lag δ,
4. A temporal cross-K function threshold ǫ, and
5. A minimum support threshold minsupp
Find: All NWC patterns C where KˆC,WN (δ) >ǫ.
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Objective: Reduce computational cost.
Constraints:
1. All output patterns should have a support at least equal to minsupp.
2. All METs in M are sampled at equal intervals with the same sampling rate.
3. Correctness and completeness are guaranteed.
The minsupp threshold is mainly used to discard chance/spurious patterns and
reduce the number of patterns output to the user, however, it should generally be set
to a very low value to allow the discovery of both rare as well as frequent patterns.
Table 2.2 summarizes the notations used in the above problem statement.
Table 2.2: Table of Notations
Symbol Description
M set of multivariate event trajectories (METs)
WN set of non-compliant windows
L non-compliant window length
δ time lag
ǫ temporal cross-K function threshold
minsupp minimum support threshold
C an NWC pattern
KˆC,WN (δ) cross-K function of pattern C at time lag δ
Assumptions: In our above problem formulation, we have made the following simpli-
fying assumptions:
1. All explanatory variables are assumed to have the same lag value δ.
2. The length of a non-compliant window is exactly the same as the candidate patterns
length.
Example: Figure 2.4 shows an example for the input to the NWC discovery problem.
The input consists of a MET defined on two explanatory variables: v1:engine power and
v2:engine RPM, and a target variable: NOx emissions in gm/sec. E(v1) = {a1,a2,a3}
and E(v2) = {b1, b2, b3} are the set of events defined for the engine power and engine
RPM variables, respectively. One non-compliant window <1,3>of length L = 3 sec
is input and is marked by a red rectangle as shown in the figure. Hence, |WN | = 1.
The KˆC,WN (δ) threshold ǫ is set to 5, δ is set to 1 sec, and minsupp is set to 1/8
(for illustration purposes only). The aim is to find all NWC patterns meeting the
KˆC,WN (δ) and minsupp thresholds. Table 2.3 shows all the candidate NWC patterns.
The first 3 patterns are those coinciding with the non-compliant window <1,3>, while
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the next 3 patterns are the patterns preceding the window by a lag of 1 sec. Columns
3, 4, 5 and 6 show the number of occurrences of each pattern in the time series (i.e.
pattern cardinality), the cardinality of the join set between instances of this pattern
and non-compliant windows, the pattern support, and the value of the interest measure,
respectively.
Table 2.3: Candidate NWC patterns for the input in Figure 2.4
ID Candidate Pattern C | C | |C
δ
⊲⊳WN | support(C) KˆC,WN (1) Is output?
1 {a2a3a2} 2 1 1/4 4 NO (4 <5)
2 {b1b2b3} 1 1 1/8 8 YES (8 >5)
3 {a2a3a2, b1b2b3} 1 1 1/8 8 YES (8 >5)
4 {a1a2a3} 2 1 1/4 4 NO (4 <5)
5 {b1b1b2} 2 1 1/4 4 NO (4 <5)
6 {a1a2a3, b1b1b2} 2 1 1/4 4 NO (4 <5)
For example, the first pattern in the table occurred twice at time instants 1 and
5 (i.e. |C|=2). That is, it has a support = |C|T = 2/8 = 1/4. However, only one of
those occurrences was associated with a non-compliant window: the pattern instance
at t=1 coincided with the non-compliant window <1,3>(i.e. |C
1
⊲⊳WN |=1). Hence, for





= 8×11×2 = 4<5. However, the second
pattern occurred only once at t=1, where it coincided with a non-compliant window.





= 8×11×1 = 8>5 and support(C) = 1/8
≥ minsupp. As shown in Table 2.3, only patterns 2 and 3 have an interest measure
(cross-K function) exceeding ǫ and support at least equal to minsupp, and thus these
are the final output patterns as indicated in column 7.
2.3 Preliminary Results
In this section, we first present the naive approach for solving the NWC discovery prob-
lem [37]. Then, we review our preliminary Multi-Parent Tracking approach for mining
NWC patterns (MTNMiner) with its cross-K function upper bound pruning filters.
2.3.1 Naive Approach
The naive approach starts by finding all non-compliant windows in the given time series
(i.e. the collection of input METs) using a sliding window of the same length as the
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given non-compliant window length. Then, for each non-compliant window in a METm,
we enumerate all temporal windows in the MET that started within time t preceding
this non-compliant window, where 0 ≤ t ≤ δ. Finally, for each of these temporal
windows we enumerate all the candidate NWC patterns. Each pattern C is enumerated
by calculating its cardinality |C| using a single linear scan of the time series. Whenever
an instance of the pattern is found, the algorithm examines the non-compliant windows
table to count the number of windows that are within δ sec from this pattern. Hence, for
a pattern C, both |C| and |C
δ
⊲⊳WN | are calculated using a single linear scan. Finally,
if the pattern satisfies the minsupp threshold, its cross-K function is calculated and the
pattern is output if the measure exceeds the user-specified threshold ǫ.
Note that while enumerating the non-compliant windows and their corresponding
candidate patterns, no non-compliant window or pattern is allowed to overlap two dif-
ferent METs. In addition, if the input METs belong to different moving objects (e.g.
different vehicles), NWC patterns in a MET of one object should not be associated with
a non-compliant window in a MET of another object. To achieve this, the non-compliant
window table also stores the object ID to differentiate between the non-compliant win-
dows of the different objects.
2.3.2 Key Ideas Behind MTNMiner
In this subsection, we review the three key ideas behind the MTNMiner algorithm be-
fore presenting the algorithm in the following subsection.
Key Idea 1: Local Upper Bound of KˆC,WN (t):
First, we define a subset/superset relation between NWC patterns.
Definition 6. Subset and superset patterns: Given two NWC patterns, C={Si(ui)
: ui ∈ U, 1 ≤ i ≤|U |} and C’={Si(qi) : qi ∈ Q, 1 ≤ i ≤|Q|}, then, C’ is said to be a
subset of C iff: (1)Length(C’) = Length(C). (2) Q ⊆ U. (3) For every Si(qi) ∈ C’, we
have Si(qi) ∈ C. Similarly, C is said to be a superset of C’ (i.e. superset(C’)).
Definition 7. Local upper bound: Given an NWC pattern C={Si(ui) | ui ∈ U, U ⊆
V and 1 ≤ i ≤|U |} and a time lag δ, the local upper bound of KˆC,WN (δ), denoted as

















and Lower(|C|) = |superset(C)| (2.3)
Note that UpperLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) is an upper bound of |C
δ
⊲⊳WN | which exists in the
numerator of KˆC,WN (δ). It is computed using the minimum join set cardinality of all
subset patterns of C that consist of only one event-sequence (i.e. one-variable subset
patterns). Lower(|C|) is a lower bound of |C|, which is in the denominator of KˆC,WN (δ),
and is equal to the cardinality of any superset pattern of C. Next, we prove that
UBlocal(KˆC,WN (δ)) is an upper bound of KˆC,WN (δ).
Lemma 1. Given an NWC pattern C and a time lag δ, UpperLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) is an
upper bound of |C
δ
⊲⊳WN |
Proof. For every NWC pattern {Si} consisting of a single event-sequence where {Si} ⊆
C, 1 ≤ i ≤ Dim(C), we have |{Si}| ≥ |C|, where |{Si}| and |C| are the cardinality of
the patterns {Si} and C in the time series, respectively. Since {Si} ⊆ C, we also
have |{Si}
δ
⊲⊳WN | ≥ |C
δ







⊲⊳WN |) ≥ |C
δ
⊲⊳WN |. 
Lemma 2. Given an NWC pattern C and a time lag δ, Lower(|C|) is a lower bound
of |C|.
Proof. Any superset pattern of C has a cardinality smaller than or equal to C. There-
fore, Lower(|C|) = |superset(C)| ≤ |C|. 
Theorem 1. Given an NWC pattern C and a time lag δ, UBlocal(KˆC,WN (δ)) is an
upper bound of KˆC,WN (δ).













Lower|C| = UBlocal(KˆC,WN (δ)) 
Now, since UBlocal(KˆC,WN (δ)) is an upper bound of
ˆKC,WN (δ), then if this upper
bound is less than the cross-K function threshold ǫ, pattern C will not be output and
hence there is no need to compute the actual cardinality of the pattern or the cardinality
of its join set.
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Key Idea 2: Lattice Upper Bound of KˆC,WN (t):
We use a second upper bound for the ˆKC,WN (δ) of a pattern C, denoted as UBlattice(KˆC,WN (δ)).
Although this bound is less tight than the local upper bound of a pattern, UBlattice(KˆC,WN (δ))
has a conditional monotone property. Based on that property, if UBlattice(KˆC,WN (δ))
is less than ǫ, then the lattice upper bound for all subset patterns of C is also less than
ǫ and so they can be completely pruned without calculating their upper bounds.
Definition 8. Lattice upper bound: Given an NWC pattern C={Si(ui) | ui ∈ U,
U ⊆ V and 1 ≤ i ≤|U |} and a time lag δ, the lattice upper bound of KˆC,WN (lag),
















and Lower(|C|) = |superset(C)| (2.4)
Theorem 2. Given an NWC pattern C and a time lag δ, UBlattice(KˆC,WN (δ)) is an
upper bound of KˆC,WN (δ).
Conditional Monotone Property for the Lattice Upper Bound:
Next we present Lemma 3 which describes a conditional monotone property for the
lattice upper bound. Proofs of Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 can also be found in [37].
Lemma 3. Given an NWC pattern C and a time lag δ, UBlattice(KˆC,WN (δ)) is mono-
tonically decreasing with decreasing Dim(C) if Lower(|C|) is kept monotonically in-
creasing. In other words, given two NWC patterns C and C’ where C’ ⊂ C, then if
Lower(|C ′|) ≥ Lower(|C|), then UBlattice(KˆC′,WN (δ)) ≤ UBlattice(KˆC,WN (δ)).
Key Idea 3: Efficient Calculation of the Pattern Cardinality:
A more efficient method to calculate the pattern cardinality is to preprocess the time
series to create a startingEdge index. This index is a hash table where the key is two
events that occurred consecutively in time i.e., s1 → s2. The value is a list of all the
time instants where this edge appeared in the input time series. A separate index is
kept for each of the input variables. To calculate the cardinality of a pattern, we use the
first two consecutive events (i.e., the first edge in the pattern) as the key, and retrieve
the corresponding time instants where this edge occurred from the hash table. Then,
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we only search the time series at these time instants to count the cardinality of the
pattern.
2.3.3 MTNMiner: A Multi-Parent Tracking Approach for Mining
NWC patterns
The MTNMiner algorithm starts by finding and then iterating through all non-compliant
windows. For each window, it enumerates patterns starting at t time points preceding
that window, where 0 ≤ t ≤ δ. In addition, MTNMiner uses the key ideas introduced in
the previous subsection to efficiently traverse the candidate patterns enumeration space.
For each value of t preceding a non-compliant window <ti, tj>, a lattice data structure
is used to represent all the patterns starting at t, as shown in Figure 2.6a. The lattice
nodes represent all the possible patterns within the window <ti− t, tj − t>. Each node
is labeled with the list of variables in the pattern it belongs to. For example, consider
the input MET shown in Figure 2.5. For the window <0,2>, the lattice node labelled
{a, b} represents the pattern defined by the first two variables in that window, namely
{a1a2a3, b1b1b2}.
Within the lattice of each window, MTNMiner starts by enumerating all leaf nodes
representing one-variable patterns, and stores the join-set cardinality of these nodes in
an array LeafJoinSetCount. Then, a top-down breadth first traversal/search (BFS)
is performed to enumerate the rest of the lattice nodes while applying the previously
defined upper bounds. Since each node has multiple parents, a node can be pruned
through the lattice upper bound of any of its parent nodes. Therefore, a node is in-
serted into the BFS queue for enumeration only if all its parents were already visited
and none had a lattice upper bound >ǫ. Hence, each node keeps track of the number of
its unvisited parents (i.e. unV isitedParents). This also avoids adding duplicate copies
of a node to the queue through the node’s multiple parents. In addition, each node
stores the following information: (1)supersetCount: the maximum cardinality found
so far of a superset pattern of this node; and (2)isPruned: a flag to indicate if the
node was already pruned through one of its ancestor nodes. Initially, for each node n,
isPruned is set to False, unV isitedParents is set to the number of parent nodes of n,
and supersetCount is set to 1 since we are sure that there is at least one instance of
the root node pattern in the current window, and this root node pattern is a superset
of all the patterns in that window. An enumeratedPatterns table is used to store the
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patterns already enumerated. This table also stores the cardinalities of the leaf nodes’
patterns and their join sets. Finally, the algorithm uses a queue to perform a Breadth
First Traversal for the lattice nodes.
Algorithm 1 MTNMiner
1: enumeratedPatterns ← {}
2: Queue queue ← {}
3: startingEdgeIndex ← CreateStartingEdgeIndexFromMETs
4: lattice ← Create and initialize lattice
5: for each window w=<ti, tj>in WN do ⊲ iterate through all non-compliant windows
6: for t := δ to 0 do ⊲ iterate from 0 to the max lag δ preceding w
7: latticeCp ← CreateDeepCopy(lattice)
8: LeafJoinSetCount ← EnumerateOneVariableNodes(latticeCp,enumeratedPatterns)
9: queue.enqueue(latticeCp.root)
10: while queue not empty do
11: Node node ← queue.dequeue()
12: enumerateWithUpperBoundPruning(latticeCp,node,queue,w,t,δ)
13: function enumerateWithUpperBoundPruning(lattice,n,queue,w,t,δ)
14: if UBlattice(Kˆn.C,WN (δ)) ≤ ǫ then PruneAllNodeSubsets(n,lattice)
15: else if UBlocal(Kˆn.C,WN (δ)) ≤ ǫ then
16: for each unpruned non-leaf child node ch of n do
17: ch.supersetCount ← max(ch.supersetcount,n.supersetcount)
18: Check if n is last visited parent of ch, then queue.enqueue(ch)
19: else ⊲ no pruning occurred
20: C ← expandPattern(n)
21: if C not in enumeratedPatterns then
22: [|C|, |C
δ




≥ minsupp and KˆC,WN (δ) >ǫ then Output C.
25: for each unpruned non-leaf child node ch of n do
26: ch.supersetCount ← max(ch.supersetcount,|C|)
27: Check if n is last visited parent of ch, then queue.enqueue(ch)
28: else ⊲ C already enumerated
29: PruneAllNodeSubsets(n)
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of MTNMiner. First, the algorithm starts by
initializing the used data structures (lines 1-4). Next, the pattern enumeration step is
performed (lines 5-12). The algorithm iterates through all temporal windows starting
within a time lag t preceding a non-compliant window, where 0 ≤ t ≤ δ. For each tem-
poral window, MTNMiner starts by creating a copy of the initial lattice to enumerate the
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patterns in that window (line 7). Pattern enumeration proceeds in two phases: Phase
1 (line 8) enumerates the patterns represented by all the leaf nodes. Each pattern is
expanded by retrieving it from the input time series. If the pattern was already enumer-
ated, its cardinality and join set cardinality are retrieved from the enumeratedPatterns
table and used to calculate its cross-K function. The join set cardinality is also stored
in the LeafJoinSetCount array. Otherwise, the pattern cardinality and its join set
cardinality are calculated and stored with the pattern in the enumeratedPatterns ta-
ble. Additionally, the join set cardinality is stored in the LeafJoinSetCount array to
be used in calculating the upper bounds for the rest of the lattice nodes. In phase 2
(lines 9-12): the algorithm performs a top-down breadth first traversal starting from
the root node of the lattice and continuing until the queue is empty. For each node in
the queue, the function EnumerateWithUpperBoundPruning(.) (lines 13-29) is called,
as follows.
The EnumerateWithUpperBoundPruning(.) function starts by calculating the lat-
tice upper bound of the node using the maximum join set cardinality of all the one-
variable subsets of the node (already stored in LeafJoinSetCount) and the value of
supersetCount of the node. If the lattice upper bound is ≤ ǫ, all subset patterns of
this node (i.e. all descendant nodes) are marked as pruned (line 14). If not, the local
upper bound is calculated. If this bound is ≤ ǫ (line 15), then the cost of enumerating
the pattern represented by this node (i.e., expanding it and calculating its cardinality
and the cardinality of its join set) is saved. However, we still need to examine the
children of this node (lines 16-18). For each child node not marked as pruned, we set
its supersetCount variable to the maximum of its current supersetCount value and the
supersetCount of its parent node. Then, we decrease the number of unV isitedParents
for the child by one and if this was the last visited parent (i.e. unVisistedParents = 0),
we insert the child node into the queue. Finally, if the local upper bound of the node
was greater than ǫ, then we have to enumerate this node (lines 19-29). First the node
is expanded by retrieving the actual pattern from the time series. If the pattern was
already enumerated (lines 28-29), all its subset nodes are marked as pruned. Otherwise
(lines 21-27), the cardinalities of the pattern and its join set are calculated using the
startingEdge index, and the pattern is inserted into the enumeratedPatterns table. If
the pattern satisfies the minsupp threshold, its cross-K function is calculated and if this
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value exceeds ǫ, the pattern is output (line 24). Finally (lines 25-27), the child nodes are
treated in the same way as described before; however, in this case, the supersetCount
of each child is set to the maximum of its current value and the cardinality computed
for the parent node (line 26). As the supersetCount value of each node increases, the
lattice upper bound becomes tighter.
Bottleneck Analysis: Table 2.4 shows a break-down of the running time of MT-
NMiner without pruning. A MET with T =50,000 points is used, with L= 5 sec, δ
= 1 sec, ǫ = 15, and minsupp=0.01% threshold is specified. As shown in Table 2.4,
the main bottleneck is calculating the cardinality of candidate patterns and their join
set. By comparison, the time required for copying and traversing the actual lattice (in
addition to all other tasks) is negligible. Hence, our pruning strategies focus on avoid-
ing this cardinality computation cost. It should also be noted that although for each
enumerated window, a lattice is created with nodes representing all candidate patterns
within that window, only one lattice at a time is kept in memory.











6 267.2 sec 3.1 sec 270.3 sec
8 769.2 sec 9.3 sec 778.5 sec
10 3772 sec 39 sec 3811 sec
Time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
vara a1 a2 a3 a2 a1 a2 a3 a2 a1 a2 a3 a2
varb b1 b1 b2 b3 b1 b1 b2 b2 b1 b2 b3 b2
varc c1 c2 c1 c1 c1 c2 c1 c1 c2 c1 c2 c2
vard d2 d2 d3 d3 d2 d2 d3 d2 d1 d2 d2 d3
Figure 2.5: Input with two non-compliant windows
Execution Trace: Figure 2.6 shows an example run of MTNMiner for the input
data shown in Figure 2.5. The MET is of length T=12 and has two non-compliant
windows of length L = 3 sec, namely, <1,3>and <7,9>. The cross-K function threshold
is set to ǫ = 3.5, δ = 1 sec andminsupp=1/6 (for illustration). For brevity, the execution
trace shows only the enumeration of candidates within one window <0,2>, which started
1 sec before the non-compliant window <1,3>. Similar enumerations will be done for
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the windows <1,3>, <6,8>and <7,9>.
Each node is associated with a list of variables in square brackets: [unVisitedParents, supersetCount, isPruned]
A node for which the interest measure was computedA pruned node
{a,b,c,d}
{a,b,c} {a,b,d} {a,c,d} {b,c,d}
{a,b} {a,c} {b,c} {a,d} {b,d} {c,d}
{a} {b} {c} {d}
`
[0,1,0]
[1,1,0] [1,1,0] [1,1,0] [1,1,0]
[2,1,0] [2,1,0] [2,1,0] [2,1,0] [2,1,0] [2,1,0]
LeafJoinSet-
Count




{a,b,c} {a,b,d} {a,c,d} {b,c,d}
{a,b} {a,c} {b,c} {a,d} {b,d} {c,d}
{a} {b} {c} {d}
`
[0,1,0]
[0,2,0] [0,2,0] [0,2,0] [0,2,0]
[2,1,0] [2,1,0] [2,1,0] [2,1,0] [2,1,0] [2,1,0]
LeafJoinSet-
Count
1 1 2 1
Queue {a,b,c}   {a,b,d}    {a,c,d}    {b,c,d}
(b) Step 2
{a,b,c,d}
{a,b,c} {a,b,d} {a,c,d} {b,c,d}
{a,b} {a,c} {b,c} {a,d} {b,d} {c,d}
{a} {b} {c} {d}
`
[0,1,0]
[0,2,0] [0,2,0] [0,2,0] [0,2,0]
[1,2,1] [0,2,0] [0,2,0] [2,1,1] [2,1,1] [0,2,0]
LeafJoinSet-
Count
1 1 2 1
Queue {a,c}   {b,c}    {c,d}
(c) Step 3
Step Node | C | |C
1
⊲⊳WN | KˆC,WN (1)
1
{a} 3 1 2
{b} 2 1 3
{c} 3 2 4
{d} 3 1 2
2 {a,b,c,d} 2 1 3
3
{a,b,c} - - -
{a,b,d} - - -
{a,c,d} - - -
{b,c,d} - - -
(d) Interest measure computations
Figure 2.6: MTNMiner Execution trace (Best viewed in color)
Figure 2.6 shows the lattice for window <0,2>after executing each step of the algo-
rithm, where one whole level is enumerated at every step. Figure 2.6a shows the lattice
created for window <0,2>after enumerating the leaf-nodes and calculating their cross-
K function. Their join set cardinalities are shown in the array LeafJoinSetCount.
Figure 2.6d shows the computed values at step 1, in which only the pattern of node
{c} is output, namely {c1c2c1}, since its cross-K function equals 4>ǫ and its support
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equals 3/12>1/6. Next, the root node is inserted in the queue. Figure 2.6b shows








1 = 6>ǫ). Since both
values exceed ǫ, the actual cardinalities of the root pattern and its join set are calcu-
lated. Then for its child nodes, the unV isitedParents variable is decremented, their
supersetCount is set to the actual cardinality of the root node pattern just computed
(changes are marked in red), and the child nodes are inserted into the queue. In Figure
2.6c, the lattice upper bound is calculated for the first node in the queue, {a, b, c}. Al-
though its value exceeds ǫ, the local upper bound value of 3 is less than ǫ and hence the
node is pruned (from Theorem 1). Then, the supersetCount of its child nodes is set to
its supersetCount value and their unV isitedParents are decremented. Node {a, b, d},
which is next in the queue, is enumerated by calculating its lattice upper bound. Since
the bound is equal to 3 <ǫ, the node is pruned and its three child nodes are also marked
as pruned (from Theorem 2 and Lemma 3). The enumeration continues similarly for
all the nodes in this level where nodes {a, c, d} and {b, c, d} will also be pruned through
their local upper bounds (=3<ǫ). Finally, the next level of nodes will be enumerated
similarly until the queue is empty.
In the next section, we will present a new proposed approach for NWC pattern min-
ing that enhances the scalability of MTNMiner by combining cross-K function pruning
using the lattice and local upper bounds with minimum support pruning.
2.4 Proposed Approach
In this section, we present our proposed Bi-Directional approach for mining NWC pat-
terns (BDNMiner). We start by describing the bi-directional traversal algorithm and
the termination condition for ending the pattern search. Then, we describe a method
for calculating tighter local and lattice upper bounds using the new proposed traversal
for efficiently pruning uninteresting patterns.
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2.4.1 BDNMiner: A Bi-Directional approach for mining NWC pat-
terns
The main idea behind BDNMiner is using both the cross-K function and minsupp
thresholds simultaneously for pruning. To allow pruning based on the cross-K function
threshold (i.e. using the lattice and local upper bounds) the algorithm has to perform
a top-down traversal of the lattice nodes as previously illustrated in the MTNMiner
algorithm. On the other hand, the support measure has a well-known anti-monotone
property [42] which indicates that the support of a pattern is always smaller than or
equal to the support of its subset patterns. Hence, if the support of a given pattern does
not pass the minsupp threshold, all its superset patterns can be pruned since they will
never pass the threshold either. Therefore, pruning based on the minsupp threshold
requires a bottom-up traversal of the lattice moving from leaf nodes toward the root
node. Thus, our proposed BDNMiner algorithm uses a hybrid bi-directional traversal
where one level of the lattice is enumerated from each direction at a time. In the bottom-
up traversal, nodes are enumerated and can be pruned using the minsupp threshold.
In that case, all the parent nodes of the pruned node are also marked as “pruned using
minsupp”. The top-down traversal starts from the top-level and prunes nodes using the
lattice and local upper bounds as illustrated in MTNMiner. In Section 2.4.2, we will also
show how this bi-directional traversal strategy can be used to compute tighter local and
lattice upper bounds where the pattern cardinalities computed during the bottom-up
traversal can be used in calculating the upper bounds during the top-down traversal.
The lattice data structure used by BDNMiner can be shown in Figure 2.8a. Unlike
MTNMiner, the links between the nodes in this lattice are bi-directional links. Thus,
each node has pointers to its parent nodes as well as its children nodes. Additionally,
each node has a pointer to its next sibling node in the same lattice to allow the enumer-
ation of a whole level at a time. An array is created with length equal to the number of
levels in the lattice where each location in the array stores a pointer to the first node
in the corresponding level in the lattice. In addition, each node maintains the following
information: (1)supersetCount: the maximum cardinality found so far of a superset
pattern of this node; and (2)isPruned: an integer to indicate if the node was pruned
by using the minsupp threshold (=1), or the lattice upper bound (=2), or both (=3)
or is unpruned yet (i.e. default value=0).
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Algorithm 2 BDNMiner
1: enumeratedPatterns ← {}
2: startingEdgeIndex ← CreateStartingEdgeIndexFromMETs
3: lattice ← Create and initialize lattice
4: for each window w=<ti, tj>in WN do ⊲ iterate through all non-compliant windows
5: for t := δ to 0 do ⊲ iterate from 0 to the max lag δ preceding w
6: latticeCp ← CreateDeepCopy(lattice)
7: nextBottomLevel ← 0
8: nextTopLevel ← latticeCp.dimensionsNum− 1 ⊲ enumerate the leaf-node level
9: LeafJoinSetCount ← EnumerateOneVariableNodes(latticeCp,enumeratedPatterns)
10: if all one variable nodes have |C|
T
≤ minsupp then continue
11: else
12: nextBottomLevel ← nextBottomLevel+1
13: enumerateRootNode(latticeCp,latticeCp.root,w,t,δ,nextTopLevel)
14: isAllLevelPrunedByMinsupp ← false
15: while (!isAllLevelPrunedByMinsupp) and (nextBottomLevel ≤ nextTopLevel) do
16: for each node in nextTopLevel do ⊲ enumerate one level from top
17: enumerateWithUpperBoundPruning(latticeCp,node,w,t,δ)
18: nextTopLevel ← nextTopLevel-1
19: if nextBottomLevel ≤ nextTopLevel then ⊲ top-down and bottom-up traversals did not meet
20: isAllLevelPrunedByMinsupp ← true
21: for each node in nextBottomLevel do ⊲ enumerate one level from top
22: isPruned ← enumerateWithMinsuppPruning(latticeCp,node,w,t,δ,)
23: if not isPruned then
24: isAllLevelPrunedByMinsupp ← false
25: nextBottomLevel ← nextBottomLevel+1
26: function enumerateWithUpperBoundPruning(lattice,n,w,t,δ)
27: if n is marked as pruned by UBlattice then return
28: if n is marked as pruned by minsupp then
29: for each non-leaf child node ch of n not marked as pruned by UBlattice do
30: ch.supersetCount ← max(ch.supersetcount,n.supersetcount)
31: return
32: if UBlattice(Kˆn.C,WN (δ)) ≤ ǫ then PruneAllNodeSubsets(n,lattice)
33: else if UBlocal(Kˆn.C,WN (δ)) ≤ ǫ then
34: for each non-leaf child node ch of n not marked as pruned by UBlattice do
35: ch.supersetCount ← max(ch.supersetcount,n.supersetcount)
36: else ⊲ no pruning occurred
37: C ← expandPattern(n)
38: if C not in enumeratedPatterns then
39: [|C|, |C
δ




≥ minsupp and KˆC,WN (δ) >ǫ then Output C.
42: for each non-leaf child node ch of n not marked as pruned by UBlattice do




46: if n is marked as pruned by minsupp then return true
47: if n is marked as pruned by UBlattice then return false
48: C ← expandPattern(n)
49: if C not in enumeratedPatterns then
50: [|C|, |C
δ





53: if KˆC,WN (δ) >ǫ then Output C.
54: else PruneAllNodeSupersets(n) and return true
55: else ⊲ C already enumerated ⊲ use pattern support to check if its supersets can be pruned
56: if |C|
T
≥ minsupp then PruneAllNodeSupersets(n) and return true
57: return false
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of BDNMiner. Lines 1-6 are very similar to
MTNMiner where the algorithm starts by creating a lattice for the patterns starting at
t time points preceding each non-compliant window, where 0 ≤ t ≤ δ. Line 7 initializes
the variable nextBottomLevel to zero to indicate the next level to be enumerated by
the bottom-up traversal (i.e. leaf-node level). Similarly, line 8 initializes the variable
nextTopLevel to the root node level which is the next level to be enumerated by the top-
down traversal. Next, the pattern enumeration step is performed in three phases (lines 9-
25). In phase 1 (lines 9-12), patterns represented by all the leaf nodes are enumerated
by calculating their cardinalities, join set cardinalities and cross-K function(line 9). The
join set cardinalities are also stored in the LeafJoinSetCount array. If the support of a
pattern does not exceed the minsupp threshold, all its supserset patterns are marked as
“pruned using minsupp”. Line 10 terminates the search in the current window if all leaf
nodes were pruned using minsupp. Otherwise, the nextBottomLevel variable is incre-
mented to point to the next level (line 12). In phase 2 (line 13), the root node is enu-
merated by calculating its cardinality and join set cardinality and evaluating its cross-K
function if the minsupp threshold is passed. The join set cardinality of the root is then
propagated to the supsersetCount variable of all its child nodes and the nextTopLevel
variable is decremented. In phase 3 (lines 14-25), the algorithm continues enumerat-
ing one level of nodes from each direction at a time. The top-down enumeration is illus-
trated in lines 16 to 18 by calling the function EnumerateWithUpperBoundPruning(.)
for each enumerated node. The bottom-up enumeration occurs in lines 20-25 by calling
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the function EnumerateWithMinsuppPruning(.). The algorithm continues until the
two traversals cross each other (i.e., meet at the same level) or until a complete level
is marked as “pruned using minsupp” during the bottom-up traversal (line 15). The
correctness of this termination condition will be shown in Lemma 4 below.
In the EnumerateWithUpperBoundPruning(.) function (lines 26-44), if the node is
already marked as pruned by the lattice upper bound (line 27), the function terminates
since all its child nodes should already be marked as pruned. However, if it was marked
as pruned by minsupp, its supersetCount is propagated to its child nodes similar to
MTNMiner (lines 28-31). Otherwise, the node is unpruned. Hence, its lattice and local
upper bounds are calculated and dealt with in a similar way as in MTNMiner (lines
32-44).
In the EnumerateWithMinsuppPruning(.) function (lines 45-57), the enumeration
terminates immediately if the node was marked as pruned either by minsupp or the
lattice upper bound. Otherwise, the pattern is expanded by retrieving it from the input
time series. If the pattern was previously enumerated (lines 55-57), its cardinality is
retrieved. Then, if the pattern’s support is <minsupp, all its superset patterns (i.e. all
parent nodes) are marked as pruned using minsupp. On the other hand, if the pattern
was not previously enumerated, its cardinality and join set cardinality are calculated
using the startingEdge index. Once again, if the pattern’s support is <minsupp, all
its superset patterns are marked as pruned using minsupp. Otherwise, if its cross-K
function exceeded ǫ, the pattern is output to the user.
Definition 9 (Termination condition:). In BDNMiner, the bi-directional search in a
given window (i.e. lattice) terminates when any or both of the following two conditions
hold:
(1) nextBottomLevel >nextTopLevel
(2) A complete level has been marked as “pruned using minsupp” during the bottom-up
traversal
Lemma 4. The termination condition in Definition 9 is correct.
Proof. To prove Lemma 4, we need to prove that for a lattice representing the patterns
in a given window, all patterns must have already been visited or pruned if the termi-
nation condition holds. Consider each of the following cases in which the termination
condition holds: Case 1: nextBottomLevel >nextTopLevel. In this case, the next
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level to be enumerated by the bottom-up traversal is higher than the next level to be enu-
merated by the top-down traversal. Therefore, each level in the lattice has been already
visited by at least one of the two traversals. Hence, all nodes in the lattice have already
been visited (A). Case 2: A complete level has been marked as “pruned using
minsupp” during the bottom-up traversal. Due to the anti-monotone property of
the support measure, if a pattern’s support is less than minsupp, all its superset patterns’
support must also be less than minsupp. Therefore, if a complete level was marked as
“pruned using minsupp” during the bottom-up traversal, this implies that all their su-
perset patterns are also pruned (see lines 54 and 56 in Algorithm 2). Therefore, all the
lattice levels above the pruned level are also pruned. In addition, since the bottom-up
traversal already pruned this level, then all levels below it have already been visited by
the bottom-up traversal. Therefore, all nodes in the lattice have already been visited or
pruned (B). Therefore, from (A) and (B), the termination condition is correct. 
Time 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
vara a1 a2 a3 a2 a1 a2 a3 a2 a1 a2 a3 a2
varb b1 b1 b2 b3 b1 b1 b2 b2 b1 b1 b1 b2
varc c1 c2 c1 c1 c1 c2 c1 c1 c2 c2 c2 c2
vard d2 d2 d3 d3 d2 d2 d3 d2 d1 d2 d2 d3
Figure 2.7: Input with two non-compliant windows (best in color)
Execution Trace: Figure 2.8 shows an example run of BDNMiner for the input
data shown in Figure 2.7. The MET is of length T=12 and has two non-compliant
windows of length L = 3 sec, namely <1,3>and <7,9>. The cross-K function threshold
is set to ǫ = 3.5, δ = 1 sec and minsupp = 1/4 (for illustration). Again, for brevity, the
execution trace shows only the enumeration of candidates within one window <0,2>,
which started 1 sec before the non-compliant window <1,3>. Figure 2.8a shows the
lattice created for window <0,2>after enumeration of the leaf-nodes. Their join set
cardinalities are shown in the array LeafJoinSetCount. Since the pattern of node {c}
has support = 212 <minsupp, node {c} and all its parent nodes are marked as “pruned
using minsupp”. The nextBottomLevel variable is also incremented to point to the
next higher level.
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(a) Step 1 (b) Step 2
(c) Step 3 (d) Interest measure computations
Figure 2.8: BDNMiner Execution trace (Best viewed in color)
Next, Figure 2.8b shows the lattice after enumerating the root node by calculating
its cardinality and join set cardinality. The root node is enumerated in order to allow
the propagation of its cardinality (=2) to the supersetCount variables of its child nodes.
The nextTopLevel variable is also decremented to point to the next lower level. Then,
the algorithm starts enumerating one level from each direction until the termination
condition is reached. Figure 2.8c shows the lattice after the top-down traversal enu-
merates the nextTopLevel. Since node {a, b, d} is the only remaining unpruned node




2 = 3 <ǫ, the node is pruned and its three child nodes are also marked
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as pruned (from Theorem 2 and Lemma 3). Next, the nextTopLevel variable is again
decremented and the enumeration continues using the bottom-up traversal. The algo-
rithm terminates when nextBottomLevel exceeds nextTopLevel in the following step.
2.4.2 Tightening the Local and Lattice Upper Bounds
For a given NWC pattern C={Si(ui) | ui ∈ U, U ⊆ V and 1 ≤ i ≤|U |} and a time lag
δ, the local upper bound (see Definition 7) and lattice upper bound (see Definition 8)
were defined using an upper bound on |C
δ





⊲⊳WN |) respectively. These UpperLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) and UpperLat(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |)
bounds were calculated using the minimum and maximum join set cardinality, respec-
tively, of all subset patterns of C that consist of only one event-sequence (i.e. one-
variable subset patterns). Hence, in our preliminary MTNMiner algorithm, all leaf
nodes are enumerated first and their join set cardinalities are computed. These cardi-
nalities are then used for calculating the local and lattice upper bounds for all the nodes
in the lattice.
In our proposed BDNMiner approach, the local and lattice upper bounds calculated
in the top-down traversal can be further tightened by using the join set cardinalities of
the nodes at the last level enumerated by the bottom-up traversal rather than only the
leaf-node level. For instance, if the last level enumerated by the bottom-up traversal
is the level of two-variable nodes (i.e. level 1), the local and lattice upper bounds for
node {a, b, c} for instance can be calculated using the minimum and maximum join
set cardinalities, respectively, of all two-variable subset patterns of node {a, b, c} (i.e.,
patterns of nodes {a, b}, {a, c}, and {b, c}.
To allow the above modification, the bottom-up traversal stores the join set cardinal-
ities of its enumerated nodes in a hash map, JoinSetCountMap. The key to this hash
map is the node label, e.g., {a, b} and the value is the computed join set cardinality of
the node. Note that if a node was marked as pruned (i.e using the lattice upper bound),
its join set cardinality will not be computed during the bottom-up traversal and hence
will be missing from the JoinSetCountMap.
Now, we formally define the tightened local and lattice upper bounds and prove
their correctness as shown below.
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Algorithm 3 Computing UpperT iLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) for a node
1: function UpperTiLoc(node,LastBottomLevel,JoinSetCountMap)
2: subsetLabels← Create all node labels representing subset patterns of node whose dimensionality equals
lastBottomLevel+1
3: minJoinSetCount ← Find minimum join set cardinality of all one-variable subsets of node
4: for each lbl in subsetLabels do
5: if JoinSetCountMap(lbl) 6= null then
6: minJoinSetCount ← min(JoinSetCountMap(lbl),minJoinSetCount)
7: return minJoinSetCount
Definition 10. Tightened local upper bound: For the NWC pattern C, the tight-



















The tightened local upper bound for a pattern C is similar to the definition of the
local upper bound (Definition 7) except for the part of the numerator representing the
upper bound of |C
δ
⊲⊳WN |, namely UpperT iLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |), which is calculated based on
Algorithm 3. The algorithm takes three inputs: the node being enumerated (i.e. node
of pattern C), the index of the last level enumerated by the bottom-up traversal, and
the JoinSetCountMap storing the join set cardinalities of enumerated nodes. As shown
in the algorithm, UpperT iLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) is calculated using the minimum of the join set
cardinalities of all one-variable subset patterns of C and the join set cardinalities of any
subset pattern of C that lies in the last level enumerated by the bottom-up traversal (i.e.
patterns whose dimensionality equals the number of variables in the lastBottomLevel).
Figure 2.9a illustrates the nodes used for computing the UpperT iLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) for node
{a,b,c} assuming that level 1 (i.e. the level of two-variable nodes) is the last level
enumerated from the bottom of the lattice and that the node {b,c} has been marked
as pruned. Thus, the grey shaded nodes are the nodes whose join set cardinalities are
used in the computation, and the minimum of their join set cardinalities is returned as
the value for UpperT iLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |). Since node {b,c} was marked as pruned, its join
set cardinality is not used. Next, we show that the tightened local upper bound is a
correct upper bound of the cross-K function interest measure.
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(b) Nodes used for computing
UpperTiLat(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) for node {a,b,c}
Figure 2.9: An example illustrating nodes used for computing the tightened upper
bounds for node {a,b,c})
Lemma 5. Given an NWC pattern C and a time lag δ, UpperT iLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) is an
upper bound of |C
δ
⊲⊳WN |.
Proof. To prove this lemma, we need to prove that for a pattern C, Algorithm 3 returns
an upper bound of |C
δ
⊲⊳WN |. Algorithm 3 starts by computing the minimum join set
cardinality of all one-variable subsets of C, namely {Si}, where {Si} ⊆ C, 1 ≤ i ≤
Dim(C) and stores it in the variable minJoinSetCount (line 3). Since all subsets of C
have a join set cardinality at least equal to that of C, we now have minJoinSetCount ≥
|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |. Now, let lastBottomLevel be the the last level enumerated by the bottom-
up traversal. From Algorithm 3, we know that the value of minJoinSetCount only
changes if a subset pattern of C lying at lastBottomLevel was enumerated and its the
join set cardinality is smaller than the current value of minJoinSetCount (lines 4 to
6). Again, since all subset patterns of C have a join set cardinality at least equal to that
of C, therefore minJoinSetCount (i.e. the returned value) will always remain greater
than or equal to |C
δ





Theorem 3. Given an NWC pattern C and a time lag δ, UBT ightLocal(KˆC,WN (δ)) is
an upper bound of KˆC,WN (δ).
Proof. From Theorem 1, we already know that UBlocal is an upper bound of KˆC,WN (δ).
Now, the UBT ightLocal definition is similar to the UBlocal definition except for replacing
the UpperLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) term by the UpperT iLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) term for upper bounding
|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |. Since from Lemma 5, we know that UpperT iLoc(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) is also an upper
bound of |C
δ
⊲⊳WN |, then UBT ightLocal(KˆC,WN (δ)) is also an upper bound of KˆC,WN (δ).

We now define the tightened lattice upper bound as follows:
Definition 11. Tightened lattice upper bound: For the NWC pattern C, the tight-



















The tightened lattice upper bound for a pattern C is also similar to the definition of
the lattice upper bound (Definition 8) except for the part of the numerator representing
the upper bound of |C
δ
⊲⊳WN |, namely UpperT iLat(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |), which is calculated based
on Algorithm 4. In this algorithm, the bound is calculated using the maximum of the
join set cardinalities of all subset patterns of C that lie in the last level enumerated
from the bottom of the lattice. If any of these subset patterns does not exist in the
JoinSetCountMap, all the one-variable patterns of this subset are used instead. This
is performed to maintain the pruning power of the lattice upper bound (i.e., the ability
to prune all node descendants if the node’s lattice upper bound does not exceed the
cross-K function threshold) as will be proved in Lemma 6 below. Figure 2.9b shows an
example for computing UpperT iLat(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) for node {a,b,c} where the shaded nodes
are the nodes whose join set cardinalities are retrieved, and their maximum is returned.
Since node {b,c} has been marked as pruned, its join set cardinality cannot be found
in the JoinSetCountMap and thus the join set cardinalities of its one-variable subset
patterns, namely {b} and {c} are used instead.
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Algorithm 4 Computing UpperT iLat(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) for a node
1: function UpperTiLat(node,LastBottomLevel,JoinSetCountMap)
2: subsetLabels← Create all node labels representing subset patterns of node whose dimensionality equals
lastBottomLevel+1
3: maxJoinSetCount ← -∞ ⊲ very small value
4: for each lbl in subsetLabels do
5: if JoinSetCountMap(lbl) 6= null then
6: maxJoinSetCount ← max(JoinSetCountMap(lbl),maxJoinSetCount)
7: else
8: maxLeafJoinSetCount← Find maximum join set cardinality of all one-variable subset nodes of
lbl
9: maxJoinSetCount ← max(maxLeafJoinSetCount,JoinSetCountMap(lbl))
10: return maxJoinSetCount
Next, we show that the tightened lattice upper bound is a correct upper bound of
the cross-K function interest measure.
Theorem 4. Given an NWC pattern C and a time lag δ, UBT ightLattice(KˆC,WN (δ)) is
an upper bound of KˆC,WN (δ).
Proof. From Theorem 2, we already know that UBlattice is an upper bound of KˆC,WN (δ).
The UBT ightLattice definition is similar to the UBlattice definition except for replacing
the UpperLat(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) by the UpperT iLat(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) term. Therefore, to prove this
theorem, we only need to prove that UpperT iLat(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) is also an upper bound of
|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |. Thus, we need to prove that for a pattern C, Algorithm 4 returns an upper
bound of |C
δ
⊲⊳WN |. Now, let lastBottomLevel be the the last level enumerated by the
bottom-up traversal. Algorithm 4 sets the variable maxJoinSetCount to the maximum
join set cardinality of the subset patterns of C lying at lastBottomLevel (line 6). If a
subset of C at lastBottomLevel has been pruned and thus its join set cardinality was
not found in JoinSetCountMap, the maximum join set cardinality of its one-variable
subsets are used instead (line 8). Since all subsets of C (including one-variable subsets
and subsets lying at lastBottomLevel) have a join set cardinality at least equal to that
of C, therefore maxJoinSetCount (i.e. return value) is always greater than or equal to
|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |. Thus, Algorithm 4 will always return an upper bound of |C
δ
⊲⊳WN |. 
In the following lemma, we prove that the tightened lattice upper bound has a
conditional upper bounding property which allows pruning all descendants of a node
whose tightened lattice upper bound does not exceed the cross-K function threshold
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provided that the descendant node lies at a level above the last level enumerated by the
bottom-up traversal.
Lemma 6. Conditional Upper Bounding Property for the Tightened Lattice
Upper Bound: Given an NWC pattern C and a time lag δ, then for any pattern C’ ⊂
C, lying above the last level enumerated by the bottom-up traversal, UBT ightLattice(KˆC,WN (δ))
is also an upper bound of KˆC′,WN (δ).
Proof. Let lastBottomLevel be the last level enumerated by the bottom-up traversal.
Let SubsetLabelsC be the set of all node labels representing subset patterns of C lying at
lastBottomLevel. Based on Algorithm 4, UpperT iLat(|C
δ
⊲⊳WN |) is set to the maximum
of the join set cardinalities of nodes in SubsetLabelsC which have not been pruned and
the the join set cardinalities of one-variable subsets of the nodes in SubsetLabelsC which
have been pruned. Since for every node x ∈ SubsetLabelsC , the join set cardinality of
all one-variable subsets of x is greater than or equal to the join set cardinality of x,
therefore we have UpperT iLat(|C
δ





Now for any pattern C’ ⊂ C, lying above lastBottomLevel, let SubsetLabelsC′ be
the set of all node labels representing subset patterns of C ′ lying at lastBottomLevel.
Since C’ ⊂ C, then for every y ∈ SubsetLabelsC′, y also belongs to SubsetLabelsC .(B)
From (A) and (B), we get UpperT iLat(|C
δ










In addition, for every y in SubsetLabelsC′, we have |y.pattern
δ
⊲⊳WN |) ≥ |C
′ δ⊲⊳WN |
since y is a subset of C’.(D)
Therefore, from (C) and (D), we get:
UpperT iLat(|C
δ









⊲⊳WN |) ≥ |C
′ δ⊲⊳WN | (E).
In addition, from Definition 11, Lower(|C|) = |superset(C)| ≤ |C ′|.(F)
Therefore, from (E) and (F), we get:















In this section, we formally prove the correctness and completeness of our proposed
BDNMiner algorithm.
2.5.1 Correctness of BDNMiner
Lemma 7. The BDNMiner algorithm is correct. Correctness means that every NWC
pattern C discovered by the algorithm has KˆC,WN (δ)>ǫ and support ≥ minsupp.
Proof. According to Algorithm 2, the BDNMiner algorithm only outputs an NWC pat-
tern in any of the following lines: line 9, line 13, line 41 and lines 52-53. In lines
9 and 13, the EnumerateOneVariableNodes() and EnumerateRootNode() functions, re-
spectively, evaluate the pattern support and cross-K function interest measure and the
pattern is output only if its interest measure KˆC,WN (δ) exceeds ǫ and its support is at
least equal to the minsupp threshold. Similarly, lines 41 and 52-53 explicitly ensure that
the pattern cross-K function exceeds ǫ and the pattern support is at least equal to the
minsupp threshold. Therefore, the BDNMiner algorithm is correct. 
2.5.2 Completeness of BDNMiner
Lemma 8. The BDNMiner algorithm is complete. Completeness means that every
NWC pattern C with KˆC,WN (δ) >ǫ and support ≥ minsupp is reported by BDNMiner.
Proof. According to Algorithm 2 (lines 3-6), BDNMiner creates lattice nodes for all
patterns that start within time t from all non-compliant windows, where 0 ≤ t ≤ δ.
Hence, according to Definition 5, all possible NWC patterns have a corresponding node
in the created lattices. Then, the BDNMiner algorithm performs a bi-directional traver-
sal where one complete level is enumerated from each direction at a time until the ter-
mination condition is satisfied (lines 7-25). Hence, since the termination condition is
correct (from Lemma 4), all created nodes are either visited for enumeration or pruned.
Therefore, for the algorithm to be complete, we only need to prove that no pruning occurs
for any node whose pattern has KˆC,WN (δ) >ǫ and support ≥ minsupp. In Algorithm 2,
a node n representing an NWC pattern C is pruned only in one of the following six
cases: Case 1: (lines 32 and 33) its lattice upper bound ≤ ǫ (line 32) or local upper
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bound ≤ ǫ (line 33). In this case, according to Theorems 2 and 1 respectively (or The-
orems 4 and 3 if the tightened lattice and local upper bounds were used), KˆC,WN (δ) ≤ ǫ
and n can be pruned. Case 2: (also in line 32) the lattice upper bound of one of its
ancestor nodes ≤ ǫ. From Lemma 3, if the lattice upper bound of one of the ancestors of
n ≤ ǫ, then the lattice upper bound of n ≤ ǫ, and hence its Kˆn.C,WN (δ) is also ≤ ǫ if the
supersetCount is kept monotonically increasing. So, now we only need to prove that
supsersetCount monotonically increases as we go down the lattice and the dimension-
ality of the patterns decrease. According to Algorithm 2, the supersetCount of a node is
either kept the same or is set to a larger value from one of its parent or ancestor nodes
(lines 30, 35 and 43). Hence, supersetCount never decreases as we go down the lattice
and thus the condition holds. Also, if the tightened lattice upper bound was used in line
32, from Lemma 6, the tightened lattice upper bound of a node is also an upper bound
on all its descendant nodes that are not already enumerated by the bottom-up traversal.
Hence, if the bound of an ancestor node of n is ≤ ǫ , then the cross-K function of the
descendant node n is also ≤ ǫ and n can be pruned. A node n can also be pruned by:
Case 3: (lines 44 and 55) the pattern was already in the enumeratedPatterns table.
So, clearly the pattern has been already considered. Case 4: (also line 44) one of
its ancestor nodes was in the enumeratedPatterns table. This case happens when an
ancestor node pattern has already been enumerated before in another window. Hence,
all its descendant patterns have already been considered in that window and there is
no need to reconsider those patterns in the current window and thus n can be pruned.
Case 5: (line 54) the pattern support is <minsupp so n can be pruned. Case 6:
(lines 54 and 56) one of its descendant nodes had a pattern support <minsupp. Due
to the anti-monotone property of the support measure, if a pattern is infrequent (i.e.
has support <minsupp), then all its parent nodes are also infrequent [42]. Hence, if a
descendant node of n has support <minsupp, then the pattern in n must also have a
support <minsupp and can be pruned. 
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2.6 Case Study
Patterns of non-compliant CO2 emissions: With ever mounting evidence of human
caused global climate change, decreasing the production of heat trapping or “green-
house” gases (GHG) has become a top priority of researchers around the world [43].
One of the key human produced GHGs which makes up nearly 83% of all heat trapping
gasses is carbon dioxide or CO2 [44] meaning reduction of CO2 emissions is pertinent
and necessary. CO2 emissions from engine powered vehicles are directly proportional
to the quantity of fuel used; therefore CO2 emissions reduction must be accomplished
through reduced fuel use. Furthermore, with over 250 million vehicles registered in the
US [45], a small improvement would have a major impact.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the BDNMiner algorithm in detecting non-compliant
emissions behavior, we conducted a case study of engine CO2 emissions using real-world
sensor data collected from on board a transit bus in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area,
USA. The dataset measured several engine and environmental variables at a rate of 1
Hz. Data points covered roughly 19 days (≈ 176 trips) on three routes with different
average speeds to build a dataset representative of transit bus operation and ensure
that the data was not biased by a specific route. The mass-specific CO2 emissions were
calculated from the diesel fueling rate, a reasonable assumption for diesel vehicles [46].
With CO2 as the focus, the non-compliant windows of CO2 emissions were defined
as windows of length L = 5 sec in which the average CO2 in gm/kW-h exceeded the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) vocational standard threshold (avgCO2) of
800 [47] and the percentage of increase in CO2 exceeded PincT = 100%. We used a
temporal cross-K function threshold ǫ = 55, δ = 1 sec, and minsupp = 0.001%.
The variables tested in this study were the engine crank shaft rotations per minute
(Engine RPM), exhaust gas recirculation flow rate (EGR kgph), exhaust gas pressure,
wheel speed, engine brake power, GPS elevation change, vehicle acceleration, engine
fuel rate and engine torque demand difference (Torque Demand Diff) as these are likely
to influence CO2 production and exhibit change within the specified window length and
time lag. Most parameters had equal length windows; however a modified window was
necessary for engine RPM because of the disproportionate amount of low and high idle
periods with narrow RPM bands. Engine idle operation is essentially the default states
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for the engine when the vehicle is stopped and no engine power is required. Therefore
identifying when idling occurs is necessary for understanding what the engine is doing.
Table 2.5: Interesting CO2-related NWC patterns (smaller indexes indicate smaller
values)




Engine RPM: {s3 s3 s3 s2 s22}
62.64 0.0021%
2
Wheel speed: {w3 w2 w2 w2 w1}




Brake Power: {p16 p16 p17 p17 p17}
Fuel rate: {f0 f1 f2 f3 f5}
62.64 0.0011%
4
Brake Power: {p16 p16 p17 p17 p17}
Wheel speed: {w3 w3 w2 w2 w1}
Engine RPM: {s4 s3 s2 s2 s2}
62.64 0.0011%
5
Brake Power: {p16 p16 p17 p17 p17}
Fuel rate: {f0 f1 f2 f3 f4}
Wheel speed: {w3 w3 w2 w2 w1}
62.64 0.0011%
6
Acceleration: {a34 a34 a34 a34 a35}
Fuel rate: {f5 f6 f5 f7 f14} 62.64 0.0013%
7
EGR kgph: {g0g0g0g0g0}
Elevation change: {e100 e100 e100 e100 e100}
Acceleration: {a34 a34 a34 a34 a35}









Torque Demand Diff: {t18 t17 t16 t16 t15}
EGR kgph: {g0g0g0g0g0}
Acceleration: {a34 a34 a34 a34 a33}
62.64 0.0013%
BDNMiner identified 29,510 non-compliant windows and 1,067 patterns. The algo-
rithm distinguished multiple instances of elevated emissions corresponding to the engine
reacting to external disturbances such as the driver slowing down or accelerating. Ta-
ble 2.5 shows a select number of interesting output patterns with the highest cross-K
function values where elevated emissions were detected. Pattern 1 shows an instance
where the bus engine RPM transitions from the low idle window to a slightly slower
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engine speed and then jumps up to a high engine speed all while the vehicle wheel
speed is in the 0 to 5 km/h range. This is indicative of the driver shifting the bus
into drive and accelerating from a break or end-of-route point. Pattern 2 illustrates a
series where a transition from a higher speed to a slower speed causes high emissions,
and pattern 3 illustrates instances where change in engine power output also results in
elevated emissions. Interestingly, patterns 4 and 5 show two engine signatures where
elevated emissions are detected as the vehicle is slowing and the engine power produc-
tion is increasing. At initial glance, this behavior is counter intuitive since a slowing
vehicle should not need power to decelerate. However, when taking into account the
dynamics of vehicle systems, this behavior can be explained by vehicle accessory power
consumption (i.e. water pump, alternator and power steering). These accessories re-
quire continuous power to operate. As the vehicle slows, decreasing power comes from
the wheels, requiring the engine to compensate. This behavior is further explained by
the steady increase in fueling in pattern 5.
Patterns 6 and 7 provide two scenarios where elevated emissions co-occur with an
abrupt increase in bus fueling rate and acceleration. This scenario is indicative of
the driver accelerating, which results in an increase in CO2 while the engine works to
increase its power output. It is possible that acceleration patterns of different drivers
would show up as “signatures” in the fueling rates much like the differences in fueling
between patterns 6 and 7. Lastly, two interesting, yet contrasting patterns which could
help explain the other cases are patterns 8 and 9. Unlike previous patterns, these are
examples of the bus reacting to changes in the demand on the vehicle from external
sources (e.g., the air conditioning turns on requiring more engine torque). Both of these
cases are dependent on the change in torque demand difference which quantifies the
discrepancy between the desired and actual engine output. However, pattern 8 depends
on increasing demand difference which may be a result of a vehicle accessory turning
on (e.g., air conditioning, power steering, heating fans). Contrarily, pattern 9 depends
on decreasing demand difference possibly arising from the bus coasting towards a stop.
The occurrence of these two patterns indicates that the increased emissions is a result
of the vehicle’s system adapting to change. This confirms the findings of others [48, 49]
and should prompt engine researchers to investigate strategies for optimally handling
these specific transient cases. Such improvements would help in the effort to reduce
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CO2 emissions.
Patterns of non-compliant NOx emissions: Using the same dataset, we conducted
a second case study on NOx emissions. NOx is a harmful type of engine emission whose
inhalation is detrimental to lung function and increases the health risks for sensitive
populations. Additionally, atmospheric NOx emissions are precursors of the harmful
ground level ozone and acid rain formation [21]. In this case study, the non-compliant
windows of NOx emissions were defined as windows of length L = 5 sec in which the
average NOx in gm/kW-h exceeded the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) test
threshold (avgNOxT ) of 0.267 [17] and the percentage increase in NOx exceeded PincT
= 100%. We used a temporal cross-K function threshold ǫ = 15, δ = 2 sec, and
minsupp = 0.01%. The variables used for this case study included engine RPM, engine
torque, engine power, wheel speed, and acceleration which can typically influence the
increase in NOx. Additionally, since the production of NOx is heavily dependent on
temperature [46], the engine intake temperature, coolant temperature, and selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) system intake temperature were also added to the list of
prescribed variables. Except for the coolant temperature variable which is not expected
to show a significant change within a window length (L) of 5 sec and a lag time (δ) of
2 sec, the remaining variables selected for this study on NOx emissions are expected
to show change within the specified window length and lag parameters. Similar to the
CO2 emission case, most of the variables had equal length intervals; however for the
engine RPM, additional modified windows were also created to account for the narrow
windows of engine idling.
Table 2.6: Interesting NOx-related NWC patterns (smaller indexes indicate smaller
values)
ID NWC Pattern C KˆC,WN (2) support(C)
1 Wheel speed: {w0 w0 w0 w1 w2} 21.57 0.66%
2
Acceleration: {a16 a16 a17 a17 a17}
Wheel speed: {w0w0w0w0w0}
Engine power: {r5r5r5r5r5}
Engine RPM: {s1 s2 s3 s3 s3}
16.28 0.01006%
3
Wheel speed: {w1 w0w0w0w0}
Engine power: {r5r5r5r5r5}
Engine RPM: {s1 s1 s2 s3 s3}
17.15 0.011%
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The number of identified non-compliant windows was 98,290, generating 1,159 NWC
patterns. Analysis of the output shows that BDNMiner was able to correctly identify the
high NOx association with low engine load and slow speed driving that was previously
found by Misra et al. [22]. The association between slow driving speed and high NOx is
shown in the first row of Table 2.6. This NWC pattern illustrates that accelerating at
speeds between 0 and 15 km/h is highly associated with elevated NOx conditions. The
output pattern shown in the second row of Table 2.6 illustrates the association between
high NOx output and low engine load. In this instance, the wheel speed was between
0 and 5 km/h, and the engine load was around 10% of the rated load as indicated by
the low engine power bin which would constitute a low load condition. These findings
confirm that NWC pattern discovery can correctly identify patterns associated with
high NOx. A particularly interesting finding is also shown in the last row of Table
2.6. In this NWC pattern, the wheel speed appears to decrease from the start of the
window, while the engine RPM appears to increase substantially, resulting in what can
be thought of as a counter intuitive vehicle operation. A potential explanation of this
case could be the effect of some factors such as a down-shift in the transmission. Further
investigation would be needed to understand the true cause of this finding, but having
these windows identified provides engine researchers with a specific starting point and
an insight into the parameters involved.
2.7 Experimental Evaluation
The goal of our experiments was to evaluate the performance of the proposed BDNMiner
algorithm compared to our previous MTNMiner algorithm. The naive approach was
not tested due to its limited scalability as previously shown in [37]. The evaluation
was performed on real-world data by varying and observing the effect of the following
workload parameters: time series length T , number of variables |V |, temporal cross-
K function threshold ǫ, minimum support threshold minsupp, time lag value δ, NWC
pattern length L (i.e., non-compliant window length), and the number of non-compliant
windows. Three candidate algorithms were included in our analysis:
• MTNMiner: The multi-parent tracking algorithm discussed in section 2.3.3.
• BDNMiner-LO: This is a version of the BDNMiner algorithm where the lattice
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and local upper bounds are calculated similar to the MTNMiner algorithm (i.e.
as proposed in Section 2.3.2). LO indicates that the bounds are calculated using
the join set cardinalities of the leaf nodes only.
• BDNMiner-LBL: This is the BDNMiner algorithm using the tightened lattice and
local upper bounds proposed in Section 2.4.2. LBL indicates that the bounds
are calculated using the join set cardinalities of the last bottom level that was
enumerated.
2.7.1 Experimental Setup
Experiments were performed using the real-world dataset used in the NOx case study
with a time series of length T=100,000 points. The non-compliant windows were defined
as windows of length 5 sec in which the average of NOx emissions in gm/kW-h exceeded
the EPA standard threshold (avgNOxT ) of 0.267, and the percentage of increase in
NOx exceeded PincT = 100%. The default parameter values were: T = 50,000 points,
|V | = 8, ǫ = 15, δ = 2 sec, L = 5 sec, minsupp = 0.005%, avgNOxT = 0.267 and
PincT = 100%, unless stated otherwise. Algorithms were implemented using the Java
programming language. All experiments were run on a machine with an Intel Xeon





















Figure 2.10: Execution time with varying
T
In this subsection, we focus on evaluating the
algorithmic refinements of the BDNMiner al-
gorithm as compared to MTNMiner. How-
ever, we also evaluated the effect of the
startingEdge index by running two versions
of the naive approach in order to separate the
effect of the index from all the other pruning
filters. The first version of the naive approach
uses a linear scan of the data to calculate the
cardinality of each pattern and its join set,
while the other version uses the startingEdge
index. Figure 2.10 shows the execution times of both versions. As can be seen, the
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startingEdge index leads to substantial computational savings by reducing the time
required for cardinality counting. At T=105 points, the naive approach using the
startingeEdge index was 8.5 times faster than the linear scan version. Consequently,
we used the startingEdge index as the method for cardinality counting in all of our
experiments.
Effect of time series length (T): We ran the BDNMiner (both versions) and
MTNMiner algorithms on subsets of the dataset with 1000, 10,000, 50,000 and 100,000
points where each subset was a contiguous set of trips. Figure 2.11a shows the exe-
cution times for both algorithms and Figure 2.11b shows the corresponding speedup
(= MTNMiner execution time
BDNMiner-LBL execution time
). As can be seen, both versions of the BDNMiner algo-
rithm significantly outperform the MTNMiner algorithm. We can also see that al-
though BDNMiner-LBL uses tighter upper bounds, its execution time is very similar
to the BDNMiner-LO algorithm. This can be attributed to the additional overhead in
calculating the tightened upper bounds where all subsets of dimensionality equal to the
number of variables in the last bottom level enumerated have to be generated for each
node. Overall, the computational savings of BDNMiner increase as the length of the
time series increases. At 100,000 points, BDNMiner is more than an order of magnitude
faster than the MTNMiner.
Effect of the number of variables (|V |): Figure 2.11c shows the execution times
for both algorithms as the number of variables increases and Figure 2.11d shows the
corresponding speedup. While the execution time of the MTNMiner algorithm increases
exponentially, the growth of the BDNMiner execution time is much slower due to the
use of minimum support pruning. At |V |=14 variables, BDNMiner is 48 times faster
than MTNMiner. Figure 2.11e compares the execution times of BDNMiner-LBL and
BDNMiner-LO only to clarify their distinction. Although both algorithms have very
similar execution times, BDNMiner-LBL runs slightly faster as the number of variables
increases due to using tighter upper bounds.
Effect of temporal cross-K function threshold (ǫ): Figure 2.11f shows the
execution times for MTNMiner and both versions of BDNMiner as the temporal cross-
K function threshold ǫ increases. As can be seen, the execution time for MTNMiner
significantly decreases with the increase in ǫ. This happens because when the threshold




















(a) Execution time with varying T
















(b) Speedup with varying T
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(e) Execution time with varying |V |




















(f) Execution time with varying ǫ
Figure 2.11: Execution time for BDNMiner vs. MTNMiner
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(g) Execution time with varying minsupp
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(l) Execution time with varying avgNOxT
Figure 2.11: Execution time for BDNMiner vs. MTNMiner
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On the other hand, the execution times of both versions of BDNMiner only slightly
decrease with the increase in ǫ and both versions have the same trend. This indicates
that the minimum support pruning also plays a dominant role in BDNMiner’s execution
time savings.
Effect of minimum pattern support threshold (minsupp): Figure 2.11g shows
the execution times of MTNMiner, BDNMiner-LO and BDNMiner-LBL as minsupp in-
creases from 0.005% to 0.025%. The increase in the minimum support threshold has
no effect on MTNMiner. Its computational cost remains constant since the algorithm
only uses minsupp as a post-processing step before a pattern is output to the user. By
contrast, the execution time of both BDNMiner versions decreases with the increase in
the minsupp threshold since more patterns can be pruned during the bottom-up traver-
sal. Figure 2.11h compares the execution times of BDNMiner-LBL and BDNMiner-LO
only to illustrate the difference in performance. As can be seen, BDNMiner-LBL runs
slightly faster than BDNMiner-LO due to the use of the tighter lattice and lower upper
bounds.
Effect of time lag (δ): To observe the effect of the maximum time lag between
a pattern and a non-compliant window, we measured the execution times with δ vary-
ing from 0 to 4 secs. Figure 2.11i shows that a larger δ value results in an increase
in the execution time for both algorithms. The reason is that more time is needed
to enumerate the larger number of temporal windows preceding each non-compliant
window. Nevertheless, both versions of BDNMiner consistently outperform MTNMiner
with computational savings increasing as the value of δ increases.
Effect of pattern length (L): Figure 2.11j shows the effect of pattern length on
the MTNMiner, BDNMiner-LO and BDNMiner-LBL algorithms. As the pattern length
increases, the execution time of all algorithms increase due to the increase in the cost
of calculating the pattern cardinality. Nevertheless, both versions of BDNMiner always
outperform MTNMiner.
Effect of the number of non-compliant windows: The effect of the number
of non-compliant windows was studied by varying two variables which control the non-
compliant window definition, namely, PIncT and avgNOxT . Figure 2.11k shows the
execution times as PIncT increases from 0% to 200%. The computational cost of MTN-
Miner decreases as PIncT was increased from 50% to 200%. This is due to the decrease
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in the number of non-compliant windows, which reduces the total number of patterns
enumerated. However, at PIncT = 0%, the number of non-compliant windows was very
high, resulting in a large decrease in the cross-K function values for all the candidate
patterns. This occurred because the cardinality of non-compliant windows |WN | lies in
the cross-K function’s denominator and no output patterns were produced. As a result,
most patterns were pruned by MTNMiner in this case, leading to a large reduction in
execution time. However, as PIncT increased from 0% to 50%, the number of non-
compliant windows decreased substantially (from 12,931 to 6,026 windows), leading to
higher values of the cross-K function and less pruning. Then, as PIncT increased to
100%, the number of non-compliant windows exhibited a smaller decrease (from 6,026
to 4,845 windows). At this smaller decrease, the reduction in the overall computation
pattern enumeration time was higher than the pruning lost by the increase of the cross-
K function values, leading to an overall reduction in execution time. For both versions
of the BDNMiner algorithm, the execution time decreases as PIncT increases due to
the decrease in the number of non-compliant windows and consequently the number
of enumerated patterns. We can also see that between 0% and 50%, BDNMiner does
not show the same trend as MTNMiner since BDNMiner’s execution time was less af-
fected by the changes in the cross-K function values due to the simultaneous use of the
minimum support pruning filter.
Figure 2.11l shows the execution times when varying avgNOxT from the EPA stan-
dard threshold of 0.267 up to 1.5 gm/kW-h. Similar to the effect of PIncT , as avgNOxT
increases, fewer non-compliant windows are identified, leading to a decrease in the exe-
cution time for both BDNMiner and MTNMiner. However, as before, BDNMiner always
performs significantly better.
2.8 Conclusion and Future Work
This work explored the problem of Non-compliant Window Co-occurrence (NWC) pat-
tern discovery in relation to an important real-world application, eco-friendly trans-
portation. The NWC discovery problem is challenging due to the large number of
candidate patterns, large data volume and the lack of monotonicity in the temporal
cross-K function used to measure the interestingness of a pattern. In this work, we pro-
posed a bi-directional pruning approach for mining NWC patterns (BDNMiner) which
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uses both cross-K function and minimum support pruning simultaneously. We also pro-
posed a method for calculating tighter bounds for the cross-K function in BDNMiner
as opposed to the bounds proposed in our preliminary work. For large datasets, the
proposed BDNMiner algorithm was shown to be an order of magnitude faster. We also
presented two case studies using engine measurement data that showed the effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm in finding patterns of interest to engine scientists and which
motivate future engine research.
In the future, we plan to relax some of our assumptions in the NWC problem by
exploring patterns of variable lengths, particularly for datasets collected at higher fre-
quencies, and considering different lag values for the different explanatory variables. In
addition, we plan to explore more spatial aspects of the NWC discovery problem (e.g.
the effect of left/right turns on non-compliant engine emissions). Moreover, we will
investigate the discovery of statistically significant NWC patterns as well as a parallel
formulation for BDNMiner to further enhance its scalability.
Chapter 3
ULAMA: A Utilization-Aware




The increasing proliferation of mobile technologies such as smart phones has led to
non-traditional business models and the appearance of new marketplaces as evidenced
by the emerging on-demand and sharing economy. Today, the on-demand economy
attracts millions of consumers annually and over $50 billion in spending [50]. Success
stories include many on-demand ride-hailing services; food delivery services such as
Instacart [51]; and other types of on-demand services such as bike rental (e.g., Spinlis-
ter [52]), home services (e.g., TaskRabbit [53]) and beauty services (e.g., StyleBee [54]),
etc. These new marketplaces benefit consumers by increasing their access to services
while reducing investment costs in resources and infrastructure (e.g., road and park-
ing space) and other societal costs (e.g., greenhouse gas emissions, fuel consumption)
through collaborative consumption that allows meeting larger demand from consumers
via efficient management of the available supply.
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In this chapter we investigate an on-demand spatial service broker for identifying
commerce opportunities between mobile consumers on the road and registered service
providers (e.g., restaurants, grocery stores, hair salons, etc). The broker receives service
requests from moving consumers on the spatial network and matches these requests to
stationary service providers while satisfying the constraints of both the consumers and
the service providers. This is a challenging problem due to the conflicting requirements
of the broker (e.g. maximizing profit), consumers (e.g. minimizing travel and waiting
times) and service providers (e.g. maximizing their matching size) and the need to
satisfy these requirements while consumer requests are unknown in advance.
Related work for this problem includes matching algorithms proposed for spatial
crowdsourcing systems as well as online ridesharing systems. These algorithms focused
on the goal of maximizing the number of matched requests or assigned tasks. How-
ever, they may result in an unbalanced matching where some providers/drivers are
continuously assigned most of the work while other providers/drivers remain idle. This
situtation may particularly arise at times when the available demand gets closer to or
below the provided supply, and thus may result in service providers switching to other
service brokers and reducing the robustness of the on-demand broker against such vari-
ations in the supply-demand ratio. Therefore, in this chapter we propose ULAMA, a
UtiLization-Aware Matching Approach that focuses on balancing the provider utiliza-
tion while still maximizing the number of matched requests. We extensively evaluate
our approach using synthetic datasets with real-world characteristics and compare its
solution quality to oﬄine integer programming formulations where all consumer requests
are known in advance.
3.1.1 Overview of On-Demand Spatial Service Brokers
Given a set of service providers defined by their locations and service rates, a set of dy-
namically arriving consumer service requests and a number of required propositions K,
an on-demand spatial service broker (illustrated in Figure 3.1) matches each consumer
request to K service provider propositions and presents the corresponding estimated
time of service for each proposition. In this context, a spatial service refers to a cate-
gory of services where the locations of consumers and service providers are critical in
the matching process since consumers need to drive or walk to get the service. The
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service provider propositions assigned to a consumer must meet consumer constraints
such as the maximum acceptable travel time and maximum acceptable waiting time
before service, while not violating the providers’ supply constraints. The goal of the
broker is to maximize the number of matched requests. In addition, the broker has to
keep the “eco-system” functioning by engaging as many service providers as possible
and ensuring that opportunities to fulfill consumer requests are equitably distributed
among providers. For instance, in an on-demand ride-hailing service, service providers
(i.e., drivers) that are consistently not assigned any rides may eventually decide to leave
the system or switch to another broker, resulting in overall service degradation. Hence,
on-demand ride-hailing services encourage drivers to stay on the road by trying to avoid
periods of idleness, as well as using other incentives such as alerting them when they are
so close to meeting a personal earning target [55]. The importance of balancing provider
utilization increases and becomes an especially high priority when the available supply





























Figure 3.1: An on-demand spatial service broker
3.1.2 Challenges
Designing an on-demand spatial service broker is challenging for the following reasons:
First, the broker needs to satisfy many conflicting requirements. For instance, the
broker aims to maximize the number of matched requests for maximizing its profit while
simultaneously keeping the eco-system functioning by balancing the utilization of the
available service providers. The broker also needs to satisfy the conflicting requirements
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of consumers (e.g., in terms of travel costs and wait times) and service providers (e.g.,
maximize the number of each provider’s assigned requests).
A second challenge is that consumers’ requests are unknown in advance. Therefore,
minimizing the variance of provider utilization at each time instant does not guarantee
the optimal minimum variance of provider utilization that can be achieved if all requests
were known in advance. For instance, suppose we have two service providers P1 and
P2 with a utilization of 1/2 and 1/3 respectively. To minimize the variance in provider
utilization at the current time instant, one may assign all the incoming service requests
to P2 to increase its utilization. However, if the future service requests are all in the
neighborhood of P2 and the demand for P1 declines, then assigning the current requests
to P1, although appearing as a suboptimal decision at the current time instant, may
lead to a more overall balanced utilization with a smaller variance.
A third challenge is that the relationship between available supply and demand in
on-demand business models, as depicted by the supply-demand ratio, exhibits spatio-
temporal heterogeneity. Hence, a matching strategy that works well for one time and/or
location may not work as well for other times or locations with different supply-demand
ratios. Finally, given a number of consumer requests and a list of candidate proposi-
tions that satisfy the constraints of each request, finding the set of K-propositions that
maximizes the number of matched requests is an NP-hard problem (as discussed in
Section 3.3.4).
3.1.3 Contributions
In our prior work [56], we formally defined the problem of On-demand Spatial Service
Propositions (OSSP) and proposed a new category of service provider-centric heuristics
that focused on increasing the number of engaged service providers. However, these
heuristics did not account for the supply capacity (i.e. service rate) of each service
provider and did not consider the temporal heterogeneity of demand in a typical day,
which limits their ability to fully balance the providers utilization. To address the
limitations of our prior work, this work makes the following new contributions:
1. We prove that solving the OSSP problem for a set of available consumer requests
at any given time instant is an NP-hard problem (Section 3.3.4).
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2. We propose ULAMA, a Utilization-Aware Matching Approach that minimizes the
variance in provider utilization while meeting the conflicting requirements of the
broker, consumers and service providers. This approach consists of the following
contributions:
(a) Novel provider-supply and supply-demand ratio aware heuristics, namely,
Least Utilized First and Least Recent Demand-Supply Ratio First, for mini-
mizing the variance in provider utilization (Section 3.4.1).
(b) A consumer-priority based greedy matching algorithm with a conflict-aware
consumer prioritization strategy that uses the above heuristics while also
prioritizing consumers during matching to maximize the number of matched
requests (Section 3.4.2).
3. We propose three oﬄine integer programming formulations, which differ primarily
in the objective function, to derive bounds on the solution quality of the proposed
approach by assuming that all consumer requests are known in advance (Sec-
tion 3.4.4).
4. We experimentally evaluate our proposed approach using synthetic datasets with
real-world characteristics (Section 3.5). Our experimental results show that our
proposed approach outperforms our prior and related work on multiple perfor-
mance measures, including a smaller variance in provider utilization and a higher
average utilization for the lowest 10% utilized providers. In addition, the pro-
posed approach also achieved a larger number of matched requests compared to
our prior and related work when supply exceeds demand and when both supply
and demand are balanced.
3.1.4 Scope and Outline
In this work, we focus on the problem of designing an on-demand spatial service bro-
ker that matches incoming consumer requests with service provider propositions while
satisfying consumer and supply constraints and keeping the eco-system alive. How-
ever, learning consumer preferences for different service providers (e.g., preferred stores,
meals, or cuisines) and incorporating them into the matching algorithm is considered
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outside the scope of this work. We also assume that the broker and service providers are
driven by the number of matched service requests (i.e., transactions) which is a proxy
for their profit and that profits are fixed for all service requests. Additionally, this
work does not model the temporal evolution in the behavior of consumers and service
providers which may be critical to the robustness and survivability of the eco-system.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 discusses the related work
and its limitations. Section 3.3 presents some basic concepts and the formal definition
for the OSSP problem. Then, it analyzes the problem complexity by presenting a
proof of NP-hardness. Section 3.4 presents the details of our proposed approach. The
experimental evaluation is given in Section 3.5. Section 3.6 presents our conclusion.
Finally, Section 3.7 discusses our future work.
3.2 Related Work
The related work for this problem falls into two categories. The first category is spatial
crowdsourcing [57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62]. In a spatial crowdsourcing system, the matching
server dynamically receives information about available tasks as well as requests from
workers who are ready to work, and then matches the workers to these tasks. Each
worker specifies his constraints such as the region in which he can accept tasks and
the maximum number of tasks he is willing to perform. Different objective functions
have been used by the server. For instance, in [61], the goal was to maximize the
spatial/temporal diversity of spatial tasks such as taking videos or photos of a landmark
from different directions and at different times of the day. In [62], the goal was to recruit
a subset of the worker vehicles within a given limited budget such that the spatial and
temporal coverage of the vehicles for the study region are maximized.
A more closely related class of spatial crowdsourcing systems is those systems where
the server (i.e. broker) assigns the tasks to the workers with the objective of maximizing
the number of assigned tasks [57, 58, 59, 60]. In addition, the server tries to minimize the
distance traveled by the workers by giving a higher priority to task-worker assignments
with the “Least Travel Cost” (LTC). In [57], another idea was proposed for prioritizing
the tasks to be assigned, namely, the “Least Location Entropy Priority” (LLEP). In
this method, the entropy of each task location is computed based on the number of
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worker visits to that location. Tasks with lower entropy indicate fewer visits (i.e., tasks
in worker-sparse areas) and are given higher priority since tasks in areas with higher
worker densities are more likely to be assigned in the future. This allows the broker to
maximize the number of tasks assigned in the future when more workers arrive. The
second category of related work is online ridesharing systems [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]
in which trip requests are dynamically matched to vehicles while satisfying the waiting
and service time constraints of the passenger and possibly the maximum detour distance
specified by the drivers. In these systems, an incoming trip request is matched to the
vehicle that adds the “Least Travel Cost”.
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Figure 3.2: Classification of Related Work
While the related work discussed above has focused on maximizing the number of
matched requests (or tasks) and minimizing the total travel time, these works did not
consider the need to keep the eco-system functioning by maximizing the number of
engaged service providers (e.g., workers in spatial crowdsourcing systems or drivers in
ridesharing systems) and balancing the distribution of requests among these providers.
In our prior work [56], we proposed a new category of service provider-centric heuristics,
namely, Least Accepted First (LAF) and Least Appearance As Candidate First (LCF),
for increasing the number of engaged service providers while meeting the conflicting
requirements of the broker, consumers and service providers. The LAF heuristic aims
to increase the number of matched service providers by giving higher priority to service
providers that have received the fewest number of acceptances by consumers so far.
The LCF heuristic also aims to increase the matching size by giving a higher priority to
providers that have been least considered as a candidate proposition by consumers. A
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service provider is considered as a candidate proposition if it lies within the maximum
acceptable travel time of a consumer and its next available service time satisfies the
consumer’s maximum acceptable waiting time constraint. Hence, the intuition behind
LCF is to favor service providers in regions with fewer originating requests since these
providers have a smaller probability of being matched to consumers. In addition, LCF
may favor service providers with longer service times since such providers are more
likely to have difficulty meeting the consumers waiting time constraints and thus have
a smaller probability of being matched.
Our experimental results showed that when the available supply exceeds demand,
our prior work heuristics can achieve a larger number of matched requests, a larger
number of matched service providers, and a more even distribution of demand among
providers. However, our prior work still had the following limitations. First, it only
focused on evenly distributing the demand, but may still fail to balance the utilization
of service providers with different supply capacities (i.e., service rates) since providers
with a smaller number of assignments will always be favored even if they have near full
utilization. Second, it did not consider the temporal heterogeneity of demand in a typical
day. Therefore, providers with decreasing demand may eventually be underutilized.
In this work, we extend our previous work by proposing a utilization-aware matching
approach with novel provider-centric heuristics that account for provider supply and
achieve a higher utilization balance among service providers as compared to our prior
work. Figure 3.2 shows a classification of our closely related work.
3.3 Basic Concepts and Problem Statement












(a) A spatial network with

















(b) Event timeline for the request of consumer C1
Figure 3.3: An example of a consumer submitting a service request and being matched
to a service provider
Definition 12. A Spatial Network G = (N , E) consists of a node set N representing
road intersections and an edge set E representing road segments. Each node n ∈ N
is associated with a pair of real numbers (latitude, longitude) representing the spatial
location of the node. Edge set E is a subset of the cross product N ×N . Each element
e = (u, v) ∈ E is an edge that joins node u to node v, and is associated with a scalar
value representing the travel time cost along that edge.
Definition 13. A Service Provider p = (idp , locp, sp) is a provider that is registered
in the spatial service broker system. Each provider is associated with a provider id idp ,
a node representing the provider’s location in the spatial network locp, and the provider’s
service rate sp representing the number of requests that can be served per hour.
Definition 14. A Consumer Request represents a request r =(cidr, ar, locr, dmax,r,
wmax,r) from a mobile consumer on the spatial network. Each request is associated with
a consumer id cidr, the arrival time of the request ar, a node representing the consumer’s
current location in the spatial network locr, the consumer’s maximum acceptable travel
time dmax,r, and the consumer’s maximum acceptable waiting time before service wmax,r,
where the consumer’s travel and waiting times are defined as follows:
Consumer travel time d(r, p): Given a spatial network G, a consumer request r,
and a service provider p, the travel time of consumer cidr to provider p is the shortest
travel time in G from the location at which the consumer submitted his service request
locr to the provider’s location locp in G.
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Consumer waiting time w(r, p): Given a consumer request r, and a service
provider p that is matched to serve this request by the on-demand broker, the wait-
ing time for consumer cidr before being served at provider p is equal to the elapsed time
between the submission of the consumer’s request to the broker and the time at which p
is scheduled to start serving consumer cidr.
For instance, consider the spatial network in Figure 3.3a with one consumer C1
and one service provider P1. Edges are labeled with the travel time along the edge
in minutes. The travel time of consumer C1 to provider P1, assuming the request is
submitted at node A, is equal to 12 min (i.e. the travel time along the shortest path
ABD). Assume that consumer C1 has submitted the service request at time t=5, and
that provider P1’s earliest available service time is at t=20. Therefore, if C1 is matched
to P1, C1’s waiting time will be equal to 15 min. The travel and waiting times for
consumer C1 are illustrated on the timeline shown in Figure 3.3b.
Definition 15. A Service Provider Proposition is a proposition that the broker
provides in response to a consumer’s request for service. It is defined as a 5-tuple
(r, p, d, tstart, ttimeout) where r represents a consumer request, p represents a service
provider proposed for serving request r, d represents the shortest travel time from locr
to locp, tstart represents the time at which provider p will start serving consumer cidr,
and ttimeout represents the time duration during which the broker keeps the service time
for request r reserved at provider p, starting from the time instant at which the propo-
sition is provided to the consumer. If the proposition is accepted within ttimeout, the
consumer is matched to this provider. Otherwise, the reserved service slot is released
and the consumer request is not matched.
For instance, the proposition (R1, P2, 12, 20, 3) matches request R1 to be served
at provider P2. The shortest travel time from the consumer’s location at which the
request was issued to the provider is 12 min and the consumer can start getting service
at this provider at t=20. The proposition will expire in 3 minutes if not accepted by
the consumer. Hence, the broker may provide a set of suggested propositions to a
consumer. The consumer can then accept one of these propositions within the given
timeout duration.
Definition 16. Provider Utilization: The utilization of a provider p, denoted as
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up, is defined as the ratio between the number of propositions accepted by consumers
from this provider and the total number of service slots held by the provider. Thus, the
utilization of provider p can be computed as follows:
up =
number of propositions accepted by consumers from provider P
sp× simulation time in hours
3.3.2 Problem Definition
The OSSP problem can be expressed as follows:
Given:
1. A spatial network G
2. A set P of service providers in G.
3. A set R of consumer requests arriving dynamically from consumers in G
4. A number of required propositions K
5. A timeout duration ttimeout
Find: K service provider propositions for each ri ∈ R
Objectives:
• Broker-centric: Maximize the number of matched requests
• Provider-centric: Maximize the number of matched providers and minimize the
variance of provider utilization
Constraints:
1. For each output proposition (r, p, d, tstart, ttimeout), we have d ≤ dmax,r and tstart −
ar ≤ wmax,r
2. For each provider p, the number of propositions with which p is associated per hour
≤ sp
3. For each proposition (r, p, d, tstart, ttimeout), we have d ≤ tstart − tprop, where tprop
represents the time at which the proposition is presented to the consumer.
In this problem, for each consumer request, the broker finds K service propositions
which satisfy the consumer maximum travel time and waiting time constraints (as shown
in the first constraint) and returns them to the consumer. If no K propositions satisfying
the consumer constraints are found, the consumer request is not matched. The fifth
input is the timeout duration ttimeout. After a consumer receives K service provider
propositions, he/she needs to accept a proposition within ttimeout to guarantee the time
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of service tstart presented with each proposition. While matching consumer requests, the
broker has to also respect the service rate constraint for each service provider (second
constraint). In addition, a consumer cannot be matched to start service at a given
provider before he can actually arrive at that provider’s location (third constraint).
The objective of the broker is to maximize the number of matched requests in order
to increase the number of transactions and maximize profits. In addition, the broker
aims to match as many service providers as possible and to minimize the variance in
the utilization of all service providers. This objective ties to the application domain
requirement of keeping the “eco-system” functioning by incentivizing providers to stay
in the system.
3.3.3 Problem Example
Figure 3.4 shows an example input for the OSSP problem. The weights shown on the
edges of the road network refer to the travel time (in minutes) along the edge. Two
service providers P1 and P2 are located at nodes D and C respectively. The service
rates for providers P1 and P2 are 4 requests/hr and 8 requests/hr for the current hour,
respectively. For simplicity, the number of required propositions (K) is set to 1, the
timeout interval length is also set to 1 min, and all consumers are assumed to have
flexible travel time and waiting time constraints. In other words, for each arriving
consumer, P1 and P2 can both be considered as candidate propositions. As shown in
Figure 3.4, at the first time instant (t=0), two consumers, namely C1, located at node
A, and C2 at node F submit requests to the broker to receive service propositions. At
t=1, two other requests arrive, one from C3 at node A and one from C4 at node F . At
t=2, a single request arrives (from C5 at node A). Finally, a single request arrives at








































































Figure 3.4: Example input for the OSSP problem











































































P2 ← {C1, C2,
C3, C4, C5, C6}
6 1 u1 = 0, u2 = 6/8 =




(Arbitrary) 6 1 or 2 (Arbitrary)
Least Accepted
First (LAF)
P1 ← {C1, C2,
C5}, P2← {C3,
C4, C6}










P2 ← {C3, C4,
C5, C6}
6 2 u1 = 2/4 = 1/2, u2 =





P2 ← {C1, C2,
C3, C4, C5, C6}
6 1 u1 = 0, u2 = 6/8 =
3/4, σ = 0.53
Table 3.1 shows different possible outputs by applying several heuristics from the
related and proposed work. The table shows the matching decision made by each
heuristic at every time instant and the final overall matching per service provider. For
instance, the output of the LTC heuristic is shown in the first row. At each time instant,
consumers are assigned to the nearest service provider. Thus, P2 ends up being assigned
all the available requests (assuming consumers waiting and travel time constraints are
satisfied) since all requests have shorter travel times to P2 than to P1. Table 3.2 shows
the objective function values for the outputs of the different heuristics. For instance,
LTC was able to match all six available requests, but all matches were to a single
provider (i.e., P2) whose utilization is now 6/8 while P1’s utilization remains zero. The
standard deviation (σ) of the providers utilization in this case is equal to 0.53, which
indicates the large variance.
The second row in Table 3.1 shows the output of the LLEP strategy. In this case,
at every time instant, consumers in provider-sparse areas are given higher priority since
they would have a smaller entropy. For example, at t=1, each consumer has two service
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providers nearby, P1 and P2. The location entropy of each consumer Ci is equal to
Entropy(Ci) = −
∑
pi∈Prov(Ci) prCi(pi) × log2(prCi(pi)), where Prov(Ci) is the set of
providers in the neighborhood of Ci and prCi(pi) =
1
|Prov(Ci)|
. Hence, both consumers






2)] = 1. Since both consumers have
the same location entropy (i.e., tie), any of the two consumers can be matched first,
and the matching will be arbitrary since each consumer can be matched to either P1 or
P2. Similarly, the matching is also arbitrary for the other time instants. Therefore, as
shown in Table 3.2, this matching strategy can match all six requests, but may result
in either 1 or 2 matched providers and an arbitrary utilization for each of them. Based
on the choice of the providers at every time instant, the utilization of P1 may vary from
0 to 1 while the utilization of P2 may vary from 0 to 6/8.
The output of the LAF heuristic is shown in the third row in Table 3.1, where a higher
priority is given to service providers with fewer prior acceptances from consumers. Let
ai,t be the number of accepted requests at provider Pi at time t. At t=0, both providers
have no accepted requests so far (i.e., a1,0 = a2,0) so each of the two consumers can be
matched arbitrarily to any candidate provider. Suppose that both consumers C1 and
C2 were matched to P1 as shown in the third row and second column. Since the timeout
interval length is set to 1, all matched consumers need to accept their propositions
before the timeout at t=1. Also, since K is set to 1, each consumer is matched to only
one service provider and thus we can simply assume that both C1 and C2 accept the
single propositions to which they were matched. Now at t=1, we have a1,1 = 2 while
a2,1 = 0 (since P2 is not yet accepted by any consumers). Therefore, when requests by
C3 and C4 arrive at t=1, they are matched to provider P2 which is currently the least
accepted provider. Now at t=2, we have a1,2 = a2,2 = 2, so an arriving request from
consumer C5 can be matched to either P1 or P2. Suppose that C5 is matched to P1. As
a result, C6 will be matched to P2 at t=3. Table 3.2 (third row) shows that our LAF
heuristic was able to match all consumer requests and engage both service providers. It
also achieved a higher provider utilization balance than LTC; the standard deviation of
providers utilization in this case is only 0.265.
The output of the LCF heuristic is also shown in the fourth row in Table 3.1. LCF
prioritizes service providers with the fewest occurrences as a candidate match. Hence,
the LCF heuristic will match consumers arbitrarily to P1 and P2 since for this example
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all consumers were assumed to have both P1 and P2 as candidate propositions.
As shown in this example, both LTC and LLEP discussed in related work are
consumer- or broker-centric heuristics that do not aim at increasing the number of
matched providers or balancing the distribution of requests among them. We can also
see how our provider-centric LAF heuristic from prior work achieved a more balanced
provider utilization when compared to the related work. In Section 3.4 we will show
how our novel proposed heuristics can achieve even a higher provider utilization balance
while also maximizing the number of matched requests.
3.3.4 Complexity Analysis
In this subsection, we show that solving the OSSP problem for a given set of consumers
at any time instant is NP-hard. Consider an example with three consumer requests
arriving at time t=0, and three service providers P1, P2, P3 whose service rates (i.e.,
supply) satisfy the maximum acceptable travel time and maximum acceptable waiting
time for the three consumers. Let the number of required propositions per consumer (K)
equal 2. A potential match for consumer Ci is denoted as (Ci, Si) where Si represents
a set of K propositions that can be matched to consumer Ci. We refer to this potential
match as aK-proposition-match. For instance, (C1, {P2, P3}) indicates a potential match
for consumer C1 where it is matched to two propositions involving providers P2 and P3.
Table 3.3 shows the potential K-proposition-matches for each of the three consumer
requests.
Table 3.3: Potential K-proposition-matches for 3 consumers with 3 service providers
and K=2
Consumer Potential K-propositions-matches
C1 (C1, {P1, P2}), (C1, {P1, P3}), (C1, {P2, P3})
C2 (C2, {P1, P2}), (C2, {P1, P3}), (C2, {P2, P3})
C3 (C3, {P1, P2}), (C3, {P1, P3}), (C3, {P2, P3})
Identifying the subset of K-proposition-matches from Table 3.3 that maximizes the
number of matched consumers is a challenging problem since an on-demand service
broker could receive a large number of requests with a large number of candidate
providers for each request. Therefore, we now prove that this OSSPt problem (i.e.,
the OSSP problem for every time instant t) is NP-hard by reduction from the maxi-
mum 3-dimensional matching problem. Our proof follows the proof of NP-hardness for
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the spatial crowdsourcing problem presented in [58].
Definition 17. Maximum 3-dimensional Matching Problem Let X, Y, and Z be
finite, disjoint sets, and let T be a subset of X × Y × Z. That is, T consists of triples
(x, y, z) such that x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, and z ∈ Z. Now M ⊆ T is a 3-dimensional matching
if for any two distinct triples (x1, y1, z1) ∈ M and (x2, y2, z2) ∈ M, we have x1 6=
x2, y1 6= y2, and z1 6= z2. The maximum 3-dimensional matching problem is to find a
3-dimensional matching M ⊆ T that maximizes the number of triples in M (i.e., |M |).
Now we define a special problem instance of OSSPt, namely OSSPt,1, where we
assume that every service provider can only be assigned to one consumer at time t
(for instance by choosing a service time for each provider that exceeds the maximum
acceptable waiting time of consumers). We start by proving that OSSPt,1 is an NP-hard
problem.
Lemma 9. The OSSPt,1 problem is NP-hard.
Proof. To prove this lemma, we first provide a reduction of the Maximum 3-dimensional
matching problem to the OSSPt,1 problem in polynomial time. That is, given an instance
IM of the maximum 3-dimensional matching problem, we show that there is an instance
IO of the OSSPt,1 problem where the solution to IO can be converted into a solution
to IM in polynomial time. Now consider an instance IM where each of the sets X,
Y and Z have n elements. Let T be a subset of X x Y x Z. Then, the solution to
IM requires finding a set A ⊆ T such that | A | is maximized. Next, we describe a
mapping from IM to IO. To achieve this mapping, for every element in X, we create
a consumer request and for every element in Y and Z, we create a service provider
such that we now have n consumers and 2n service providers. Every consumer has
a set of potential K-proposition-matches Mi where M = ∪
|C|
i=1Mi and every potential
K-proposition-match in ∪
|C|
i=1Mi will be in the form (Cx, < PyPz >), where 0 <x ≤ n,
0 <y ≤ n and n <z ≤ 2n. To solve IO, we need to find the set B ⊆ M such that
B is the largest 3-dimensional matching (i.e., a set of maximum cardinality in which
no two K-proposition-matches contradict). This means that for every 2 K-proposition-
matches in B, say (Cx1 , < Py1Pz1 >) and (Cx2 , < Py2Pz2 >), Cx1 6= Cx2, Py1 6= Py2 and
Pz1 6= Pz2. Thus, if B is the solution to IO, then the solution to IM representing the
set A with maximum cardinality can be created by replacing every consumer Cx with the
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corresponding element x, every provider Py with the corresponding element y, and every
provider Pz with the corresponding element z.
Lemma 10. The OSSPt problem is NP-hard.
Proof. By restriction from OSSPt,1: since the OSSPt,1 is a special problem instance
of OSSPt and is proved to be an NP-hard problem by Lemma 9, therefore, the OSSPt
problem is NP-hard.
3.3.5 Alternative Problem Formulations
In our OSSP problem definition, every consumer specifies a number of constraints in-
cluding a maximum acceptable travel time and a maximum acceptable waiting time.
However, different alternatives for consumer constraints can also be used without affect-
ing the computational structure of the problem. For instance, the maximum acceptable
travel time could be replaced by a maximum acceptable detour distance from a given
destination. Similarly, service providers may also provide a time series of daily or weekly
service rates since service rates may vary over the day and from weekdays to weekends.
3.4 Proposed Approach
Our prior work focused on increasing the number of matched providers by evenly dis-
tributing the demand (i.e., available requests) among providers or favoring providers
with smaller demand. However, given that different providers may have different service
rates (i.e., supply), the LAF and LCF heuristics may not be fully capable of balancing
the utilization of the different providers since they do not account for the variation in
the providers supply. In addition, these heuristics do not consider the temporal het-
erogeneity of demand (e.g., due to changes in day and night population of a region).
Therefore, providers with decreasing demand may eventually be underutilized.
In this section we address the limitations of our prior work by proposing ULAMA,
a UtiLization-Aware Matching Approach that focuses on minimizing the variance in
provider utilization while still maximizing the number of matched requests. Our pro-
posed approach consists of the following several contributions (summarized in Table 3.4).
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First, we propose two novel supply and supply-demand ratio aware heuristics for maxi-
mizing the number of engaged providers while balancing provider utilization. We then
propose a consumer-priority-based greedy algorithm that employs the proposed heuris-
tics while also prioritizing consumers in a way that maximizes their chances of being
matched. We also propose a conflict-aware prioritization strategy that can be used by
the greedy matching algorithm to account for conflicting candidate propositions during
matching. Finally, we present three oﬄine integer programming formulations for the
OSSP problem that can be used to derive bounds on the solution quality of our proposed
approach.











• Least Utilized First (LUF)
• Least Recent Demand-Supply
Ratio First(LRDS)
A consumer-priority-based Greedy Matching Algorithm
3.4.1 Novel Supply and Supply-Demand Ratio Aware Heuristics
Least Utilized First (LUF)
This heuristic aims to minimize the variance in the utilization of the different providers
by giving higher priority to service providers that have been least utilized so far. Hence,
each proposition from a provider is assigned a score equal to the provider’s current
utilization, which indicates the gap between the number of requests accepted from
the provider and the supply capacity of that provider. During matching, candidate
propositions for each consumer are sorted in increasing order of their assigned scores,
allowing service providers who have lower utilization to be matched first.
Consider once again the example from Figure 3.4. At t=0, both providers have
zero utilization (i.e., u1 = u2 = 0) and so each consumer can be matched arbitrarily to
any candidate provider. Suppose that both consumers C1 and C2 are matched to P1
as shown in the fifth row and second column of Table 3.1. Now P1’s utilization score
becomes 2/4 while the utilization score of P2 remains zero. Therefore, at t=1 both
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consumers are matched to P2 since it has the least utilization, and u2 increases to 2/8.
Since the utilization of P2 is still less than P1, the broker will also match the request
from consumer C5 at t=2 to provider P2 whose utilization now increases to 3/8. Finally,
at t=3, consumer C6 is also matched to P2 and now the utilization of both providers
become equal as shown in the fifth row of Table 3.2. In this example, we can see that
the LUF heuristic was able to achieve the same matching size (i.e., six requests) while
engaging both service providers and achieving a zero standard deviation for provider
utilization (i.e., the least possible variance).
Least Recent Demand-Supply Ratio First (LRDS)
While LUF favors providers with a larger gap between the number of accepted requests
at a provider and its supply, the LRDS heuristic observes providers’ demand patterns
over a recent time window and favors providers with a larger gap between their recent
demand and supply. In LRDS, each proposition from a provider is assigned a score equal
to the ratio between the demand on that provider (i.e., number of times the provider
satisfied the maximum acceptable travel time constraint of a consumer request) during
a recent moving time horizon and its supply during the same window length. Candidate
propositions for each consumer are then sorted in an increasing order of their scores,
allowing providers with larger gaps between their demand and supply to be matched
first. Hence, this heuristic accounts not only for providers’ supply, but also for the
spatio-temporal heterogeneity of demand. For instance, a service provider might have
high demand during lunch hours (e.g., a restaurant on university campus), but lower
demand in the evening. By observing the changes in demand over a moving time
horizon, LRDS can thus favor providers with declining demand to avoid them being
eventually underutilized. We also note that favoring providers with the least recent
demand-supply ratio is the same as favoring providers with the highest recent supply-
demand ratio. However, in this heuristic we choose to compute the demand-supply ratio
of each provider to avoid division by zero when a provider has no recent demand.
Let us return to the example in Figure 3.4. Assume a moving time window of length
l = 1 hour. Let DSi denote the demand-supply ratio of provider Pi during this most
recent window (i.e., hour). Since every provider is considered a candidate proposition
for the two requests (i.e., C1 and C2) at t=0, we have DS1 = 2/4 while DS2 = 2/8.
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Therefore, LRDS favors provider P2 with the least recent demand-supply ratio. For this
example, we will notice that P2 will always be favored by LRDS since it consistently has
a lower demand-supply ratio. This occurs since both P1 and P2 have the same demand
patterns where each arriving consumer could be assigned to either of them.
Now, consider another example of the OSSP problem as shown in Figure 3.5. Let
P1 and P2 be two service providers with service rates of 4 requests/hr and 6 requests/hr
respectively. For simplicity, we also assume that the number of required propositions
(K) is set to 1, and the timeout interval length is set to 1 min. The figure shows that two
consumer requests arrive at every time instant. However, for this example, suppose that
P1 and P2 have two different demand patterns (e.g., due to differences in the maximum
acceptable travel time for consumers). This scenario is illustrated in Table 3.5 where
, for instance, at t=0, provider P2 can be considered a candidate proposition for both
C1 and C2, while P1 can only be matched to C1 at the same time instant. The table









































































Figure 3.5: Second example input for the OSSP problem
Table 3.5: Provider demand for the problem in Figure 3.5
t=0 t=1 t=2 t=3
Demand per Provider
P1: C1 P1: C3 P1: - P1: -
P2: C1, C2 P2: C3, C4 P2: C5, C6 P2: C7, C8
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P2 ← {C2, C3,



















P1 ← {C1, C3},
P2 ← {C2, C4,























P1 ← {C1}, P2
← {C2, C3, C4,
C5, C6, C7}
7 2 u1 = 1/4, u2 = 6/6 =






P2 ← {C2, C4,
C5, C6, C7, C8}
8 2 u1 = 2/4 = 1/2, u2 =
6/6 = 1, σ = 0.35
Table 3.6 shows the outputs for the LUF and LRDS heuristics. For LUF (first
row), the utilization value of both providers before matching is shown in every column.
Similarly, for LRDS (second row), the value of the recent demand-supply ratio DSi is
shown at every time instant. Table 3.7 compares the matching results for both heuristics.
The table shows that in this example LRDS outperforms LUF in both the matching
size and the provider utilization balance. The reason is that LRDS takes into account
the limited demand available for P1 and hence favors P1 during matching at t=1. This
also saved some service capacity in P2 which receives higher demand, and thus results
in an overall higher number of matched requests by LRDS.
3.4.2 Consumer-Priority-Based Greedy Matching
ULAMA consists of a consumer-priority-based greedy matching algorithm that applies
the proposed heuristics discussed above while also prioritizing the available requests
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for maximizing the number of matched consumers. This algorithm (outlined in Algo-
rithm 5) consists of three main phases: candidate evaluation, consumer prioriti-
zation, and matching. In the candidate evaluation phase (lines 1 to 6), the algorithm
finds the set of candidate propositions for each available consumer by first finding the
shortest path between the consumer and all service providers. For the set of service
providers within the maximum acceptable travel time of that consumer, we check if the
provider’s next available service time also satisfies the consumer’s maximum acceptable
waiting time. When both constraints are satisfied, the provider is added as a candidate
proposition for that consumer. Each candidate proposition is then assigned a score that
is computed based on one of the provider-centric heuristics discussed in Section 3.4.1.
A priority queue is used to store the candidate propositions in the order of their scores.
Once all candidate propositions are identified for each consumer, the algorithm goes
into a consumer prioritization phase (line 7). In this phase, consumers are sorted in an
ascending order based on the number of candidate propositions they have. Consumers
with a smaller number of candidate propositions are thus given higher priority since
they have less probability of being matched later. If two consumers have the same num-
ber of candidate propositions, the consumer with a shorter waiting time constraint is
matched first since he/she is less likely to be matched than other consumers with longer
waiting times. Finally, in the matching phase (lines 8 to 12), the algorithm iterates
through consumer requests in the new sorted order and selects the first K propositions
from the consumer’s priority queue that satisfy the consumer’s maximum acceptable
waiting time constraint. The waiting time constraint is rechecked during the match-
ing phase since the next available service time of a provider in a candidate proposition
may still violate the consumer’s wait time constraint if that provider has been already
matched to another consumer. Once a consumer can be matched to K propositions, the
next available service time for the providers of these propositions is updated to reserve
the service time up to a given timeout interval. The algorithm then returns the set of
matched propositions for all the matched consumers.
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Algorithm 5 Consumer-Priority-Based Greedy Matching
Input:
(1) A set of consumer requests (arrivalEventsList)
(2) List of service providers
(3) Matching heuristic, e.g., LUF, LRDS
Output:
A set of matched propositions for each consumer
Algorithm:
{Candidate Evaluation Phase:}
1: for each consumer request r in arrivalEventsList do
2: nearProviders← Find providers satisfying dmax,r
3: candidtatePropositions[r]← Find providers in nearProviders satisfying wmax,r
4: for each proposition in candidtatePropositions[r] do
5: proposition.score← Calculate score based on input heuristic
6: priorityQueue[r]← proposition
{Consumer Prioritization Phase:}
7: Sort consumer requests in arrivalEventsList ⊲ consumers with smaller number of candidates in
candidtatePropositions are put first, and ties are broken in favor of shorter wmax,r
{Matching Phase:}
8: for each consumer request r in sorted arrivalEventsList do
9: matchedPropositions[r]← Find K propositions in priorityQueue[r] that still satisfy consumer’s wmax,r,
otherwise return an empty set.
10: if matchedPropositions[r] not empty then
11: for each proposition prop in matchedPropositions[c] do




The matching algorithm discussed above prioritizes consumers based on their number
of candidate propositions. However, a consumer with many candidate propositions that
gets lower priority may end up being unmatched since these propositions may not sat-
isfy the consumer’s wait time if their service providers were already matched to other
consumers that appeared earlier in the sorted list. Thus, we propose a conflict-aware
prioritization (CAP) strategy which prioritizes consumers based not only on their num-
ber of candidates propositions, but also on the number of non-conflicting propositions
for each consumer. Below, we define some basic concepts and then present how the
CAP strategy works.
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Definition 18. Conflict Score of a Provider: Given a set of consumer requests
R at time t, and a set of candidate propositions Si identified for each request ri ∈ R,




Definition 19. ANon-conflicting candidate is a candidate proposition (r, p, d, tstart, ttimeout)
where provider p has a conflict score of 1.
The CAP strategy intersects with all three phases of the greedy algorithm described
in this section.
• During the Candidate Evaluation Phase: The conflict score of each provider
is computed by incrementing the score of a provider whenever it is added as a
candidate proposition for a consumer request.
• During the Consumer Prioritization Phase: Consumers are sorted by pri-
oritizing consumers with a smaller number of non-conflicting candidates. This
allows consumers with no non-conflicting candidates to be matched first to avoid
matching other requests to their high conflict propositions. When two consumers
have the same number of non-conflicting candidates, we apply several tie breakers:
First consumers with a smaller number of candidates are put first. In the case of
a tie, consumers with a larger sum of conflict scores over all their propositions are
selected. Finally, consumers with smaller waiting times are selected
• During the Matching Phase: We apply one of the proposed heuristics dis-
cussed in Section 3.4.1. However, when two propositions have the same score
(e.g., two providers have the same utilization while applying LUF) the proposition
whose provider has a smaller conflict score is selected to increase the probability
of other consumers being matched later in the list.
3.4.3 Time Complexity of Proposed Approach
Let n be the number of simultaneous consumer requests in the queue, m be the number
of service providers, V and E be the set of nodes and edges in the spatial network
respectively, K be the number of required propositions per consumer request, and l be
the length of the moving window employed by the LRDS heuristic.
Therefore, the time complexity of ULAMA using the LUF heuristic is O(n|E|log|V |+
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nmlogm). The first term in this cost model represents the cost of running Dijkstra’s
algorithm for each of the n consumers in the queue to find the shortest travel time
between the consumer and all service providers in O(|E|log|V |) during the candidate
evaluation phase. Then, after identifying the candidate propositions for each consumer,
a priority queue is created for that consumer to store the computed score for each
proposition, where the maximum number of propositions is equal to the number of
service providers m. The creation of the priority queues results in an additional cost of
O(nmlogm), the second term in our cost model. This is then followed by the consumer
prioritization phase where consumers are sorted in O(nlogn). We note that the cost
of creating the priority queues in the previous phase dominates the cost of sorting.
In addition, it also dominates the cost of the matching phase where the K candidate
propositions with the smallest scores are selected from the priority queues for each
consumer (i.e. O(Knlogm)). Hence, the total time complexity of ULAMA using LUF
is O(n|E|log|V |+ nmlogm).
The time complexity of ULAMA with the LRDS heuristic is similar to the case of
LUF, but with an additional term of O(nml) which represents the cost of computing
the recent demand for each provider within the moving window of length l. For each
of the m providers, the recent demand computation is O(nl). Hence, the total time
complexity of ULAMA using LRDS is O(n|E|log|V | + nmlogm + nml) which is still
linear in the number of consumer requests in the queue.
Finally, we note that using the conflict-aware prioritization strategy involves a time
complexity of O(nm) which represents the cost of computing the number of non-
conflicting candidates and sum of conflicts for each of the n consumers in the queue
before sorting, but this cost is still dominated by the cost of creating the priority queue
for all consumers (O (nmlogm)) and thus can be ignored in our cost model.
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3.4.4 Oﬄine Integer Programming Formulation for the OSSP Problem
Table 3.8: Table of Notations for the Oﬄine Integer Programs
Symbol Description
N Number of consumers
M Number of providers
T Number of simulated time steps. It is equal to the sum of the max-
imum consumer’s arrival time and the maximum consumer’s waiting
time constraint
K Number of required propositions per consumer
ai Arrival time of consumer Ci
dmax,i Maximum acceptable travel time constraint of consumer Ci
wmax,i Maximum acceptable waiting time constraint of consumer Ci
di,j Shortest travel time between consumer Ci and provider Pj
sj Service rate (per hour) for provider Pj
vj Service time of provider Pj
simTimeHours Simulation time in hours
We developed three Integer Programming formulations for the oﬄine version of the
OSSP problem, where all consumer requests are assumed to be known in advance.
These formulations are used to derive bounds on the solution quality of our proposed
approach. Therefore, the three formulations differ primarily in their objective functions,
where the first objective aims to maximize the number of matched requests, the second
aims to maximize the number of matched providers and the third aims to minimize
the standard deviation of the providers utilization. Table 3.8 summarizes the notations





1, if consumer i is assigned to start service at provider j at time t
0, otherwise
∀i = 1, 2, ..., N ; ∀j = 1, 2, ...,M ; and ∀t = 0, 1, ..., T
Next, we present our oﬄine IPs:










































xijt = yiK, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N (3.2)
yi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N (3.3)
∑
t




xijt ≤ dmax,i, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N ;∀j = 1, 2, ...,M (3.5)
T∑
t=ai+wmax,i+1





xijl ≤ 1, ∀j = 1, 2, ...,M ; and ∀t = 0, 1, ..., T (3.7)
ai+dij−1∑
t=0
xijt = 0, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N ;∀j = 1, 2, ...,M (3.8)
As already noted, the first objective aims to maximize the matching size in order to
derive an upper bound for the number of matched consumers assuming that all requests
are known in advance (i.e., solving an oﬄine version of the OSSP problem). Similarly the
second objective aims to maximize the number of matched service providers. A function
with concave returns is used by raising the number of propositions per provider to a
power less than 1. This allows the optimization algorithm to favor matchings where
the same number of propositions come from more service providers rather than fewer
service providers. Finally, the third objective function aims to minimize the standard
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deviation of the utilization of all providers. The constraints for all three integer programs
are the same except for the third program (balancing providers utilization) where an
additional constraint is used as will be discussed next. Constraint 3.1 enforces the
binary nature of xijt. Constraints 3.2 and 3.3 ensure that each matched consumer is
assigned K propositions. Constraint 3.4 ensures that a consumer does not receive more
than one proposition from the same service provider. Constraints 3.5 and 3.6 ensure
that the propositions matched to a consumer meet his maximum acceptable travel time
and maximum acceptable waiting time constraints respectively. Constraint 3.7 ensures
that, for each provider, no two consumers are matched to the same service time slot.
In this case, we assume a single server per provider. However, it is easy to extend the
formulation to multiple servers by keeping track of the number of servers (i.e., queues)
per service provider. Constraint 3.8 ensures that a consumer is not assigned to start
service at a provider before he can reach that provider’s location. Finally, the following















where x∗ijt is the optimal value for xijt obtained from solving OIPMaxReq. This con-
straint is used to put a threshold on the number of matched propositions to avoid
degeneration into the trivial solution where no matches occur and a minimum standard
deviation of zero is returned.
All constraints presented above are linear constraints. The first objective function is
also linear, while the second and third objectives result in convex integer optimization
problems. We also note that the number of variables and the number of constraints
are both O(N M T), where N is the number of consumers, M is the number of service
providers, and T is the number of simulated time steps.
3.5 Experimental Evaluation
Our experimental goals are two-fold: First, we want to compare the performance of our
proposed approach to our prior and related work. Particularly, we want to answer the
following questions: (1) Does our utilization-aware provider-centric approach improve
fairness to (i.e. equity among) providers in terms of the utilization balance? (2) Does a
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provider-centric approach reduce the business volume? Second, we also want to evaluate
the solution quality of our proposed approach by comparing it to the solution of an
oﬄine integer program which assumes that all consumer requests are known in advance.
The following candidate algorithms were included in our analysis. Note that the prefix
“U-” is used to indicate the different variations of ULAMA to easily differentiate the
proposed work from our prior and related work.
• U-LUF: ULAMA with the Least Utilized First heuristic.
• U-LRDS: ULAMA with the Least Recent Demand-Supply Ratio First heuristic.
• U-LUF-R: ULAMA with the Least Utilized First heuristic while using the Least
Recent Demand-Supply Ratio First heuristic as a tie-breaker.
• U-LUF-C: ULAMA with the LeastUtilized First heuristic and theConflict-Aware
Prioritization strategy.
We note that the first three candidates are applied using the consumer-priority
based greedy approach discussed in Section 3.4.2 (i.e., sorting consumers based on the
number of candidate propositions), while the last candidate employs the conflict-aware
prioritization strategy discussed in Section 3.4.2.
For our first experimental goal, we compared against the following related work
strategies: (a) Least Travel Cost (LTC), (b) Least Location Entropy Priority (LLEP),
(c) Least Accepted First (LAF), and (d) Least Appearance As Candidate First (LCF).
For evaluating the LLEP strategy proposed in [57], we have also used a grid index
as suggested in [57] to divide the spatial region into grid cells for computing the loca-
tion entropy. Service providers lying in the same grid cell of a consumer are used for
calculating the location entropy of that consumer.
For our second experimental goal, we used the three oﬄine IP formulations, namely,
OIPMaxReq, OIPMaxProv, and OIPMinSTD, with the three objective functions dis-
cussed in Section 3.4.4.
3.5.1 Discrete-Event Simulation Framework
We simulate the interactions between arriving consumer requests and the on-demand
spatial service broker using a discrete-event simulation framework [69] whose outline is
shown in Algorithm 6. A priority queue stores the simulation events in the order of
their arrival times. The simulation starts by generating all consumer arrival events and
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storing them in the queue. Each event carries the arrival time of the consumer’s request,
maximum acceptable travel time, and maximum acceptable waiting time. The queue
also carries another type of event, namely, proposition acceptance events when a user
accepts a service provider proposition from among the propositions suggested by the
broker. The simulation loop then starts and continues until the queue is empty (lines 5
to 19).
Algorithm 6 Simulation Algorithm
1: providersList← Initialize list of service providers
2: roadNetworkGraph← Initialize edges and vertices of road network
3: Queue queue← Insert consumer request arrival events
4: clock ← 0
5: while queue not empty do
6: acceptanceEvents← Get all proposition acceptance events with an event arrival time ≤ clock
7: arrivalEvents← Get all consumer arrival events with an event arrival time ≤ clock
8: for each event e in acceptanceEvents do
9: for each proposition in e.propositions do
10: if proposition 6= e.acceptedProposition then
11: proposition.provider.nextAvailableServiceT ime← proposition.provider.nextAvailableServiceT ime−
proposition.provider.serviceT ime
12: matchedProp ← ConsumerPriorityBasedGreedyMatching(clock, arrivalEvents,
roadNetworkGraph)
13: for each consumer proposition set match in matchedProp do
14: acceptedProposition← randomly select a proposition from match.propositions
15: timeBeforeAcceptance← randomly generate time between 0 and ttimeout
16: Create an acceptance event e with arrival time = clock + timeBeforeAcceptance and store
acceptedProposition, and match.propositions
17: queue.enqueue(e)
18: Update simulation statistics
19: clock ← clock + 1
20: Output Simulation Statistics
For each iteration, the simulation dequeues all proposition acceptance and consumer
arrival events with arrival times before or at the current clock time. Proposition accep-
tance events are handled first (lines 8 to 11). For each of these events, the next available
service time of all the consumer’s unaccepted prepositions is updated to release the ser-
vice time units reserved for that consumer. Then, the broker matches the available
consumer requests to service providers by calling the consumer-priority-based greedy
algorithm (Algorithm 5) (line 12). For every matched request, a corresponding accep-
tance event is generated and added into the queue to simulate a consumer accepting
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one of the suggested propositions (lines 13 to 17). Finally, the simulation performance
measures are updated and the clock advances to the next time instant.
We note that while our study employed a discrete-event simulation framework to
model the interactions between consumers and the broker, there has been other ap-
proaches in the literature using mathematical formulas and the queuing theory for
modeling supply and demand [70, 71, 72]. However, these methods usually pose re-
strictive assumptions on the distribution of parameters and/or the network topology
for developing closed forms. Optimization methods (e.g., integer programming [63])
have also been used; however, they do not scale to large datasets and thus would violate
the real-time on-demand requirement of this problem. In our work, we simulated dif-
ferent supply and demand scenarios using synthetic datasets designed to approximate
real-world characteristics since we did not have access to real datasets which are usually
collected as proprietary data.
3.5.2 Experimental Design and Dataset
Our experimental design is illustrated in Figure 3.6. We generated synthetic datasets
with real-world characteristics as captured by real service provider locations and the
use of real-world population data for the city of Minneapolis, MN. Population data was
used for generating the origin locations of consumer’s requests. For comparison with
related and prior work, we used a dataset of 120 restaurants (i.e., service providers) in
the city of Minneapolis. The following procedure was used by the simulator to generate
the supply and demand: First, providers’ service rates were generated using a random
number that was uniformly distributed over the range [minS, maxS]. Then, given a
value for the supply-demand ratio sdr to simulate, we generated a number of consumer
requests per hour such that:
sdr =
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Figure 3.6: Experimental Design
The locations at which consumers submitted their service requests were selected
randomly from the set of nodes in the spatial network such that the spatial distribution
of the generated requests follows the real population density distribution in the city.
Hence, the number of requests originating from each node in the network was propor-
tional to the ratio of that node’s population to the total city population. Experiments
simulated 10 hours of operation assuming 5 lunch hours and 5 dinner hours for each
restaurant. The locations of requests during lunch hours were generated in proportion
to the day population of the nodes, while the locations of the dinner requests were
proportional to the night population. Consumers’ maximum acceptable travel times
and maximum acceptable waiting times were generated using random numbers that
were uniformly distributed over the ranges [minDmax,r, maxDmax,r] and [minWmax,r,
maxWmax,r] respectively. The arrival time of each request generated in a given hour was
also uniformly distributed over that hour duration. Although arrival of requests in the
real-world may not exhibit uniform distribution, we account for this by simulating a wide
range of values for the supply-demand ratio, thus simulating different demand patterns.
The experiments were performed using the road network provided by the Minnesota
Department of Transportation [73], and U.S. Census population data and were run on a
machine with an Intel Core i5 2.3 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM. All algorithms were
implemented in the Java programming language and the integer programming models
were implemented using the CVX optimization package in Matlab.
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We analyzed the performance of our proposed algorithms by varying and observing
the effect of the following workload parameters: the supply-demand ratio sdr, the time-
out duration ttimeout, the number of required propositions K, the minimum and maxi-
mum values for the provider service rate (minS and maxS respectively), the minimum
and maximum values for the maximum acceptable travel time constraint (minDmax,r
and maxDmax,r respectively), the minimum and maximum values for the maximum
acceptable waiting time constraint (minWmax,r and maxWmax,r respectively), the mov-
ing window length lW used by the U-LRDS and U-LUF-R algorithms, and the grid cell
length lG.
3.5.3 Experimental Results
Evaluating Algorithms Performance Relative to Prior and Related Work:
For this set of experiments, the default parameter values were set as follows: K = 3,
ttimeout = 2 min, minS = 5 requests/hr, maxS = 15 requests/hr, minDmax,r = 8 min
and maxDmax,r = 25 min, minWmax,r = 10 min, maxWmax,r = 25 min, lW = 30 min,
and lG = 2000 m, unless stated otherwise. Table 3.9 shows the details of the datasets
generated for the different sdr values
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(c) Percentage of matched requests
































































































(f) Average query response time
Figure 3.7: Effect of supply-demand ratio sdr (by fixing supply and varying demand).
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Effect of supply-demand ratio (sdr): To evaluate the effect of the supply-
demand ratio on the performance of the different algorithms we ran our simulation for
the sdr values of 0.1 (demand greatly exceeds supply), 0.2 (supply <demand), 1 (supply
≈ demand i.e., balanced), 5 (supply >demand) and 10 (supply greatly exceeds demand).
For each value, the generated supply was fixed and the number of generated requests
varied as shown in Table 3.9.
Standard deviation of providers utilization: Figure 3.7a shows the effect of sdr on
the standard deviation of the providers utilization. We note that the LCF heuristic
results were consistently dominated by LAF and were therefore eliminated from the
plots to improve readability. Generally, a lower standard deviation indicates a better
utilization balance. As seen in the figure, our proposed LUF-based algorithms (i.e.,
U-LUF, U-LUF-R and U-LUF-C) always achieve a more balanced provider utilization.
More specifically, we can see that U-LUF achieves within 0.08 to 0.78 of the standard
deviation of our prior LAF heuristic, and within 0.04 to 0.85 of the standard deviation
of LTC. The gap between U-LUF and other related/prior work increased at sdr ≥ 1
since balancing provider utilization with limited demand becomes more challenging.
We also observe that when demand exceeds supply, U-LRDS also achieves a lower
standard deviation than our prior LAF heuristic as well as other related work (i.e. 0.79
to 0.88 of the standard deviation of LAF). However, as demand decreases at larger sdr
values, the performance of U-LRDS declines since it keeps assigning those providers with
smaller demand-supply ratios regardless of their current utilization, while leaving other
providers underutilized. At the same time, we can also observe that using U-LRDS
as a tie-breaker for U-LUF (i.e., in U-LUF-R) results in the least standard deviation
of 0.0056 at sdr = 10 since at this value many providers remain unutilized. In this
case, favoring providers with larger supply, by using U-LRDS as a tie-breaker, results in
smaller utilization values (since supply is in the denominator of the utilization formula)
which makes the utilization of those favored providers closer to the zero utilization of
the many unutilized providers.
Average of the lowest 10% provider utilizations: Figure 3.7b shows the effect of sdr
on the average utilization of the lowest 10% of providers. A larger average is desirable as
it indicates better performance for the least utilized providers. We observe that when
demand exceeds supply (i.e., sdr = 0.1 and sdr = 0.2, all proposed algorithms have
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a high and very comparable performance to related work (i.e., LTC) since the large
demand results in most providers being almost fully utilized. However, as sdr increases
and less demand arrives, our proposed LUF-based algorithms greatly outperform both
prior and related work. In the case of balanced supply and demand, all LUF-based al-
gorithms achieved 28% higher average utilization than our prior LAF (which performed
best among related work). Also when supply exceeds demand, LUF-based algorithms
achieved up to 40% higher average. This is due to their ability to balance the utiliza-
tion of all providers by being aware of their service rates (i.e., supply). We also observe,
however, that as sdr increases, U-LRDS is outperformed by our prior LAF heuristic
since it again favors the same set of providers with low demand-supply ratios regardless
of their current utilization and thus has a smaller improvement for the utilization of the
least utilized providers.
Percentage of matched requests: Figure 3.7c shows the effect of sdr on the percent-
age of matched requests. At small sdr values, most of the requests could not be matched
since the demand was much larger than the available supply. As sdr increases, so
did the percentage of matched requests. Although one may intuitively think that a
provider-centric approach may reduce the business volume unlike other broker-centric
(e.g. LLEP) and consumer-centric heuristics (e.g. LTC), this figure shows that when
supply and demand were balanced (sdr=1) and also when supply exceeded demand
(i.e., sdr= 5, sdr=10), all our proposed algorithms have slightly outperformed related
and prior work heuristics. For instance, at sdr=1, the percentage of matched requests
by U-LRDS was 3.3% higher than LTC (the highest among related work) while our
LUF-based algorithms (i.e. U-LUF, U-LUF-R and U-LUF-C) were 2.3% higher. This
separation decreases as supply exceeds demand (at sdr=5, sdr=10) where U-LUF was
1% higher than LTC. The use of the consumer prioritization phase and accounting for
the current utilization of service providers (e.g., in U-LUF, U-LUF-C) and/or the gap
between the recent demand and supply of each provider (e.g., in U-LRDS, U-LUF-R)
allowed a better distribution of the available demand and a more efficient use of the
available supply. Although in theory, all requests can be matched at sdr=1, the broker
might not actually be able to match all requests if consumers’ maximum acceptable
travel times and wait times are short.
We also note that U-LUF-C slightly outperformed U-LUF at sdr=1 (less than 1%)
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due to the use of the conflict-aware prioritization strategy. However, this difference
disappeared at higher sdr values since as supply exceeds demand, a smaller number of
consumer requests are being matched simultaneously, leading to fewer conflicts among
the candidate propositions, rendering the effect of conflict-aware prioritization less sig-
nificant.
Percentage of matched providers: Figure 3.7d shows the effect of sdr on the per-
centage of matched providers. When demand exceeds supply or both are balanced, all
the compared algorithms can match all the available service providers. However, as
supply exceeds demand (e.g., sdr=10), only provider-centric algorithms (LAF, U-LUF,
U-LUF-R and U-LUF-C) are able to match 100% of the service providers. These are
followed by LTC matching 99% of the providers (at sdr=10) and then LLEP match-
ing only up to 76%. We can also observe that U-LRDS is the only exception among
provider-centric algorithms that did not engage 100% of the providers at large values of
sdr. The reason is that U-LRDS will always favor those service providers which have a
large gap between their supply and demand regardless of their actual utilization (unlike
U-LUF), and since supply exceeds demand (i.e., at large sdr), the demand is not enough
to cover other service providers.
Total execution time and average query response time: Figure 3.7e shows the total
execution time as sdr increases. Since the number of generated requests decreases with
the increase in sdr (as indicated in Table 3.9), the total execution time also decreases.
As shown in the figure, all algorithms had very similar execution times with less than
140 sec at sdr = 0.1. Figure 3.7f shows the effect on the average query response time
per consumer. Again, for a larger number of requests (i.e., smaller sdr), at each clock,
a large group of requests is being processed simultaneously, which results in a longer
response time per request. As the number of requests decreases at larger sdr values, the
response time decreases since only a small number of requests is handled simultaneously.
We note that at sdr=0.1 (i.e. an average of 200 simultaneous requests), all algorithms
achieve an average query response time of less than 250 ms.
To further illustrate the scalability of our approach, we also evaluated its perfor-
mance for different queue sizes (i.e. different number of consumer requests arriving
simultaneously). Our results have shown that our proposed algorithms can scale up to
a large number of simultaneous requests. For 1000 simultaneous requests, our proposed
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algorithms resulted in an average query response time of 1 sec. For 10,000 simultaneous
requests, the average query response time was 10 sec. This is a very large number of
simultaneous requests when compared to actual numbers of ride requests released by a
major ride-hailing company [74] showing less than 170 requests per minute (i.e. 10,000


































































Figure 3.9: Effect of K (best viewed in
color)
Effect of timeout duration (ttimeout): Figure 3.8 shows the effect of the timeout
duration on the percentage of matched requests. We observe that as ttimeout increases,
the percentage of matched requests decreases. This is because the service time for
each consumer matched to K proposed providers remain reserved until the consumer
accepts one of the propositions. The time taken to accept a proposition can extend up
to ttimeout; hence increasing ttimeout increases the time it takes for the reserved capacity
to be assigned to another consumer, thus reducing the number of matched requests.
We can also observe that U-LRDS consistently matches a higher percentage of matched
consumers (i.e. 2.6% to 4.2% higher than LTC which was the best performing among
related work), followed by the LUF-based algorithms (2% higher than LTC). These
results accord with the results from Figure 3.7c when supply and demand are balanced
(i.e., sdr=1).
Effect of number of required propositions (K): Figure 3.9 shows that in-
creasing the number of required propositions K decreases the percentage of matched
requests. A larger value of K implies that each request has to be matched to a larger
number of service providers, with service times being reserved at all matched providers
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until a proposition is accepted or timeout occurs. Thus, increasing K reduces the num-
ber of requests that can be matched since more service capacity is being reserved per
request. At K ≤ 3, our proposed algorithms outperformed all related work heuristics
(1% to 3.3% higher). This separation does not appear at K=5 as the heuristics start to
perform similar to LTC since the larger number of propositions result in a demand that
is significantly higher than the available supply, which also accords with results from
































Figure 3.10: Effect of max. travel time































Figure 3.11: Effect of max. waiting time
wmax,r (best viewed in color)
Effect of maximum acceptable travel time (dmax,r): In this experiment, all
consumers were assigned an equal max acceptable waiting time of 30 min, and their max-
imum acceptable travel time dmax,r was varied as shown in Figure 3.10. Results showed
that increasing dmax,r increases the percentage of matched requests. With greater travel
time constraints, there are more service providers available for consumers to be matched
to. For instance, the percentage of matched requests for U-LUF increased from 85.5%
at dmax,r = 10 min to 99.5% at dmax,r = 20 min. Our LUF-based algorithms still
consistently outperformed related work (i.e. up to 4% higher than LAF at dmax,r = 15
min). We can also notice that the rate of increase in the percentage of matched requests
slows for larger dmax,r values since the maximum acceptable waiting time places another
constraint on the number of service providers that can be matched to a given request.
Effect of maximum acceptable waiting time(wmax,r): In this experiment, con-
sumers were assigned a maximum acceptable travel time between minDmax,r = 10 min
and maxDmax,r = 20 min. The maximum acceptable waiting time wmax,r was varied as
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shown in Figure 3.11. We can observe that increasing the maximum acceptable waiting
time value increases the percentage of matched requests since more candidate service
providers become available for consumers to be matched to. For instance, the percent-
age of matched requests for U-LUF increased from 89.7% at wmax,r = 20 min to 98%
at wmax,r = 40 min. The rate slows for larger values of wmax,r since the maximum
acceptable travel time remains a constraint on request matching. We again note that
our LUF-based algorithms still consistently outperformed related work (i.e. 2.6% to 4%



































































Figure 3.13: Effect of moving window
length lW (best viewed in color)
Effect of providers service rates (sp): In this experiment, the total number of
generated requests (i.e., total demand) was fixed at 18,000 requests, and the minimum
and maximum provider service rate were varied from 10 to 25 requests/hr. As shown
in Figure 3.12, higher service rates means more requests can be matched per unit time
and thus the percentage of matched requests increases. For instance, the percentage of
matched requests for U-LUF increased from 60% at sp = 10 requests/hr to 93% at sp =
25 requests/hr. We also note that all LUF-based algorithms consistently outperformed
related work (e.g. U-LUF-R and U-LUF-C were up to 4.2% higher in the percentage of
matched requests compared to related work).
Effect of moving window length (lW ): Figure 3.13 shows the effect of increasing
the moving window length lW used by U-LRDS and U-LUF-R. As lW increases from 30
min to 60 min, we notice a very slight increase in the percentage of matched requests
(less than 0.2%) since a relatively larger window length may allow a more accurate
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observation for the demand on each service provider. However, as lW increases further,
we notice that the percentage of matched requests decreases back since a very large
window length may not capture the recent demand patterns for service providers and
thus may not be helpful for predicting what the demand will be like in the near future.
We also evaluated the effect of increasing the cell length lG of the grid index used in
computing the location entropy of consumers in the LLEP strategy. Our results showed
that changing lG had no significant impact on the percentage of matched requests by
LLEP, and LLEP’s ranking among other algorithms remained the same for the different
values.
Evaluating Solution Quality Compared to an Oﬄine Optimized Solution:
We compared the solution quality of our proposed algorithms to the solution obtained
from our three oﬄine integer program formulations, namely, OIPMaxReq, OIPMax-
Prov, and OIPMinSTD, where all requests are assumed to be known in advance. Due
to the limited scalability of integer programming approaches given the large number
of variables and constraints, we compared our solution quality to an oﬄine optimized
solution using only a randomly selected subset of 5 providers and 60 time steps (i.e.,
consumers arrive during a 30 min interval and have a maximum acceptable waiting
time of 30 min). The solutions were compared in terms of the percentage of matched
requests, the percentage of matched providers and the standard deviation of providers
utilization, at different values of the supply-demand ratio sdr. For each value, the
generated supply was fixed and the number of generated requests varied as shown in
Table 3.10. The default parameter values were set as follows: minS = 4 requests/hr,
maxS = 8 requests/hr, minDmax,r = 20 min and maxDmax,r = 30 min, minWmax,r =
20 min, maxWmax,r = 30 min, lW = 30 min, and lG = 2000 m, unless stated otherwise.
For this experiment, we also set K = 1 and ttimeout = 0 min since oﬄine approaches
do not simulate a timeout interval and thus consumers are not allowed to select among
multiple propositions. Consumers’ travel time and wait time constraints were set to
relatively large values due to the smaller number of service providers simulated in this
case.
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Table 3.10: Synthetic dataset details for experimental goal 2. Total supply is fixed
across all sdr values.
Supply-demand ratio
sdr
No. of consumer re-
quests
































































































(c) STDEV of providers utilization
Figure 3.14: Effect of supply-demand ratio sdr (by fixing supply and varying demand).
The number of total consumer requests (i.e., demand) corresponding to each sdr value
is shown in Table 3.10.
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Percentage of matched requests: Figure 3.14a shows the percentage of matched re-
quests as the supply-demand ratio sdr increases. When demand exceeds supply, our
proposed algorithms achieved between 4.7% to 10% lower than the oﬄine upper bound
on the matching size achieved by OIPMaxReq (which is 20% and 66.7% for sdr = 0.1
and sdr = 0.5 respectively). For balanced supply and demand, proposed algorithms
are 6.7% lower than the percentage of matched requests of OIPMaxReq. When supply
exceeds demand, this gap decreases and our proposed algorithms achieved the oﬄine
upper bound by matching all consumer requests.
Percentage of matched providers: Figure 3.14b shows the percentage of matched
providers at different sdr values. It can be seen that for all values of sdr, all algorithms
(except U-LRDS at sdr = 5) achieve the upper bound obtained from OIPMaxProv.
When supply exceeds demand (i.e., sdr=5), U-LRDS tends to overload the same set of
service providers which have a large supply-demand ratio; since demand is not enough
to cover all providers in this case, U-LRDS returns an overall smaller percentage of
matched providers (i.e. 20% lower than the oﬄine upper bound).
Standard deviation of provider utilization: Figure 3.14c shows the standard devia-
tion (stdev) of provider utilization at different sdr values. When demand exceeds supply,
U-LRDS and U-LUF-R achieved the lowest standard deviation (less than 1.7x the oﬄine
stdev of OIPMinSTD, i.e., 2.9x the oﬄine variance). For balanced supply and demand,
the gap is reduced and all algorithms achieved 1.39x the optimal stdev (i.e., twice the
oﬄine variance). As supply exceeds demand, U-LUF-R achieved the same minimum
oﬄine stdev. Since U-LRDS favors service providers with higher supply, using it as a
tie breaker with U-LUF reduces the stdev as it results in a small increase in utilization
and hence the utilization of the favored providers is closer to that of unutilized providers
resulting in an overall smaller utilization variance.
3.5.4 Summary of Experimental Results
Our experimental results show that our proposed approach, particularly with the Least
Utilized First heuristic, can achieve the lowest variance in provider utilization while
matching all the available providers even when supply highly exceeds the demand.
Results also show that the average utilization of the lowest 10% of providers in our
proposed approach is 28% higher than our prior work [56] in the case of balanced
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supply-demand, and up to 40% higher when supply exceeds the demand. Using the
Least Recent Demand-Supply Ratio First heuristic as a tie-breaker resulted in the least
utilization variance when supply greatly exceeds demand. In addition, our approach is
also able to achieve a slightly larger matching size compared to our prior and related
work when supply exceeds demand and when both supply and demand are balanced.
We also compared the results of our approach to the oﬄine solution using a set of
five service providers and supply-demand ratios varying from 0.1 to 10. Our results
show that our approach can achieve within 4.7% to 10% of the oﬄine upper bound of
the matching size while engaging the same number of service providers. When supply
exceeds demand, our approach achieved the same percentage of matched requests as
the oﬄine solution. Finally, our approach also achieved the same variance of provider
utilization as the oﬄine solution when supply exceeds demand, and less than three times
that variance for other supply-demand scenarios.
As shown from the above results, our proposed approach provides a more balanced
provider utilization while meeting all the other conflicting matching requirements of a
broker to avoid the inequitable distribution of opportunities to meet demand among
service providers. Additionally our approach also ensures that this balanced provider
utilization does not come at the expense of reducing the business volume since the
percentage of matched requests was even higher particularly when supply is greater
than or equal to demand. Hence, the advantage of this approach can be most leveraged
for situations where demand and supply are balanced and also when supply exceeds the
available demand, since at these times keeping all service providers engaged becomes
more challenging and thus the probability of providers leaving or switching to other
service brokers increases.
3.6 Conclusion
This work explored the problem of On-demand Spatial Service Propositions where an
on-demand spatial service broker aims to maximize the number of matched consumer re-
quests while keeping the provider eco-system functioning by engaging a large number of
service providers and balancing their utilization. We proposed ULAMA, a Utilization-
Aware Matching Approach that employs novel provider-supply aware heuristics, namely,
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Least Utilized First and Least Recent Demand-Supply Ratio First, for minimizing the
variance in provider utilization, and a consumer-priority based greedy matching algo-
rithm that uses these heuristics while prioritizing consumers during matching to max-
imize the number of matched requests. Our experimental evaluation showed that our
proposed approach outperformed the related work on multiple performance measures
including a smaller variance in provider utilization, a higher average utilization for the
lowest 10% utilized providers, and a larger number of matched requests when supply is
greater than or equal to the available demand.
3.7 Future Work
Reducing inequity in cities is recognized as one of the most pressing challenges in today’s
world for building sustainable cities and communities according to the United Nation’s
Sustainable Development Goals [75]. It is also recognized by many US and international
agencies as important for health, economic development and social stability [76, 77], and
cities are increasingly interested in equity as a core attribute of sustainability [78]. For
instance, as part of the US Department of Transportation smart city challenge, the
city of Columbus proposed a plan for connecting under-served neighborhoods to jobs
and services which could lower child mortality rates in these neighborhoods [79]. Ride-
hailing services are currently cooperating with cities to hire workers from struggling
neighborhoods [80].
On-demand spatial brokers may potentially help reduce inequity in cities by ac-
counting for income inequality across different neighborhoods. In our future work, we
plan to investigate how the proposed approach could be employed to reduce inequity
in cities possibly by giving preference to service providers from economically disadvan-
taged areas among otherwise similarly ranked providers. In addition, we plan to extend
the OSSP problem to allow mobile service providers and incorporate consumer ratings
into the matching process. Aside from balancing providers utilization for increasing
the participation of service providers, some studies [81, 82, 83] have also considered
the problem of self-regulating the imbalance in supply and demand systems through
the adjustment of pricing mechanisms. In the future, we plan to model the variation
in profit across different types of consumer requests and explore the effect of pricing
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models on the incentives of service providers. We hope to explore how the broker can
adapt to spatio-temporal variations in market conditions and the evolving behavior of
consumers and service providers.
Chapter 4
pkgRendezvous: A Flexible
On-Demand Pickup and Delivery
Broker for Moving Consumers
4.1 Introduction
In today’s world, the on-demand economy has emerged as an unconventional digital mar-
ketplace that leverages technology for connecting consumers with service providers, pro-
viding them with fast and convenient access to goods and services. With high demand
from users, the on-demand economy will continue to revolutionize many traditional in-
dustries including transportation, healthcare, and many professional services. Besides
the most famous on-demand ride-hailing services, on-demand home delivery services
for online products are also experiencing a tremendous growth in recent years. Exam-
ples include same day shopping cart delivery services (e.g. Amazon Prime Now [84]),
grocery delivery (e.g. InstaCart [85], AmazonFresh [86]), and package delivery (e.g.
Roadie [87]).
A common challenge that faces delivery services is possible package theft, as well
as package damage. In 2016, 11 million U.S. homeowners experienced a stolen pack-
age [88, 89] with theft incidents especially high during holiday seasons when people
expect more packages. This has led companies such as Amazon and Walmart to explore
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other delivery options such as using smart locks that allow delivery personnel to leave
packages inside the home [90, 91], a solution that still raises other privacy concerns. The
risk of package theft is also an inconvenience that forces many people to stay at home
or leave work early on the day they are expecting a package [89]. Moreover, packages
arriving at empty houses may need to be rescheduled which increases consumers wait
time and delivery company losses.
In this work, we investigate a flexible on-demand pickup and delivery broker that al-
lows moving consumers to receive packages at a place and time where they are available
during the day. Consumers submit their service requests to the broker, consisting of
their specific order and a set of candidate rendezvous (i.e., delivery) locations with the
corresponding time intervals during which the consumer is available at each location.
Given a set of dynamically arriving consumer service requests, a set of service loca-
tions representing possible pickup locations, and a set of delivery vehicles, the broker
matches each request to a delivery vehicle, schedules the selected pickup and delivery
locations for that request into the assigned vehicle’s schedule and returns the selected
rendezvous/delivery location to the consumer. The goal of the broker is to maximize
the number of matched requests while also minimizing the travel and wait times for the
delivery vehicles.
Challenges: Designing a flexible on-demand pickup and delivery broker for moving
consumers poses several challenges. First, the broker needs to satisfy multiple conflict-
ing objectives including maximizing the number of matched requests, and minimizing
vehicle travel and wait times, while also guaranteeing a good user experience by min-
imizing the response time to consumers. Second, finding the best schedule for a new
pickup and delivery location while also minimizing vehicles’ travel and wait times is
computationally expensive due to the exponential number of possible schedules and the
large number of vehicles. Third, there is an increased computational complexity due to
the multiple possible pickup (i.e., service locations) and delivery locations and times for
each consumer request.
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Dynamic Matching for Moving Consumers with 
Multiple Availability Locations and Time Windows?
No
Static Matching for Moving 
Consumers with Multiple Availability 





Vehicle Routing Problem with 
Roaming Delivery Locations 
[92, 93, 94, 95, 96]
Yes
Stationary Consumers 
with Single Delivery Location?
No
Dynamic Pickup & Delivery Problem with Time 
Windows [97, 98, 99, 100]
Ridesharing Problem [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 104, 
105, 106]
Dynamic Dial-a-Ride problem [101, 102, 103]
Yes
Delivery from depot to 
pickup stations/lockers 
(no delivery time 
windows)
[107, 108]
Figure 4.1: Classification of related work
Related work: Figure 4.1 shows a classification of the related work of the flexible
on-demand pickup and delivery problem for moving consumers. The closest category of
related work is the vehicle routing problem with roaming delivery locations [92, 93, 94,
95, 96]. In this problem, the input is a fleet of m vehicles with known capacities, and a
set of consumer requests each associated with multiple candidate delivery locations at
which the consumer will be available. Each delivery location is associated with a time
window representing the earliest and latest possible times for delivery at this location.
Vehicles are allowed to arrive at a delivery location before its earliest associated time, but
not after the latest time. The goal is to find a set of delivery routes and delivery times
such that every customer receives a single delivery by a single vehicle while minimizing
the total routing cost and without violating the vehicle capacity constraints. However,
these works assume a static setting where all requests are known in advance. Also, a
feasible solution must deliver all available requests. This setting is different from the
dynamic setting of an on-demand pickup and delivery broker where requests are served
dynamically upon arrival. Additionally, most of these works assume a single depot for
the pickup of all requests. All delivery routes start and end at the depot.
Another category of related work includes the literature on the dynamic pickup
and delivery problem with time windows (PDPTW), the dynamic Dial-a-Ride problem
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(DARP), and the ridesharing problem. In these problems, stationary consumers submit
service requests such that each request is associated with a single delivery location or a
single destination. In the PDPTW [97, 98, 99, 100], the input is similar to the vehicle
routing problem where a fleet of m vehicles with known capacities are responsible for
the pickup and delivery of goods. However, consumer requests arrive dynamically, and
each request is associated with a pickup node and a destination node. The pickup
and destination nodes are also associated with a time window representing the earliest
and latest possible times for pickup and delivery at the node respectively. The goal
is to schedule the pickup and delivery for each request in a way that minimizes the
total routing cost. The DARP [101, 102, 103] and ridesharing [104, 105, 63, 64, 65,
66, 67, 106] problems differ from PDPTW in the fact that the consumers themselves
are picked up and dropped off instead of goods. Therefore, additional constraints are
added to minimize consumer inconvenience such as limiting the total length of the ride
and consumers’ wait time before pickup. However, the three problems in this category
assume a single pickup and a single delivery location per request.
In addition, few studies have addressed the problem of delivery from a single depot
to multiple possible parcel lockers [107, 108]. In these works delivery locations do
not represent consumer availability locations and thus these delivery locations are not
associated with time windows.
In contrast, our proposed work focuses on dynamically arriving consumer requests
that are associated with multiple possible rendezvous (i.e., delivery) locations and time
intervals, while also allowing multiple possible pickup locations depending on the type
of service requested.
Contributions: This work makes the following contributions: (1) We formally
define the problem of Flexible On-demand Pickup and Delivery for Moving Consumers
(FLOPDMC). (2) We propose a matching and scheduling algorithm, pkgRendezvous,
for an on-demand pickup and delivery broker. Our proposed approach relies on two
pruning filters: (a) an early termination condition for reducing the scheduling time,
and (b) an all-insertions cost lower bound pruning filter with a grid-based lookup table
for pruning high cost candidate pickup and delivery location pairs. (3) We analytically
prove the correctness of the proposed pruning filters utilized by our approach. (4) We
provide an experimental evaluation using synthetic data with real-world characteristics
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and show that our proposed approach yields significant computational savings compared
to the baseline method.
Scope and Outline: This work focuses on solving the FLOPDMC problem where
consumer requests are picked up and delivered at one of the consumer’s candidate de-
livery locations. Information about the candidate delivery locations and corresponding
time intervals may be acquired from consumer calendars, mined from the consumer’s
historical GPS trajectories, or directly specified by the user. However, this work as-
sumes that this information is input to the problem, and therefore does not address
the problem of identifying the candidate delivery locations and time intervals for each
consumer request.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents the basic concepts
followed by a formal problem definition and example for the flexible on-demand pickup
and delivery problem. Section 4.3 presents our proposed approach. The experimental
evaluation is covered in Section 4.4. Finally, Section 4.5 concludes the chapter and
discusses future work.
4.2 Basic Concepts and Problem Statement
In this section we define some basic concepts and formally define the FLexible On-
demand Pickup and Delivery Problem for Moving Consumers (FLOPDMC).
4.2.1 Basic Concepts
Definition 20. A Spatial Network G = (N , E) consists of a node set N representing
road intersections and an edge set E representing road segments. Each node n ∈ N
is associated with a pair of real numbers (latitude, longitude) representing the spatial
location of the node. Edge set E is a subset of the cross product N ×N . Each element
e = (u, v) ∈ E is an edge that joins node u to node v, and is associated with a scalar
value representing the travel time cost along that edge.
Definition 21. A Service Location p = (idp, locp, srp) is a service provider or store
that is registered in the on-demand broker system and acts as a pickup location. Each
service location is associated with an id idp, a node representing its location in the
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spatial network locp, and a service rate srp representing the number of requests that can
be served/picked up per hour.
Definition 22. A Consumer Request represents a request r = (cidr, ar, typer, Ir)
from a consumer on the spatial network. Each request is associated with a consumer
id cidr, the arrival time of the request ar, the requested order or service type typer,
and a consumer itinerary Ir. The consumer itinerary Ir consists of a set of triples
< d, tstart, tend > where d is a node representing a candidate delivery (i.e., rendezvous)
location in the spatial network, and tstart and tend represent the start and end times of
the corresponding time interval during which consumer cidr will be available and staying
at location d during the day.
Definition 23. A Delivery Vehicle is a vehicle that is available for picking up and
delivering consumers requests. Each vehicle v = (idv , locv, sv, rv) is associated with
a vehicle id idv, a node representing the current location of the vehicle in the spatial
network locv, a schedule sv which consists of a temporally ordered sequence of nodes
representing pickup and delivery locations of consumer requests matched to the vehicle,
and a route rv representing the minimum cost path (i.e., path with shortest travel time)
along the spatial network starting at the vehicles’ current location locv and visiting each
node in sv in order.
Definition 24. Vehicle Total Travel time t(v): Given a spatial network G, the total
travel time of vehicle v is the sum of travel times along all edges on the vehicle’s route
rv.
Definition 25. Vehicle Total Waiting Time w(v): The total waiting time for ve-
hicle v is the sum of the waiting time at each pickup and delivery node visited in the
vehicle’s schedule sv. Given a consumer request r, and a vehicle matched to pick up and
deliver that request from nodes p and d respectively, the wait time at the pickup node p
is equal to the time between the arrival of vehicle v at node p and the earliest possible
pickup time for request r at p. Similarly, the wait time at the delivery node d is the
time between the arrival of vehicle v at node d and tstart which represents the start of
the interval during which the consumer will be available for delivery at d.
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4.2.2 Problem Definition
The FLOPDMC problem can be formulated as follows:
Given:
1. A spatial network G.
2. A set P of service locations in G.
3. A set V of delivery vehicles in G.
4. A set R of consumer requests arriving dynamically.
5. Pickup and Rendezvous time durations. (tpickup and trendezvous respectively).
Find: A proposed vehicle and delivery location for each request r in R
Objectives:
• Broker-centric: Maximize the number of matched requests
• Provider-centric: Minimize the vehicles’ total travel and waiting times
Constraints:
1. For each service location p ∈ P , the number of matched requests per hour ≤ srp.
2. Each vehicle must visit each pickup location on its schedule for a duration ≥
tpickup, such that the pickup duration occurs after the earliest available pickup
time for the request at that location.
3. Each vehicle must visit each delivery location on its schedule for a duration ≥
trendezvous, such that the rendezvous duration occurs during the consumer’s avail-
ability interval at this location [tstart,tend] as specified by the consumer’s itinerary.
4. Each request is served by at most one vehicle.
5. When a request is matched to a vehicle, the request’s pickup and delivery locations
must both be visited by the same vehicle, and the pickup node has to occur before
the delivery node on the vehicle’s schedule.
6. Consumer itineraries may contain only candidate delivery locations where con-
sumers are staying for a duration ≥ 1 hour.
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In this problem, for each consumer request, the broker matches the request to a de-
livery vehicle, and selects one of the candidate service locations for the request pickup,
and one of the candidate delivery locations from the consumer’s itinerary, while satis-
fying the service location service rate and pickup constraints (as shown in constraints 1
and 2 in the problem definition), and the consumer’s availability times (constraint 3).
For a matched request, the broker schedules the selected pickup and delivery locations
into the vehicle’s current schedule while ensuring that the pickup location is scheduled
first on the vehicle’s route (constraints 4 and 5). A vehicle may arrive at a delivery
location before the start of the consumer’s availability interval at that location, but
may only leave after satisfying the rendezvous duration during that interval (constraint
3). Similarly, a vehicle may arrive at a pickup node before the start of the pickup time.
The sixth constraint is only added for practicality purposes since very short delivery
windows may easily be disrupted due to traffic and road conditions; however, a different
cutoff value may also be chosen. If no vehicle satisfying the above constraints is found,
the consumer request is not matched.
The objective of the broker is to maximize the number of matched requests to
maximize profits. In addition, the broker aims to minimize the total travel time of
the delivery vehicles to minimize fuel consumption and other vehicle associated costs.
Finally, the broker also aims to minimize the vehicles’ waiting time to avoid idle times on
the vehicles’ schedules and reduce the schedule total length. The objectives are assumed
to be in a lexicographic order of the number of matched requests, total travel time, and
total waiting time, such that a solution with a larger number of matched requests is
better than another solution with a smaller number of matched requests but a shorter
travel time. In the case of autonomous delivery vehicles, minimizing the waiting time
becomes even less important since no human drivers are involved.
4.2.3 Problem Example
Figure 4.2 shows an example input for the FLOPDMC problem. The weights shown on
the edges of the road network refer to the travel time (in minutes) along the edge. Four
service locations are shown on the spatial network: two bookstores and two grocery
stores. For simplicity, we assume a single delivery vehicle located at node B. We also
assume that the service locations have high service rates such that the requested orders
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will be ready for pickup by the time the vehicle arrives at the service location. Let tpickup
= trendezvous = 10 min. Table 4.1 shows two consumer requests that are submitted to
the broker at 5:00 pm. Consumer C1 requests a book delivery, while C2 requests the
delivery of a grocery shopping cart. Each consumer specified two candidate delivery
locations (i.e., office and gym; and home and mall) as well as the time interval during
which he/she will be available at each location.
Table 4.2 shows two possible solutions for this problem. The schedule column shows
the sequence of nodes that will be visited for the pickup and delivery of each of the
consumer requests, together with the time at which the delivery vehicle will arrive at
and leave from the node. The last two columns show the total travel time and total
waiting time for each solution. As shown in the table, both solutions successfully match
the two requests, but the second solution provides a shorter travel time and is thus
preferred over Solution 1.
Figure 4.2: Example Spatial Network (Best viewed in color)
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Table 4.1: Consumer requests input for problem in Figure 4.2
Consumer Service type Candidate Delivery
Location
Delivery Node tstart tend
C1 Book delivery
Office E 5:00 6:30




Home A 5:00 6:10
Mall H 6:40 7:40




























52 min 18 min
Solution 2
















45 min 25 min
4.3 Proposed Approach
We begin by describing a baseline method for solving the FLOPDMC problem. Then,
we present our proposed pkgRendezvous approach which leverages pruning filters for
minimizing the computational cost.
4.3.1 Baseline Method
Algorithm 7 presents a baseline method for solving the FLOPDMC problem. For each
request, the algorithm identifies the candidate pickup and delivery locations. The cross
product of the two candidate sets represents the set of all possible pickup and delivery
location pairs that can be used to schedule the given request into one of the current
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vehicles schedules. The goal of the algorithm is to find the vehicle schedule that can
satisfy the request with the minimum increase in total vehicle travel and wait times (i.e.
minimum cost insertion schedule). To achieve this goal, the algorithm adapts a two-
phase approach used in on-demand ridesharing [104, 105], namely a vehicle searching
phase (line 5) followed by a vehicle scheduling phase (line 6). In the vehicle searching
phase, the algorithm finds all candidate vehicles that can visit the pickup and delivery
nodes before the end of the consumer’s availability interval by leveraging a grid index of
the vehicles. In the vehicle scheduling phase, for each candidate vehicle, the algorithm
finds the best way to insert the pickup and delivery nodes within the vehicle’s current
schedule by choosing the min cost insertion way. Insertion into a vehicle’s schedule has
to satisfy the feasibility constraints as detailed in Section 4.3.1. The scheduling phase
finally returns the schedule with the min cost insertion among all candidate vehicles.
The searching and scheduling phases are repeated for every possible pickup and delivery
pair, and the vehicle associated with the minimum scheduling cost is assigned to serve
the given request. Details of the vehicle indexing and vehicle searching and scheduling
phases are presented next.
Vehicle Indexing
To quickly identify the list of candidate vehicles for a given pickup and delivery node
pair, a spatio-temporal grid index is built by partitioning the spatial network into grid
cells [105]. For each grid cell gi, the node that is closest to the geographical center of the
cell is selected as the anchor node for that cell, denoted as ci. Travel times between all
node pairs in the spatial network are precomputed and stored in a matrix SP where each
element sp(i, j) denotes the travel time cost of the shortest travel time path from node i
to node j in order to reduce the expensive shortest travel time path computations. Each
grid cell gi stores two lists: (a) a temporally ordered grid cell list gi.cellList, which is a
list of all other grid cells sorted in ascending order of the travel time from their anchor
nodes to the anchor node ci of gi, and (b) a vehicle list gi.vecList, which stores the IDs
of all vehicles that are currently located in gi or will enter gi in the near future (i.e.,
within a 2 hour window) according to the vehicle’s schedule. The timestamp tentry at
which the vehicle will arrive in gi is also stored. This spatio-temporal index is updated
whenever a vehicle leaves a grid cell or is scheduled to enter a grid cell. In addition, the
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timestamps tentry for that vehicle in the grid cells at which the vehicle is indexed are
also updated.
Algorithm 7 Baseline Method
Input: G: spatial network, P : Service locations, V : Delivery vehicles, r: consumer request, index: Vehicles
grid Index, clock: current time
Output: Assigned vehicle vmin with updated minimum cost insertion schedule sv,min
Algorithm:
1: minCost ← ∞
2: candidP ickup ← Find all service locations in P providing typer
3: candidDelivery ← Ir ⊲ triples < d, tstart, tend >
4: for each pickup and delivery pair (pi, dj , tj start, tj end) in candidP ickup× candidDelivery do
5: candidateV ehicles ← Find all vehicles from index that can reach pi and dj before their deadlines ⊲
vehicle searching phase
6: < v, sv , cost sv > ← Find min cost insertion schedule for pi and dj in candidateV ehicles ⊲ vehicle
scheduling phase
7: if cost sv < minCost then
8: minCost ← cost sv
9: vmin ← v
10: sv,min ← sv
11: if minCost 6=∞ then Assign request r to vehicle vmin and update its schedule to sv,min
12: else if P thenrint “request cannot be matched”
Vehicle Searching
In a ridesharing problem setting, pickup nodes can be associated with a latest possible
pickup deadline based on the consumer’s specified maximum waiting time. In contrast,
pickup nodes in the FLOPDMC problem are associated with earliest possible pickup
times based on the earliest time at which the order is ready for pickup, but no explicit
latest possible pickup time (i.e. deadline) is specified since, as long as a payment method
is specified, service locations may hold the order at least until their location’s closing
time. However, delivery nodes have deadlines based on the end of the consumer’s
availability interval at that location. Hence, given a pickup and delivery node pair (pi,
dj) with the associated availability interval [tstart, tend])at dj , the deadlines for reaching
both pi and dj by the same vehicle v can be defined as follows:
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dj .deadline = tend − trendezvous (4.1)
pi.deadline = dj .deadline− sp(pi, dj), (4.2)
where sp(pi, dj) is the travel time along the shortest travel time path from pi to dj .
Now, to identify the set of candidate vehicles for scheduling the pair (pi, dj), the
searching phase starts by retrieving the grid cell gp at which node pi is located. Then,
the list gi.cellList is scanned in ascending order to retrieve all grid cells from which gp
is reachable before pi.deadline. Each grid cell gl that satisfies the following condition
will be retrieved:
clock + sp(cl, cp) ≤ pi.deadline (4.3)
where sp(cl, cp) is the travel time along the shortest travel time path from the anchor
node of grid cell gl to the anchor node of grid cell gp.
The above condition guarantees that only grid cells from which a vehicle can travel
to the pickup node grid cell before the pickup deadline will be retrieved, assuming that
each grid cell collapses to its anchor node. Finally, candidate vehicles are identified from
the lists vecList of each of the retrieved grid cells as well as the grid cell of the pickup
node. To find the candidate vehicles from a grid cell gl, the searching phase returns all
vehicles in gl.vecList that satisfy the condition:
tentry + sp(cl, cp) ≤ pi.deadline (4.4)
This condition guarantees that the pickup node deadline allows time for the vehicle
to enter the grid cell gl and then move from that grid cell to the pickup node grid cell
(assuming that each grid cell collapses to its anchor node).
Vehicle Scheduling
The goal of the vehicle scheduling phase is to identify which vehicle among the candidate
vehicles can be used to schedule the given pickup and delivery node pair with the
minimum increase in vehicle travel and waiting times. To achieve this, the scheduling
phase needs to attempt all possible insertion points for the pickup and delivery nodes
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into a vehicle’s schedule. In addition, the scheduling algorithm may also attempt to
reorder the nodes on the current vehicle’s schedule, subject to feasibility constraints, to
minimize the vehicle’s travel and waiting times. However, finding the optimal order of
nodes is known to be an NP-hard problem [65] and thus performing the ordering step
can degrade the user experience in an on-demand service where consumers expect quick
response times. Therefore, we assume that the order of the nodes in the schedule is fixed,
an assumption that has often been used in on-demand services [65, 105]. The scheduling
algorithm determines the the best pickup and delivery node insertion points in each
candidate vehicle’s schedule by choosing the min cost insertion way. The scheduling
phase finally returns the schedule with the min cost insertion among all candidate
vehicles.
Algorithm 8 presents an outline for the scheduling phase. For each candidate vehicle,
the algorithm attempts all possible insertion points for the pickup and delivery nodes
in the vehicle’s schedule such that the delivery node is visited after the pickup node
but not before it. The insertion is performed through a call to the method Insert(sv,
pi, dj , k, l) on line 5. This method starts by inserting the pickup node pi at point k
in the schedule. The insertion has to satisfy the feasibility constraints as detailed in
Section 4.3.1. These constraints guarantee that the resulting schedule is a valid schedule
in which all nodes will be visited within the allowed time windows. If pi is successfully
inserted, the delivery node dj is inserted at point l while also satisfying the relevant
feasibility constraints for the delivery node insertion. Finally, the method returns the
updated schedule and associated insertion cost (as described below) to the scheduling
algorithm, and the vehicle and schedule with the min overall cost are selected.
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Algorithm 8 Scheduling Phase in Baseline Method
Input: candidV ehicles: candidate vehicles set , pi: pickup node to be inserted, dj : delivery node to be inserted
Output: If a feasible insertion was found, algorithm returns a vehicle vmin and its updated schedule
updated smin with pi and dj , and the insertion cost minCost. Otherwise, algorithm returns null
Algorithm:
1: minCost ← ∞
2: for each vehicle v in candidV ehicles do
3: for each insertion point k in schedule sv do
4: for each insertion point l > k in schedule sv do
5: < updated sv , cost > ← Insert(sv , pi, dj , k, l)
6: if (updated sv 6= null) AND (cost < minCost) then
7: vmin ← v
8: updated smin ← updated sv
9: minCost ← cost
10: if minCost 6=∞ then
11: return < vmin,updated smin,minCost >
12: else if r theneturn null
Insertion Cost Function: The scheduling phase aims to find the vehicle schedule
that minimizes both vehicle travel and waiting times. To this end, Insert() employs
an insertion cost function that utilizes a weighted linear combination of two terms as
proposed in the best performing heuristic in [109]. Let s
′
v be the updated schedule of
vehicle v after inserting pickup node p and delivery node d into insertion points k and
l of sv respectively. The cost function for this insertion is defined using Equation 4.5:
cost(sv, p, d, k, l) = αδtt(sv, p, d, k, l) + (1− α)(PF (p, k) + PF (d, l)), (4.5)
where δtt(sv, p, d, k, l) is the difference between the total travel time of schedule sv
and s
′
v and is defined using Equation 4.6, and PF (p, k) and PF (d, l) are the push
forward functions for the pickup and delivery nodes respectively. The push forward
functions are defined in equations 4.7 and 4.8 and are used to minimize the vehicle
waiting or idle time. α is a scalar value that represents the weight of minimizing the
total travel time versus the total idle time in a schedule such that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.












sp(sv[i], sv[i+ 1]), (4.6)
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where sv[i] and s
′
v[i] are the nodes at index i in schedule sv and s
′
v respectively.
PF (p, k) =


0, if p inserted
at end of sv
pickupStart(succp, s
′








where succp is the successor node of p in the schedule sv; pickupStart(succp, sv) is
the time at which the pickup duration tpickup starts at the node succp in schedule sv,
assuming it is a pickup node; and rendezvousStart(succp, sv) is the time at which the
rendezvous duration trendezvous starts at node succp in schedule sv, assuming it is a
delivery node.
Similarly, PF (d, l) is defined in Equation 4.8. Based on Equation 4.7 and 4.8, the
push forward value is always greater than or equal to zero.
PF (d, l) =


0, if d inserted
at end of sv
pickupStart(succd, s
′








where succd is the successor node of d in the schedule sv.
The push forward function indicates the amount of delay in the pickup or rendezvous
start time that occurs at the node that follows the node just inserted. Whenever a new
pickup or delivery node is inserted into a schedule, the pickup or rendezvous start time
at the following nodes may exhibit a delay depending on the amount of wait time that
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was expected at that node. The longer the initial waiting time at the following node
succp, the smaller the push forward of node p, denoted as PF (p, k) will be. The reason
is that the time used for visiting the inserted node p will use some or all of the wait time
at succp in the schedule. Since a lower insertion cost is always preferred, incorporating
the push forward in the insertion cost function prioritizes insertion points where long
waiting times occur since at these points the push forward values are smaller, which in
turn minimizes the total vehicle idle time.
Feasibility Constraints
Feasibility constraints refer to constraints 2, 3 and 5 in the FLOPDMC problem defi-
nition in Section 4.2.2. These constraints ensure that the output vehicle schedules are
feasible since (a) each pickup node will be visited for a pickup duration that starts after
the request is ready for pickup, (b) each delivery node is visited for a rendezvous dura-
tion during the consumer’s availability interval at that node, and (c) the pickup node is
visited before the delivery node (i.e. precedence rule). Condition (c) is ensured by the
nature of the scheduling algorithm. Therefore, in this section, we focus on the first two
conditions (a) and (b).
An insertion call Insert(sv, p, d, k, l) has to iterate through each node in the schedule
sv to ensure that all constraints are satisfied for each node. If a constraint is violated
at one node, the Insert() call terminates. To reduce the computational cost of this
feasibility checking, each node n in a vehicle’s schedule stores the following four variables:
• n.arre: the earliest possible arrival time at node n such that the visit to all the
previous nodes in the schedule is feasible.
• n.lve: the earliest possible leaving time from node n such that the visit to all the
previous nodes in the schedule is feasible and the pickup (or rendezvous) time is
feasibly completed at node n.
• n.lvl: the latest possible leaving time from node n such that the visit to all the
following nodes in the schedule becomes feasible.
• n.arrl: the latest possible arrival time at node n such that the pickup (or ren-
dezvous) time can be feasibly completed at node n and the visit to all the following
nodes in the schedule is also feasible.
Additionally, each pickup node stores the earliest available pickup time treadyForP ickup
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for the given request, and each delivery node stores the start and end of the consumer’s
availability interval [tstart, tend]. Now, to check the feasibility of inserting a pickup or
delivery node into a schedule, the first step is to set the above four variables for the
node to be inserted.
Setting the variables for inserting a pickup node p in schedule sv: Equa-





clock + sp(locv, p), if p is inserted as first node in sv or sv is empty
xi.lve + sp(xi, p), if p is inserted after node xi in sv,
(4.9)
where clock is the current time.
p.lve = max(p.arre, treadyForP ickup) + tpickup (4.10)
The above equation ensures that pickup only occurs after the request is ready for pickup




∞, if p is inserted last in sv or sv is empty
xi+1.arrl − sp(p, xi+1), if p is inserted before node xi+1 in sv
(4.11)
Note that if p is inserted at the end of the schedule, its lvl variable is set to∞ only until
the delivery node for the request is also inserted. Then the lvl value will be updated.
p.arrl = p.lvl − tpickup (4.12)
Setting the variables for inserting a delivery node d in schedule sv: Equa-
tions 4.13, 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16 are used to set the variables of the delivery node to be
inserted:
d.arre = xi.lve + sp(xi, d), (4.13)
where xi is the node preceding the inserted node d in sv.
d.lve = max(d.arre, d.tstart) + trendezvous (4.14)
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Equation 4.14 ensures that delivery only occurs after the start of the consumer’s avail-




∞, if d is inserted last in sv
xi+1.arrl − sp(d, xi+1), if d is inserted before node xi+1 in sv
(4.15)
In Equation 4.15, the value of ∞ indicates that the vehicle has reached the last node
on its schedule and is free to move around until a new request is assigned to it, or in
the case of an autonomous vehicle, the vehicle may remain at that location until it is




d.tend − trendezvous, if d is inserted last in sv
min(xi+1.arrl − sp(d, xi+1), d.tend)− trendezvous, if d is inserted before node
xi+1 in sv
(4.16)
Finally, for the insertion of the pickup/delivery node n at a given location to be
feasible, the following two conditions must hold true:
1. n.arre ≤ n.arrl
2. n.lve ≤ n.lvl
The above conditions ensure that the vehicle can arrive at the inserted node before
the last possible arrival time, thereby guaranteeing that pickup/delivery at the node is
feasible. They also ensure that the vehicle can leave the inserted node before the last
time it has to leave for the rest of the schedule to be feasible. Since both conditions can
be checked locally (i.e. by retrieving only the inserted node and its direct neighbors)
in O(1), they reduce the cost of feasibility checking particularly in the case when the
insertion point is found to be infeasible. If the insertion point was feasible, the node is
inserted into the schedule. In addition, the following variables will be updated
• arre and lve of all the nodes following the inserted node in the schedule.
• arrl and lvl of all nodes preceding the inserted node in the schedule
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4.3.2 pkgRendezvous: A computationally efficient approach for solv-
ing FLOPDMC
Our proposed pkgRendezvous algorithm follows the outline of the two-phase approach
shown in Algorithm 7. However, to minimize the scheduling computational cost, the
pkgRendezvous algorithm applies two pruning filters to reduce the search space of
candidate schedules. Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.2 present the details of the proposed filters.
Early Termination Filter
During the scheduling phase (Algorithm 8), calls to Insert() are issued for the given
pickup and delivery node to be inserted using all possible insertion combinations (i.e.
all insertion points) for each candidate vehicle. Executing Insert(sv, p, d, k, l), starts by
inserting the node p at insertion point k in sv. If the insertion satisfies the feasibility
constraints, the method continues to insert node d at insertion point l.
Let nodeCost(sv, p, k) denote the cost of inserting node p at insertion point k of
schedule v. We define this cost in Equation 4.17 as follows:
nodeCost(sv, p, k) = αδtt(sv, p, k) + (1− α)PF (p, k), (4.17)
where δtt(sv, p, k) is the difference between the total travel time of schedule sv and that
of sv after inserting p at point k, and PF (p, k) is computed using Equation 4.7 such
that s
′
v is the schedule sv after inserting node p at point k.
Lemma 11. If nodeCost(sv, p, k) > τ , then for any node d, cost(sv, p, d, k, l)) > τ , ∀
l > k.
Proof. Since each vehicle is assumed to travel along the shortest travel time path be-
tween any two nodes on its schedule, inserting a new node into a vehicle schedule
will never decrease the initial total travel time of that schedule. Therefore we have
δtt(sv, p, k) ≥ δtt(sv, p, d, k, l), ∀ l > k (A). We note that only values of l > k are
relevant to our discussion since a delivery node cannot be inserted before its corre-
sponding pickup node. Also, from the definition of the push forward function in equa-
tions 4.7 and 4.8, we have PF (p, k) ≥ 0 and PF (d, l) ≥ 0 (B). From (A) and
(B) and the insertion cost function and nodeCost(sv, p, k) definitions in equations 4.5
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and 4.17 respectively, we get cost(sv, p, d, k, l) = αδtt(sv, p, d, k, l) + (1− α)(PF (p, k) +
PF (d, l)) ≥ αδtt(sv, p, k) + (1 − α)PF (p, k) = nodeCost(sv, p, k) ∀ l > k. Therefore,
cost(sv, p, d, k, l) ≥ nodeCost(sv, p, k)¿τ , ∀ l > k. Therefore, cost(sv, p, d, k, l)¿τ , ∀ l >
k.
Algorithm 7 and Algorithm 8 keep track of the minimum cost of inserting pickup
and delivery nodes, denoted as minCost, into any schedule obtained so far among all
candidate vehicles, pickup and delivery pairs, and insertion points for a given consumer
request. Hence, if a call to Insert(sv, p, k, d, l) finds that the cost of inserting the pickup
node p at point k in sv exceeds minCost, the method immediately terminates without
scheduling the delivery node. The reason is that, according to Lemma 11 (where τ is
set to minCost), the resulting insertion cost of this schedule will also exceed minCost
and therefore there is no need to consider the schedule. In addition, all calls to Insert()
with l > k for this schedule and pickup node are also pruned.
All-Insertions Cost Lower Bound Pruning Filter
Unlike the early termination filter which terminates the scheduling of a delivery node for
a given pickup node insertion point, this filter utilizes a lower bound on the insertion
cost of all possible insertion points for a given pickup and delivery pair and a given
schedule. Hence, if this lower bound exceeds the minimum cost insertion obtained so
far, the algorithm can completely prune the schedule for the given pickup and delivery
node pair without attempting to schedule either the pickup or the delivery nodes at any
of its insertion points.
Before presenting the definition of the proposed lower bound, we need to define
the following notations: Given a node n in the spatial network, and a schedule sv, let
minSP (n, sv) denote the minimum of all shortest travel time costs from n to all nodes
in sv. Hence, minSP (n, sv) can be computed as follows:
minSP (n, sv) = min
∀1<i<|sv |
(sp(n, sv[i])) (4.18)
Similarly, minSP (sv, n) denotes the minimum of all shortest travel time costs from
all nodes in schedule sv to node n.
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Additionally, we define maxSP (n, sv) and maxSP (sv, n) as the maximum of all
shortest travel time costs from node n to all nodes in sv, and from all nodes in sv to
node n respectively. Finally, let maxPathT ime(sv) denote the maximum of all shortest
travel time costs of the paths between every two consecutive nodes in sv. Therefore,
maxPathT ime(sv) is computed as follows:
maxPathT ime(sv) = max
∀1<i<|sv |−1
(sp(sv[i]), sv[i+ 1])) (4.19)
Using the above notations, we define the “all-insertions detour lower bound” as
shown below. For simplicity, we assume in the following definitions of this section that
the current vehicle location locv is added as the first node in the vehicle’s schedule sv
(i.e., sv[0]).
Definition 26 (All-Insertions Detour Lower Bound). Given a vehicle schedule sv, and
a pickup node p and delivery node d to be inserted in sv, the all-insertions detour lower
bound, denoted as LBAD(sv, p, d), is computed as follows:
LBAD(sv, p, d) = max(0, LBAD,p(sv)) + max(0, LBAD,d(sv, p)), (4.20)
where
LBAD,p(sv) = min(sp(sv[|sv|], p),minSP (sv, p) +minSP (p, sv)
−maxPathT ime(sv))
and
LBAD,d(sv, p) = min(sp(sv[|sv|], d), sp(p, d),min(minSP (sv, d), sp(p, d))
+minSP (d, sv)−max(maxPathT ime(sv), maxSP (p, sv)))
Lemma 12. Given a vehicle schedule sv, and a pickup node p and delivery node d to
be inserted in sv, LBAD(sv, p, d) is a lower bound of δtt(sv, p, d, k, l) ∀ 1 < k < l ≤ |sv|.
Proof. From Equation 4.6, δtt(sv, p, d, k, l) represents the difference in the total travel
time of schedule sv (i.e. detour in sv) after inserting nodes p and d at points k and
l respectively. Hence, to prove Lemma 12, we need to prove that LBAD(sv, p, d) is a
lower bound of the detour (in travel time) after inserting p and d at any points k and
l ∀ 1 < k < l ≤ |sv|. To this end, we start by proving that LBAD,p(sv) (i.e. found
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inside the first term on the right side of Equation 4.20) represents a lower bound on the
detour of inserting p into sv at any point k, ∀ 1 < k ≤ |sv| (Part I). We then prove
that LBAD,d(sv, p) (i.e. in the second term on the right side of the equation) is a lower
bound on the detour of inserting d at point l into sv after p is already inserted, ∀ 1 <
k < l ≤ |sv| (Part II).
First, consider the insertion of node p in sv at any point k such that 1 < k ≤
|sv|. In this case, there are two possible scenarios. The first is that p is inserted at
the end of sv. In this scenario, the travel time detour (i.e. increase in travel time)
is equal to the travel time from the last node in sv to p = sp(sv[|sv|], p) (A). The
second scenario is that p is inserted between any two nodes in sv. Note that p cannot be
inserted as the first node in sv since the first node represents the current vehicle location.
Therefore, in the second scenario, if p is inserted between nodes xk−1 and xk, then the
the travel time detour of inserting p equals sp(xk−1,p) + sp(p,xk) - sp(xk−1,xk) (B).
For any k where 1 < k ≤ |sv|, we have minSP (sv,p) ≤ sp(xk−1,p), and minSP (p,sv)
≤ sp(p,xk) (from Equation 4.18) (C). We also have maxPathT ime(sv) ≥ sp(xk−1,xk)
(from Equation 4.19) (D). Therefore, from (B), (C) and (D), we have minSP (sv,p) +
minSP (p,sv) - maxPathT ime(sv) as a lower bound on the travel time detour in the
second scenario (E). Hence, from (A) and (E) of both scenarios, we get LBAD,p(sv)
= min(sp(sv[|sv|], p),minSP (sv, p) +minSP (p, sv)−maxPathT ime(sv)) is a lower
bound on the detour of inserting p at k, ∀ 1 < k ≤ |sv|. (Part I)
Next, we consider the insertion of node d at any point l in sv assuming that p
has already been inserted at point k, such that 1 < k < l ≤ |sv|. In this case, we
have similar possible scenarios as above. The first scenario is inserting d at the end of
sv. In this case, the travel time detour is sp(sv[|sv|], d). However, since p is already
inserted, there is a possibility that p is the node at the end of sv, so the detour becomes
sp(p, d). Therefore a lower bound on the detour in this scenario is min(sp(sv[|sv|], d),
sp(p, d)) (F). The second scenario is inserting d between two nodes xl−1 and xl in sv.
In this scenario, the detour equals sp(xl−1,d) + sp(d,xl) - sp(xl−1,xl) (G). However,
since p is already inserted, if d is inserted immediately after p, the detour becomes
equal to sp(p, d) + sp(d,xl) - sp(p,xl) (H). Also, for any l where 1 < k < l ≤ |sv|, we
have minSP (sv,d) ≤ sp(xl−1,d), and minSP (d,sv) ≤ sp(d,xl), and maxSP (p,sv) ≥
sp(p,xl), and maxPathT ime(sv) ≥ sp(xl−1,xl) (by definition of the terms on the left
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side of the inequalities) (M). Therefore, from (G), (H) and (M), we have a lower bound
on the detour of inserting d in the second scenario = min(minSP (sv, d), sp(p, d)) +
minSP (d, sv) −max(maxPathT ime(sv), maxSP (p, sv))) (N). Hence, from (F) and
(N) of both scenarios, we get that LBAD,d(sv, p) = min(sp(sv[|sv|], d), sp(p, d), min
( minSP ( sv, d), sp(p, d)) + minSP (d, sv) - max(maxPathT ime(sv), maxSP (p,
sv))) is a lower bound on the detour of inserting d at point l into sv after p is already
inserted, ∀ 1 < k < l ≤ |sv|. (Part II)
From (Part I) and (Part II), and since travel time detours are ≥ 0 given that vehicles
always travel along the shortest travel time path between any two nodes, we get that
LBAD(sv, p, d) = max(0, LBAD,p(sv)) +max(0, LBAD,d(sv, p)) is the lower bound of
the travel time detour after inserting p and d at any points k and l ∀ 1 < k < l ≤ |sv|.
Definition 27 (All-Insertions Cost Lower Bound). Given a vehicle schedule sv, and
a pickup node p and delivery node d to be inserted in sv, the all-insertions cost lower
bound, denoted as LBAC(sv, p, d), can be computed as follows:
LBAC(sv, p, d) = αLBAD(sv, p, d) (4.21)
Corollary 1. Given a vehicle schedule sv, and a pickup node p and delivery node
d to be inserted in sv, LBAC(sv, p, d) is a lower bound of the insertion cost function
cost(sv, p, d, k, l) ∀ 1 < k < l ≤ |sv|.
Proof. From Lemma 12, we have LBAD(sv, p, d) is a lower bound of δtt(sv, p, d, k, l)
∀ 1 < k < l ≤ |sv| (A). Also, from equations 4.7 and 4.8, a zero value is considered
as a lower bound for PF (p, k) and PF (d, l), ∀ 1 ≤ k < l ≤ |sv| (B). Therefore, from
(A), (B), and the definitions in Equations 4.5 and 4.21, we get cost(sv, p, d, k, l) = α
δtt(sv, p, d, k, l) + (1-α) (PF (p, k) + PF (d, l)) ≥ α LBAD(sv, p, d) = LBAC(sv, p, d), ∀
1 < k < l ≤ |sv|. Therefore, cost(sv, p, d, k, l) ≥ LBAC(sv, p, d), ∀ 1 < k < l ≤ |sv|,
which proves the corollary.
Based on the above corollary, the all-insertions cost lower bound can be used to
prune all possible insertions of a given pickup and delivery node in a given sched-
ule if the bound exceeds the minimum cost insertion obtained so far. However, the
bound computation involves computing several terms (i.e. minSP (sv, p), minSP (p, sv),
minSP (sv, d), minSP (d, sv), maxSP (p, sv), and maxPathT ime(sv)) based on defini-
tions 27 and 26). These terms require iterating through all schedule nodes, which is
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an expensive overhead cost if done for every bound computation. To reduce this cost
we utilize two lookup tables, namely, CellV ehicleDistTable and MaxPathT imeTable
where the values of these terms are precomputed. However, to allow these precompu-
tations to be tractable, we approximate the travel times to and from each pickup and
delivery node with the travel times to and from the anchor nodes of their grid cells
(assuming grid cells collapse to their anchor nodes as in Section 4.3.1. The details of
each lookup table are discussed below including how and when the table entries are
updated.
A) Grid-based Vehicle Distances Lookup Table (CellV ehicleDistTable) The
CellV ehicleDistTable augments the grid index proposed in Section 4.3.1. For each
grid cell gi with anchor node ci, the lookup table stores the following variables for each
vehicle v:
• minSP (sv, ci)
• minSP (ci, sv)
• maxSP (ci, sv)
Now for instance, for a given pickup node p and delivery node d, and a vehicle
schedule sv, the value minSP (sv, p) is approximated by first finding the grid cell gp
in which node p resides and then retrieving the value CellV ehicleDistTable[gp, v].
minSP (sv, cp). Similarly, the value minSP (d, sv) is approximated using the value of
CellV ehicleDistTable[gd, v].minSP (cd, sv).
The entries in CellV ehicleDistTable need to be updated in the following two cases:
• When a vehicle leaves a pickup/delivery node on its schedule: In
this case a node is removed from the schedule, so the values of minSP (sv, ci),
minSP (ci, sv), maxSP (ci, sv) will need to be updated for this vehicle entry in all
grid cells. However, this update can be deferred by scheduling it at regular time
intervals. The reason is that while the values of minSP and maxSP may change,
the new values of minSP will be greater than or equal to the stored value (given
that a node was removed from sv), while the the new value of maxSP will be
less than or equal to the stored value. Thus the all-insertions cost lower bound
LBAC(sv, p, d) computed based on the stored values may only get looser but this
does not result in false pruning.
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• When a new pickup and delivery node are assigned into a vehicle sched-
ule: Deferring lookup table updates in this case will cause the value of the all-
insertions cost lower bound to be invalid. Therefore, the lookup table values are
immediately updated in this case for the assigned vehicle entry in all grid cells.
(B) Maximum Path Travel Time Lookup Table (MaxPathT imeTable) This
lookup table stores the value of maxPathT ime(sv) for every vehicle v. Updates to the
table entries occur in the following two cases:
• When a vehicle leaves a pickup/delivery node on its schedule: In
this case, a node is removed from the schedule, which may affect the value of
the maximum path cost. Again, this update can be deferred by scheduling it at
regular time intervals since it does not invalidate the value of the all-insertions
cost lower bound.
• When new pickup and delivery nodes are assigned into a vehicle sched-
ule: In this case, new paths are added to the schedule, while some old path may
also be broken to accommodate the inserted nodes. Therefore, if the new added
paths have a cost that is greater than the stored maxPathT ime(sv), the value
is immediately updated in O(1). Otherwise, if an existing path was broken for
inserting the new nodes, the table entry is scheduled to be updated as a deferred
update.
4.4 Experimental Evaluation
Our experimental goals were two-fold: First, we wanted to compare the performance of
our proposed approach, pkgRendezvous, to the baseline method. Second, we wanted
to evaluate how the performance of the proposed approach is affected by variations in
different parameters. The following candidate algorithms were included in our analysis.
• BL: the Baseline method.
• PR-ET: the pkgRendezvous algorithm using only the Early Termination filter
discussed in Section 4.3.2.
• PR-LB: the pkgRendezvous algorithm using only the all-insertions cost Lower
Bound pruning filter discussed in Section 4.3.2.
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• PR-All: the pkgRendezvous algorithm using both pruning filters.
The algorithms’ performance was compared based on both efficiency and effective-
ness (i.e. solution quality). To compare efficiency, we used the average response time
for consumer requests. To compare effectiveness, we used the percentage of matched
requests, the total vehicle travel time, and the total vehicle waiting time.
4.4.1 Discrete-Event Simulation Framework
We simulated the interactions between arriving consumer requests and the on-demand
pickup and delivery broker using a discrete-event simulation framework [69] whose out-
line is shown in Algorithm 9. A priority queue stores the consumer arrival events in the
order of their arrival times. The simulation starts by generating all consumer request ar-
rival events, representing consumer requests submitted to the broker, and storing them
in the queue. The simulation loop then starts and continues until the queue is empty
(lines 7 to 12). For each iteration, the simulation dequeues all request arrival events
with arrival times before or at the current clock time. Then, all vehicle objects are
updated to their current status. The broker then matches the requests to the delivery
vehicles by executing the two-phase pkgRendezvous algorithm (line 11). Finally, the
simulation performance measures are updated, and the clock advances to the next time
instant.
Algorithm 9 Simulation Algorithm
1: serviceLocList ← Initialize list of service locations
2: vehicles ← Initialize list of delivery vehicles
3: graph ← Initialize edges and vertices of spatial network
4: < index, cellV ehicleDistTable, maxPathT imeTable > ← Initialize grid index and lookup tables
5: queue ← Generate consumer request arrival events
6: clock ← 0
7: while queue not empty do
8: arrivalEvents ← Get all consumer arrival events with an event arrival time ≤ clock
9: for each vehicle v in vehicles do UpdateVehicleLocation(v, clock)
10: for each request req in arrivalEvents do
11: assignment ← pkgRendezvous(graph, serviceLocList, vehicles, req, clock,
index,cellV ehicleDistTable, maxPathT imeTable)
12: Output assignment
Update simulation statistics clock ← clock + 1
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Figure 4.3: Experimental Design
4.4.2 Experimental Design and Dataset
Our experimental design is illustrated in Figure 4.3. We generated synthetic datasets
with real-world characteristics as captured by the use of real-world service locations and
real-world population data for the city of Minneapolis, MN. The datasets were designed
to approximate real-world characteristics due to the lack of real on-demand pickup and
delivery request data which is usually collected as proprietary data. Population data
was used for generating the candidate delivery locations in the itineraries of consumer
requests such that the spatial distribution of consumer delivery locations followed the
real population density distribution in the city. We used data for 60 department stores
(i.e., service locations) in the city of Minneapolis. The service rates for these service
locations were generated using a random number that was uniformly distributed over
the range [minR, maxR]. The initial locations of delivery vehicles were also randomly
generated over the spatial network.
Experiments simulated 16 hours of operation for the day. The number of candidate
pickup and delivery locations per request (nP and nD respectively) were input into the
simulator. For each request, the candidate pickup locations were randomly selected
from the list of service locations. Then, to generate the delivery locations and the
corresponding availability time intervals of a consumer’s itinerary we used the following
process: First, the last possible request arrival time arrlast was computed based on the
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total simulation time, the number of candidate delivery locations to be generated in
consumer itineraries, and the maximum availability interval width using Equation 4.22:
arrlast = total simulation time− [nD×(maxL+maxNodePairTravelT ime)], (4.22)
where maxL is the maximum length of consumers’ availability intervals at any delivery
location, and maxNodePairTravelTime is the maximum travel time between any two
nodes in the spatial network.
Equation 4.22 guarantees that the simulation can generate an itinerary for the last
arriving consumer request which satisfies the input specifications specified to the sim-
ulator. The request arrival time is then randomly generated between the simulation
start time and the last possible request arrival time computed from Equation 4.22. For
the first delivery location on the consumer’s itinerary, the start of the availability in-
terval is set to the request arrival time. The end of the interval is computed by adding
the availability interval length, which is uniformly distributed over the range [minL,
maxL]. Next, the location of the delivery location is determined based on the start
of the availability interval at that location. If the start time is during daytime, the
delivery location is randomly selected in proportion to the daytime population of the
nodes in the spatial network such that nodes with higher population are selected for a
larger number of requests. Similarly, if the start of the availability interval is during
the late evening or night hours, the location is selected in proportion to the nighttime
population of the spatial network nodes. To generate the remaining delivery locations
on the consumer’s itinerary, the start time of the availability interval at each location is
first estimated based on the sum of the end of the availability interval at the previous
delivery location and the maximum travel time between any two nodes in the spatial
network. Using this estimate, the delivery location is randomly selected according to the
daytime and nighttime population density as already described. Then, the actual start
of the availability interval is computed by adding the availability interval end time at the
previous location and the shortest travel time between the two delivery locations. The
last three steps are repeated until all delivery locations on the consumer’s itinerary are
generated with their corresponding availability intervals. Experiments were performed
using the road network provided by the Minnesota Department of Transportation [73],
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and Census population data [110] from which daytime and nighttime population were
derived according to [111]. All algorithms were implemented in the Java programming
language and run on a machine with an Intel Core i7 2.2 GHz processor and 16 GB
RAM.
We analyzed the performance of our proposed algorithms by varying and observ-
ing the effect of the following workload parameters: the number of consumer requests
|R|, the number of delivery vehicles |V |, the number of candidate pickup and delivery
locations per request (nP and nD respectively), the minimum and maximum values
for the availability interval length (minL and maxL respectively) at each delivery lo-
cation, the value of the insertion cost function weight α, the grid cell length lG, the
pickup and rendezvous time durations (tpickup and trendezvous respectively), the mini-
mum and maximum values for the service rates of service locations (minR and maxR
respectively), and the length of the update intervals for the CellV ehicleDistTable and
MaxPathT imeTable lookup tables (ILCellV ehicleDistTable and ILMaxPathT imeTable re-
spectively). The default parameter values were set as follows: |R| = 10,000 requests,
|V | = 1000 vehicles, nP = nD = 3 locations, minL = 1 hour, maxL = 3 hours, α = 0.75,
lG = 1000 m, tpickup = trendezvous = 5 min, ILCellV ehicleDistTable = ILMaxPathT imeTable

































Figure 4.4: |R| versus avg. query response




























Figure 4.5: |R| versus percent. matched


























Figure 4.6: |R| versus total travel time




























Figure 4.7: |R| versus total waiting time
(best viewed in color)
Effect of number of consumer requests (|R|): For this experiment, the minimum
and maximum service rate values were set to minR = maxR = 60 requests/hr to
allow more supply for the increased number of simulated requests. Figure 4.4 shows
the effect of the number of requests |R| on the average query response time. As can
be seen, increasing|R| increases the average query response time since a larger number
of requests is being processed simultaneously by the broker. At all request levels, the
pkgRendezvous algorithm with all its variations consistently outperform the baseline
method BL. We note that PR-ET was faster than PR-LB since it does not include the
overhead of maintaining and updating the lookup tables. However, the combination of
both filters (PR-ALL) resulted in the highest computational savings (up to 4.9x as fast
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as BL).
Figure 4.5 shows the effect of |R| on the percentage of matched requests. As |R|
increases, a smaller percentage of requests can be matched by the broker due to the
fixed supply of vehicles and service locations. At |R| = 40,000 requests, a large decrease
in the percentage of matched requests occurred due to the saturation of the available
supply. From the figure, we can also observe that all algorithms result in a similar
percentage of matched requests.
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 show the effect of |R| on the total vehicle travel and waiting
times respectively. As |R| increases, the vehicles travel time increases to accommodate
the new requests. Similarly, the total vehicle waiting time increases initially as more
requests are inserted into the vehicles’ schedules, resulting in vehicles waiting at pickup
and/or delivery locations. However, as the number of requests increases further, we no-
tice a decrease in the total waiting time. This happens because fuller vehicle schedules
and more travel between pickup and delivery locations fills the idle time spent wait-
ing at those locations. From both figures, as well as Figure 4.5 we can see that the
pkgRendezvous algorithm does not sacrifice solution quality when reducing the com-
putational cost since the results of the algorithm (i.e. percentage of matched requests,
total vehicle travel and waiting times are very similar to the baseline method.
Effect of number of delivery vehicles (|V |): Figure 4.8 shows the effect of
the number of vehicles |V | on the average query response times. As |V | increases, the
average query response time also increases due to the larger number of candidate vehicles
returned from the vehicle searching phase. We can observe that all variations of the
pkgRendezvous algorithm consistently outperform the baseline method, with PR-All
performing up to 3.8x as fast as the baseline method. Figure 4.9 shows the effect of
|V | on the percentage of matched requests. As |V | increases, the percentage of matched
requests also increases up to 100%. Similarly, the total vehicle travel time initially
increases as shown in Figure 4.10, since adding more vehicles allows more requests to be
matched which increases the total vehicle travel time. However, as |V | increases further,
the total travel time starts decreasing since the the larger number of vehicles provide
more possibilities for optimizing vehicle schedules, resulting in a lower total vehicle
travel time value. Figure 4.11 shows that the total vehicle waiting time increases with
the increase in V . The reason is that as travel time is reduced by the availability of more
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vehicles, the vehicles spend more idle time at pickup/delivery locations. Again, from
Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11, we can see that pkgRendezvous returns very comparable
solutions to the baseline method. The total travel time of PR-All was only slightly




























Figure 4.8: |V | versus avg. query response





























Figure 4.9: |V | versus percent. matched




























Figure 4.10: |V | versus total travel time





























Figure 4.11: |V | versus total waiting time
(best viewed in color)
Effect of number of candidate delivery locations per consumer itinerary
(nD): In this experiment, the minimum and maximum length for the consumer avail-
ability interval at all delivery locations were set to minL = maxL = 1 hour to allow
increasing the number of delivery locations per consumer itinerary. The last possible
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request arrival time arrlast was fixed based on nD = 5, so that only the number of can-
didate delivery locations nD was varied. Figure 4.12 shows the effect of varying nD on
the average query response time. We observe that as nD increases, the average query re-
sponse time increases for all algorithms. Also, as nD increases, the separation between
pkgRendezvous and BL increases. Again, we can observe that PR-All consistently






























Figure 4.12: nD versus avg. query response





























Figure 4.13: nP versus avg. query response






























Figure 4.14: (tend−tstart) versus avg. query






























Figure 4.15: α versus percent. matched
requests (best viewed in color)
Effect of number of candidate pickup locations per request (nP ): In Fig-
ure 4.13, we can observe that as the number of candidate pickup locations per request
increases, the average query response time also increases due to the larger scheduling
possibilities that need to be examined. Similar to the aforementioned results, PR-All
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also consistently outperforms BL.
Effect of length of consumer’s availability interval per delivery location
(tend − tstart): In this experiment, |V | was set to 200 vehicles, the last possible request
arrival time arrlast was fixed based on maxL = 3 hours, and the value of minL and
maxL were both varied as shown on the x-axis in Figure 4.14. As can be seen from the
figure, as the availability interval length increases, the average query response time also
increases. The reason is that with the increase in a consumer’s availability time at each
delivery location, there is a larger probability that the consumer’s request can be feasibly
matched to a delivery vehicle, which implies that more requests will get scheduled. The


























Figure 4.16: α versus total travel time






























Figure 4.17: α versus total waiting time



























Figure 4.18: lG versus avg. query response




























Figure 4.19: lG versus total travel time
(best viewed in color)
Effect of insertion cost function weight (α): Figure 4.15 shows the effect of α
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on the percentage of matched requests. At α = 0, many requests are unmatched since
the part of the cost function that minimizes the travel time in the insertion cost function
is eliminated. This results in unoptimized schedules, making it harder to schedule more
requests. However, as α increases, the percentage of matched requests also increases.
The effect of α on the total vehicle travel and waiting times is shown in Figure 4.16
and Figure 4.17 respectively. We notice that increasing α results in decreasing the total
vehicle travel time. The total waiting time greatly increases from α= 0 to α= 0.25
due to the large decrease in travel time, which in turn leaves space for more idle (i.e.
waiting) time. The best results occur at α = 0.75, where we have the smallest total




























Figure 4.20: lG versus total waiting time































Figure 4.21: tpickup and trendezvous vs. avg.































Figure 4.22: srp versus percent. matched
requests (best viewed in color)
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Effect of grid cell length (lG): As can be seen in Figure 4.18, an increase in
lG results in slightly lower average query response time since the number of grid cells
retrieved and updated during vehicle searching decreases. Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20
show the effect of increasing lG on the total vehicle travel and waiting times respectively.
We can see that for BL and PR-ET , increasing lG increases the total travel time. This
occurs due to the reduced number of grid cells, which implies that a larger cell size is
approximated using an anchor node. This reduces the quality of the approximation used
in vehicle searching, resulting in longer travel times and consequently lower idle/waiting
times (as more time is spent traveling on the network). However, interestingly, we
observe that for PR-LB (and also for PR-All, which uses the same lower bound filter),
the total travel time decreases from lG = 2000 m to lG = 3000 m. This can be attributed
to the online nature of the problem (i.e. requests are not known to the broker before
their arrival) and the greedy nature of the algorithm. Hence, the algorithm attempts
to optimize the objectives based on the current available requests. However, even a
suboptimal schedule at the current time instant may result in a better solution in the
future as more requests arrive to the broker. We also note that for this experiment, all
requests are matched by all candidate algorithms.
Effect of pickup and rendezvous durations (tpickup and trendezvous): In this
experiment, both tpickup and trendezvous were varied as shown in Figure 4.21. As tpickup
and trendezvous increase, we observe that the average query response time decreases. This
occurs since the increase in the pickup and rendezvous durations minimizes the number
of feasible insertion points for a given pickup and delivery pair into a given schedule.
Therefore, as more insertion points become infeasible, the overhead of scheduling the
pickup and delivery nodes at these points is eliminated, which reduces the response time
for the corresponding requests.
Effect of service rate (srp): Figure 4.22 shows the effect of increasing the service
rates of service locations on the percentage of matched requests. At srp=10 for all
service locations, the percentage of matched requests is low since the available supply
is much less than the demand (i.e. consumer requests). As srp increases, the supply





























Figure 4.23: Update interval of
CellV ehicleDistTable vs. total travel



























Figure 4.24: Update interval of
CellV ehicleDistTable vs. total wait-




























Figure 4.25: Update interval of
MaxPathT imeTable vs. total travel



























Figure 4.26: Update interval of
MaxPathT imeTable vs. total wait-
ing time (best viewed in color)
Effect of lookup table update intervals length (ILCellV ehicleDistTable and
ILMaxPathT imeTable): Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24 show the effect of the deferred update
interval length of the lookup table CellV ehicleDistTable on both the total vehicle travel
and waiting times respectively. Similarly, Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26 show the effect
of the MaxPathT imeTable update interval length. Generally, a longer interval length
implies a lower update frequency. We note that in both experiments, all requests were
matched by the broker. As observed in these figures, the total travel and waiting times
for both the BL and PR-ET algorithms remain constant since they do not apply the
all-insertions cost lower bound pruning filter, and therefore do not employ any lookup
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tables. As seen from Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.25, the PR-LB and PR-All algorithms
achieve a total travel time that is within only 0.9% to 2.6% higher than the total travel
time of the baseline method (BL). In addition, PR-LB and PR-All achieve even lower
total vehicle waiting time than BL as shown in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.26. We can
also observe that the total travel time did not increase at ILCellV ehicleDistTable=5 and
ILMaxPathT imeTable=5. This suggests that a longer update interval may also be used.
4.5 Conclusion and Future Work
This work explored the problem of Flexible On-demand Pickup and Delivery for Mov-
ing Consumers (FLOPDMC) where each consumer request includes an itinerary with
multiple possible delivery locations and the corresponding time intervals during which
the consumer is available at each location. The on-demand broker matches consumer
requests to delivery vehicles with the objectives of maximizing the number of matched
requests and minimizing the total vehicle travel and waiting times. We proposed
pkgRendezvous, a matching and scheduling algorithm with two pruning filters: an
early termination condition, and an all-insertions cost lower bound pruning filter with
lookup tables for efficiently pruning high cost pickup and delivery pairs. Our experimen-
tal evaluation showed that our proposed approach resulted in significant computational
savings compared to the baseline method without sacrificing the solution quality. In
the future, we plan to investigate a variation of this problem where candidate deliv-
ery locations are associated with probabilistic rather than deterministic time intervals.
These probabilities may arise in the case where the candidate locations are mined from
consumers’ historical GPS trajectories.
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Directions
5.1 Key Results
Spatiotemporal big data are of volume, velocity, and variety that exceed the capa-
bilities of common spatiotemporal data analytic techniques. This thesis investigates
spatiotemporal big data analytics that address the volume and velocity challenges of
spatiotemporal big data in the context of novel applications in transportation and engine
science, future mobility, and the on-demand economy. The thesis proposes scalable al-
gorithms for mining non-compliant window co-occurrence patterns and introduces novel
upper bounds for a non-monotonic statistical interest measure to address the large data
volume challenge by pruning uninteresting candidate patterns. To address the high ve-
locity challenge, the thesis proposes novel and scalable online optimization heuristics for
matching service providers to dynamically arriving requests from mobile consumers in
an on-demand spatial service broker. The proposed heuristics provide a robust matching
approach under variations in the supply-demand ratio. A novel matching and schedul-
ing algorithm is also proposed for the case of moving providers (i.e., delivery vehicles)
to scale up to a large number of on-demand transactions. Evaluation on real-world data
as well as synthetic datasets with real-wold characteristics show that the proposed ap-
proaches yield significant computational savings without sacrificing the solution quality.
The proposed matching heuristics were also shown to outperform related work on mul-
tiple performance measures (i.e., provider utilization variance, percentage of matched
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requests, average utilization of least utilized providers). A summary of the thesis con-
tributions is shown in Table 5.1, which also illustrates open directions for future work
(marked in red).
Table 5.1: Taxonomy of thesis contributions with future directions marked in red color.
ST indicates short term future directions while LT indicates long term directions.










• Monotonic upper bounds
for a statistical interest
measure (Ch. 2)
• A Multi-Parent Tracking
pruning approach (Ch. 2)
• A bidirectional






















• An early termination
filter (Ch. 4)
• An all-insertions cost
lower-bound pruning filter
for efficiently enumerating





















5.2 Short Term Future Directions
In the short term, I plan to investigate the following directions for further improving
the scalability of the proposed approaches and also addressing the velocity challenge
faced when mining non-complaint window co-occurrence patterns.
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Parallelization of the Proposed Approaches: Due to the growing volume of
spatiotemporal big data, parallelization may be considered to further improve the scal-
ability of the proposed approaches. I plan to investigate different alternatives for paral-
lelizing the proposed non-compliant window co-occurrence pattern mining algorithms.
A simple approach could be to distribute the processing of different trajectories and/or
different non-complaint windows across different nodes. Since the size of the lattice rep-
resenting the candidate patterns increases exponentially with the number of variables,
approaches for parallelizing the processing of the lattice nodes may also be investigated.
Similarly, the matching workflow in an on-demand spatial service broker can occur in
a distributed manner since supply-demand matching can be considered an embarrass-
ingly parallel workload where consumer requests and service providers can be split into
parallel tasks, each representing a geographic region.
Statistical Significance Testing: In this thesis, we looked at statistical interest
measures of association (i.e., cross-K function) and developed monotonic upper bounds
to efficiently prune uninteresting patterns using a user specified threshold. This ensures
that the output patterns are statistically meaningful which helps in communicating
the patterns to domain scientists. However, the proposed approach did not ensure
the statistical significance of the output patterns. In the future, statistical significance
testing need to be incorporated to further help in removing false positive patterns.
Online Mining of Emerging Non-compliant Window Co-occurrence Pat-
terns: Emerging co-occurrence patterns refer to recent co-occurrence patterns that have
only recently occurred and persisted in the data. The streaming nature of vehicle sensor
data can allow the discovery of new emerging co-occurrence patterns which may help in
monitoring engine malfunctions (e.g. unexpectedly high emissions or fuel consumption)
and provide engine scientists with insights into possible reasons associated with such
malfunctions, thus aiding in vehicle prognostics. However, due to the large data volume
and high velocity of the data, discovering such patterns require efficient online and in-
cremental algorithms. The related literature of online association rule mining focuses
on identifying frequent itemsets. However, in co-occurrence pattern mining, it is not
sufficient to only store the frequent itemsets and their counts since even low support
patterns can result in interesting co-occurrence patterns which are highly associated
with non-compliant windows. In addition, due to the high dimensionality of the data
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(i.e. large number of variables), storing the counts of all patterns that appeared in the
data is infeasible since the number of patterns can be exponential in the number of
variables. Hence, new online and incremental algorithms need to be investigated for
addressing such challenges.
5.3 Long Term Future Directions
In the long term, algorithms that address the variety and veracity challenges of spa-
tiotemporal big data need to be investigated. For instance, it is important to develop
non-compliant window co-occurrence pattern mining approaches that model the variety
of data sources for examining co-occurrences with exogenous parameters such as spatial
features (e.g., right and left turns, traffic signals, elevation, etc) as well as weather and
traffic information. In addition, engine measurement data may also suffer from uncer-
tainty due to noisy readings or suppression due to privacy preserving protocols. Hence,
the veracity challenge also needs to be addressed by developing novel approaches to
discover meaningful patterns from such uncertain or incomplete data.
Similarly, for on-demand spatial service brokers, the quality of the matching deci-
sions can also be improved by leveraging other data sources such as historical on-demand
transactions to model the consumer preferences and increase the acceptance probabil-
ity of consumers and service providers. Historical user GPS trajectories can also be
mined to identify the frequently visited locations. These locations may also be used
as candidate delivery locations with associated probabilities that reflect their visiting
frequency instead of having the users explicitly list all candidate locations. In this case,
on-demand pickup and delivery brokers need to account for the uncertainty of those
locations while matching consumers to delivery vehicles.
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pkgRendezvous on Didi Chuxing
Ride-Hailing Data
This appendix presents additional experimental results for running the pkgRendezvous
algorithm proposed in Chapter 4 for solving the FLOPDMC problem on ride hailing
requests from the Didi Chuxing mobile transportation platform. The data used repre-
sents ride requests for a single day (November 1st, 2016) in Chengdu, China [112]. The
dataset includes a ride request file describing the order id, ride start and stop times,
and the GPS coordinates of the pickup and drop-off locations. In addition, the dataset
includes a route data file which describes the routes of the vehicles matched to serve the
different orders. Each line in this file includes the driver id, order id, the timestamp,
and the latitude and longitude coordinates of the vehicle at this timestamp.
A.1 Experimental Design
Experiments assumed 16 hours of operation for the day starting at 8:00 am, and a
fixed number of candidate pickup and candidate delivery locations per request. Service
Locations (i.e., used for pickup) were selected based on the most frequent pickup nodes
in the whole dataset for the month of November. A total of 179 locations were identified
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covering 50% of the ride requests pickup locations. The service rates for these service
locations were generated using a random number that was uniformly distributed over an
input range [minR, maxR]. The candidate pickup nodes of each request were randomly
sampled from the set of available service locations. The first delivery location for each
request is assumed to be the drop-off location associated with the ride request. Other
delivery locations were randomly sampled based on the drop-off nodes distribution in
the input ride request data. The time intervals associated with each delivery location
were generated in the same way as described in the Minneapolis city simulation in
Section 4.4.2. Finally, the initial location of each delivery vehicle was selected based on
the vehicle’s GPS location at its earliest occurrence in the route data file. The default
parameter values were set as follows: |V | = 2000 vehicles, nP = nD = 3 locations,
minL = 1 hour, maxL = 3 hours, α = 0.95, lG = 1000 m, tpickup = trendezvous = 5 min,
ILCellV ehicleDistTable = ILMaxPathT imeTable = 1 min, minR = maxR = 30 requests/hr,
and the last request start time was set to 3 hours from the simulation start time, unless
stated otherwise. All experiments were run on a machine with an Intel Xeon Quad Core
3.00 GHz processor with 64 GB RAM.
A.2 Experimental Results
Effect of number of consumer requests (|R|): Figure A.1 shows the effect of the
number of requests |R| on the average query response time. To allow simulating different
number of requests, the last request start time was varied from 1 hour to 5 hours from
the start of the simulation time. This resulted in an increasing number of requests which
varied from 10,453 requests at 1 hour to 60,167 requests at 5 hours, with an average of 3
requests arriving per second. As can be seen, increasing|R| increases the average query
response time since vehicle schedules become increasingly longer which also increases
the scheduling overhead of new requests. At 60,167 requests, a decrease is observed in
the average query response time due to many scheduling options becoming infeasible.
At all request levels, the pkgRendezvous algorithm with all its variations consistently
outperform the baseline method BL. The combination of both filters (PR-ALL) resulted



























Figure A.1: |R| versus avg. query response



























Figure A.2: |R| versus percent. matched




























Figure A.3: |R| versus total travel time































Figure A.4: |R| versus total waiting time
(best viewed in color)
Figure A.2 shows the effect of |R| on the percentage of matched requests. As |R|
increases, a smaller percentage of requests can be matched by the broker. Figure A.3
and Figure A.4 show the effect of |R| on the total vehicle travel and waiting times
respectively. As |R| increases, the vehicles travel time increases to accommodate the
new requests. Similarly, the total vehicle waiting time increases as more requests are
inserted into the vehicles’ schedules, resulting in vehicles waiting at pickup and/or
delivery locations. From Figures A.2, A.3 and A.4, it can be clearly observed that





























Figure A.5: |V | versus avg. query response




























Figure A.6: |V | versus percent. matched




























Figure A.7: |V | versus total travel time





























Figure A.8: |V | versus total waiting time
(best viewed in color)
Effect of number of delivery vehicles (|V |): Figure A.5 shows the effect of
the number of vehicles |V | on the average query response times. As |V | increases,
the average query response time also increases due to the larger number of candidate
vehicles returned from the vehicle searching phase. We can observe that all variations of
the pkgRendezvous algorithm consistently outperform the baseline method. Figure A.6
shows the effect of |V | on the percentage of matched requests. As |V | increases, the
percentage of matched requests also increases up to 100%. However, the total vehicle
travel time decreases (as shown in Figure A.7) since a larger number of vehicles provides
more possibilities for optimizing vehicle schedules, resulting in a lower total vehicle travel
time. Figure A.8 shows that the total vehicle waiting time increases with the increase
in V . The reason is that as the travel time is reduced, the vehicles spend more idle time
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at pickup/delivery locations. Again, from Figures A.6, A.7 and A.8, we can see that
pkgRendezvous returns very comparable solutions to the baseline method. The total
travel time of PR-All was only slightly higher than BL (only up to 27 secs per vehicle
on average). These results agree with the results obtained from our simulation on the
Minneapolis, MN sytnthetic dataset in Section 4.4.3.
